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IVAIN J. BIR7ER: EDUCATION, ..

On'30 June 197B, Dr. .'Can J. Birror retired from his position

at the Command and Generca Staff College after completing more than

* 30 years of service. After his arrival at Fort Leavenworth on 20

January 1948, Dr. Birrer made a series of important contribution3

to CGSC. Initially hired as a Statistical Consultant, in July 1949

'ae became "Educational Advisor," a title he retained until I September

1977 when the title was abolished throughout the TRPADOC school system.

In 1974, he was also designated "Director, Master of !.Ulitary Art

and Science," but this title was later changed to "Director of Grad-

uate Degree Programs."

As a World War II graduate of CGSC, Dr. Birrer was thoroughly

acquainted with Fort Leavenworth upon his arrival, and his conitri-

butions began almost immediately. One of his first important achieve-

ments was to suggest, in April 1948, along with Dr. Jacob S. Orleans,

the previous Educational Advisor, that the typical CGSC classroom

should be reduced from 400 students to 40-50 students. This began

the long development of classroom instructional techniques, which

4 culminated in the late 1950's with small work-group instruction.

Throughout that evolution, Dr. Birrer led Leavenworth's effort to

adapt and adopt small-group discussion.

In the early 1950's, Dr. Birter played an important role as a

71 member of the planning committee for the design of the new academic

building. That early design envisioned a classroom with modern in-

structional aids and with a physical setting for smaller classes.

Before construction had actually begun and while General Garrison H.
i
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iVdO: wasi t'i Cor~iandant, Dr. Birrer suggcsted the building be

d '1 ,jor General Jamet Franklin Eel!.

la. ce ,ia:e 1950's, Dr. Birrer suggested that the Leavenworth

program be divided into three phases: fundamentals, application,

and advanced application. This concept\has endured. He assisted

in getting the class broken down into four equal parts, which became

known as the four-platoon and later the four-division system. Thence-

forth, only a quarter of each class was receiving the same instruction

at the same time. This permitted more efficient use of instructors

and consequently enhanced the quality of instruction.

In the early 1960's, Dr. Birrer became involved with the Master

of Military Art and Science Program. Conceived in 1962 while General

Harold K. Johnson was Commandant, the program culminated twelve years

later in August 1974, with degree-granting authority approved by

Congress. A final step was made in March 1976 when CGSC became an

institution fully accredited by the North Central Association of Col-

leges and Schools. This program was always viewed with special pride

by Dr. Birrer, and it stands as the clearest indication of his achieve-

ment and contribution to the College.

In 1971-1972, Dr. Birrer played a key role in designing a new

CGSC curriculum consisting of 60% common courses and 40% electives.

This scheme was devised before the advent of the OPMS system and re-

presented a clear move away from the traditionaul, generalist approach.

It provided the basic framework for the development of the CGSC cur-

riculum in the 1970's, and enabled the Leavenworth student to design

a course of study that was more directly germane to his individual
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i!e-Jg, (Jut of all- hio achievemantz, D;:. 2irrer considered this his

mose sLgnificant concribution to the lon'-:n development of CGS2.

'or more. tLhi twenty yeears, Dr. Bir'-er r-n the Instructor Train-

ing Course for newly assigned members of the faculty. This gave him

an early influeuice over the CGSC instructor, and enabled him to es-

tabiish a very personal relationship wi'-h the officers who actually

conducted the classes. Many of those friendships endured for decades,

and some. of his personal friends such as Generals Harold K. Johnson,

John H. Hay, and John H. Cushman eventually returned to Fort Leaven-

worth as commandants.

Dr. Birrer's long-term influence over CGSC is almost unequalled,

for hiý ideas and methods inexorably shaped the institution into its

modern form. His influence, his intelligence, and his unequalled

"knowledge of the-institution have provided the important spark and

sense of .irection essential to CGSC during many moments of important

decision.
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Dr. 1-.on J. birrer

28 Decenober 1977

Sir, may we begin our in ......- wich you dzibn n you

came to Ft. Leavenworth and what positions you have held since

you have been here?

A: I reported for duty on the 20th of Januar !048. The specific

title of the job for which I was selected was Statistical Consultant.

When I came to work I was assigned to a large staff organization

which was called Analysis and Research headed by a senior colonel.

There were about ten senior people in the group, which later became

a pretty famous group. It was headed by then Colonel Don Faith who

was doubling as the acting assistant commandant. The assistant

commandant was General William F. Dain, having departed three days

before my arrival. Don Faith had bean the director of Analysis

and Research.

There was another civilian named Dr. Jacob S. Orleans who had

an interesting title, Psycho-Educational Advisor. Dr. Orleans

stayed with the college through the school year and then left to

return to City College sometime during the summer of 1948. His

position was filled for one year by Dr. Robert Davis who came to

us on a year's leave of absence from the University of Colora4o.

That turned out to be kind of a debacle. Davis had never been

around the Army before, and his wife didn't like it. He di•n ot

understand what was happening. When Davis left there was just

no actlon to fill that positiot.. I guess by default or maybe

2
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[1 1Z-"pat flon, I don't ren'e.:',e" "hich, the "P'.. : title waR dropped.

The term "Educational Ac.vior" persisted, anI i acquired t'.e title.

Ihat would have been someth2_.m like Ju.'7 of 19,1),

That title re.,ained with me, untouched, uu i. i)iJ, at which

Lime i as given an operational title in addition; it was called

! ,10cLUC, Evaluation and Review, or DER for short. That held for

Wu, one year at which time it was apparent that we were going to

g~eL out- degree granting la~gislation, and then the titl~e became

Director, Master of Military Art and Science. The other title weI just sort of let drop out. The title later became Director of

Graduate Degree Programs. All these titles have been held in

conjunction with the title Educational Advisor. That particular

title fell under disrepute throughout the TPADOC school system on

1 September 1977. Since that time - officially at least - I have

had the title Director of Graduate Degree Programs. So, I will

finish my 30th year at the Cormand and General Staff College on

19 January 1978.

Q: Let's go back, sir, and cover some personal data about yourself.

When were you born? Where were you born? Where were you raised?

A: I was born the 24th day of March 1918 in a very small town of

about 1100 or 1200 people. It is named Atwood, Kansas. You will

find it in the far northwest corner of Kansas. It is a county1

seat town that borders on Nebraska, and a second county seat from

Colbrif. I grew up in the town, and went to eiementary school

and high school there.
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Swent LO undersradat'_ college a' 'urt Hays Kansas State

Czllege at Hays, Kansas, wltich was the n•earest college. From

%-.ere I lived, it was ab, ;t 150 miles. I pursued a degree in

htor•-•ol.... ca. sience, and il..ed i r! the recessar.,

courses for a major in that area. But in my sophomore year I began

to take courses in psychology, and by the time I got to be a senior

it became apparent that I was going to have to follow that endeavor.

By some negotiation, I switched majors at the last moment, and I

actually got my baccalaureate degree ir psychology in 1939.

Q: What did you do between 1939 and the next few years?

A: I went immediately to graduate school for two years at Clark

University in Worcester, Massachusetts. For those days and for

someone from my background, I went on what I thought was a pretty

fabulous proposition. Clark University offered me an outright

scholarship which paid all fees, and provided me with free room

in what they called the faculty house. As I remember the first

year, i received some $300 credit in the dining hall. This really

meant thi.t if I got there I could probably go almost with no

expense. The following year was much the same thing. I finished

my masters degree in 1940 in psychology, and then I went back in

1941 for another year. ";i doctoral programs at Clark required

a big examination which they called, euphemistically, the prelimi-

nary examinations, We had five written examinations one day after

another for five days. I finished that ordeal or obstacle in the

spring of 1941.

4



-'.e titne r za:'e :i ., :I -. " '-.-i .,.-erway. I guess

L c:; zred of school and w:', much ueierýain about it, so I

lu to the draft board --.c! . them Lo me out on the

2,1:< t 1"' i' ",r-j -t 0 n

unifo:m i off five years later in May, 1946, went back to Clark for
,'

one year and finished tha YHD. It was May of 1947. Three or four

mo',ths previous to that .1 had been accorded the compliment of being

±invited back to Fort hays as a member of the Psychology Department.

I accepted that offer with the restriction that they let me begin

imediately to teach that summer. We had spent all of our meager

earnings. I went back to Hays expecting to live a fairly respect-

able and normal life as a psychology professor and the director

of the psychological clinic there. I did that during the summer

and through the fall term, at which point we've already noted my

plans were all changed. I was invited to join the college at

Ft. Leavenworth.

Q' What did you do during World War II?

A: Well, I shouldn't say I enlisted, because that's not the right

term. I simply said that everybody is going to war; just let me

go on the next quota. I came into the reception center here at

Ft. Leavenworth. The scheme in those days was to keep one here

about three days, but in my case it turned out to be something

like four weeks. The reason being that the reception center sta-

tion had soie special instruction for anybody who came through and

who could be classified as a military psychologist. Under the MOS

scheme.Qf that day, I was entitled to that classification. So, I

5
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wa:o :,j:: sent out imn.edlately. About three or four weeks later, T

hep z to think o'•:ii• very specracular was going to happen to

Ivan Birrer. It didn't. One day I was ordered to Ft. Riley to

L-: - bu.iu traiaing with the Cavalry RLpiaein-t Training Center.

When I got to Ft. Riley, I found out that there were five other

young men who had been collected through this military psychologist

program. We had all been sent there, and we went through basic

trainirg at Riley with kind of a special tag attached because in

addition to basic ttaining we worked at night in the classifica-

tion office. What I really did was give tests. Upon completion

of basic training, all six of us were assigned to the classifica-

tion office of the replacement training center. We were to be

watched and be obterved to determine whether or not we should be

sent to OfficL-s' Candidate School (OCS). It turns out that all

six of us were. Three of us wure sent to the Adjutant General's

OCS at Ft. Washington, Maryland. I finished there in September

1942. It was three days before we were married. Then I went back

for another four weeks course, or something like that, at which

time I was now presumably a qualified personnel consultant, which

was an AGC officer that had certain psychological qualifications.

But again, I got a very unglamorous assignment out of that.

The Army sent me to Huntsville, Texas, where the-Army had taken over

the campus of what is now Sam Houston State University, a very small

state teachers college in those days in the sleepy little town of

Huntsville, where I taught Army Administration to prospective army

enlisted clerks. That school lasted about a year.
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By no110i, LL:.'lt•i -nuary 1944. The .1:&icl -L 1iunt!,Vlle w 5S

clvbzd out, and 1 wus sent to a p: f n:r u: war camp in Nont.i::ollo,

Ar..ansas. I foTMn myselt as a personn.-I officer with a . £-_rl.es

all the Italians that were captured by the western forces L-1 Nor-'h

Africa were shipped there. I know, for example, there were 33

generlI oLf1icevs, and that is quite a story in itself. Th:a salty

old colonel that was commanding the center was transferre. to North

Camp Hood to be the commanding officer of the first branch disci-

pl1nary barracks to be established for American prisoners. He had

taken a liking to me, and he requested that I be sent to join him

in the middle of 1944.

That got me to Hood. It turned out to be a very interesting

challenge in that we were in an abandoned barbed ,ire prisoner of

war camp. One night our prison population went from 0 to 500 with

the arrival of a train from Leavenworth, and about a. week later

from 500 to 1,000. They were supposed to be carefully selected.

I think they selected the worst they had and sent them down to us.

I served as the adjutant and classification officer. It was a very

busy, very troubles-,me kind of thing.

By now I had become concerned about what kind of an answer I

was going to give. 25 years later when my son was going to ask,

"Dad, wtat did yotu do during the war?" I went home one night and

told my,wife that I had to figure some way to get out of this. I

was just not going to say that I spent the whole war in Arkansas

and Tex'a•, Well, as the adjutant I read the incoming official

7



I
mail, and one day I saw this invitation for officers to apply to

attend wh'at was then called the Co_--and and General Staff School

at F.La . A-j 7. read, it, i_' .;ai a pareat tý; m~u >:

could qualify. So, I typed up an application. By then the colonel

that had reciuited lae, in a sense, had been transferred, and the

other one was perfectly willing to let me go.

I came up to Ft. Leavenworth in the late spring of 1945. I

thought somehow or other that if I could get to Leavenwurth that

would get me away from the Service Command, which they then called

the area of CONUS installations. It would also get me out of the

prison business and into what was the real Army. CGSS was a tre-

mendously broadening experience for th.q young now-Army captain

that did not know very much about the Army. I could read and learn.

My hunch was right. The school was told to pick 300 or 400 officers

(I don't remember exactly how many it was) out of the class of about

1,500 for shipment to the Pacific. This was to man what was called

the Army Forces Western Pacific, which was the coammnd that was

going to stage the Japanese invasion. And I was one of those selected.

I h.d all the right tickets - young, healthy, never been overseas,

and so or.. I was really delighted about this.

In due time, I sailed out of San Francisco enroute to .the Pacific.

The war ended either a couple days before or a couple days after-

wards. In any case, when I arrived at Manila everything was turned

around; there was going to be no Japanese invasion as such. One of

my Officer Candidate School colleagues had 1ecome an assignment

officer in the then-replacement training system, and.we had

8



maintained some contact with each z 'h-Ir. :¶y name came up, and he

1ew Lhot they had vary rece'nttl .. up another bra..h discipli-

nary harrac:I from 'New Guinei nal the way through the islands. It

was under a different title and was called the Philippine Detention

and Rehabilitation Center. It was some sixty kilometers southeast

of Manila and in pretty terrible condition. I don't think they

had auybody at all that knew anything about the prison business.

So now here I was back again in the prison business. I spent

another very unglamorous year, or Just about a year, in the

Philippines. By that time, under the point rotation system, I

had enough to go home. That's the not-very exciting story of my

military career.

As I said earlier, once I got out of the Army, I went back to

school. I taught a semester and a summer term, and than I came

to Ft. Leavenworth.

Q: Let me ask you a few questions about CGSS during the war. How

was the school operated during that particular period?

A: It was really kind of three schools in one, which started at

the same time. I was in the 24th class. There were 27 of them

conducted in the shortened version of about 13 weeks. In the

latter part of the war, where I had first-hand experience, the

class was subdivided .into what was called a ground class, an air

cla",' and a service class. I was in the service section. We

had about 250-300 officer students. We all sat in what is now

the museum. The ground section by the time I was there was the

"biggest one, and it had the west end of Gruber Hall which was

9



split ab.;ut 60,140. The air ,•.ijn had the 40. With abrnut tw'o

e.•ceptionL, the groups were ntir',ly scparate. We did get together

a couple of times for a sort of nombined exercise.

1I remember we sat in class stVýfen hours a day, n-ay througlh

Friday, but we got a little break and got off with only six hours

on Saturday. With the size of the class and the big kind of hall,

the instructor, as you can imagine, did a great deal of formal

lecturing. We got talked to, or we had sone requirement to solve.

After we had it solved, the instructor gave the solution. There

certainly wasn't any real opportunity for any dialogue. We wero

seated in alphabetical order, and the young man sitting on my right

was named Tom Bonner. Tom was a very bright young lad, an ordnance

officer, with a graduate degree out of a major university. Like

myself, he had always done well in school. The first day we sort

of got to joking, and we made a little wager. The terms of it

were that whoever got called on first lost the five dollars. I

finally won the bet, the next to the last day of school. I never

was called upon, I never volunteered anything (that is nut really

my nature), and Tom was only called upon once. I think that sort

of tells you how they conducted the course.

-1: Did it require regular homework?

A: Well, not for me it didn't. I lived in one of the Doniphan

apartments. There were about eight of us. I was in one of the

long outside apartments, and my bunk was in the dining room. We

also had z table, and I think five nights a week we played poker.

I made a go(, bit of money.

1 0. . ._



iv.-: Liose of us for ".m9 school came along fairly easy, (r for

- IU•io!e ',ho had not b OLut ( school that Icag, and that sort of

th Ho.-- all we had to do ;'a• !tsten. They tond :-,i everythin tcat

you were supposed, to tnow. For some of the other students, the

logistics problems would just be horrendous. The relatively straight-

foiward business of figuring replacement requirements, tons per man

pet day, build-up requ'rements, and that sort of business caused

some people a great eal of difficulty. There was a certain auLa,

even in those days, about Leavenworth that this was really a signifi-

cant, make-or-break, tough, demanding sort of institution. I did

not find it this way.

Q: Let's begin with 1948. Would you describe some of the problems

of the Command and General Staff School during that period. What

was happening here at that particular time?

A: I mentioned earlier that when I came 1 was assigned to this

large department called the Department of Analysis and Research.

it was really kind of a misnomer; it was kind of a glorified college

staff, which was presumably charged with assisting the deputy corm-

mandant and trying to coordinate what was, even then, a complex

structure. When I came in here, it's like anything else, you have

to make the job or else somebody gives you something to do. Nobody

exactly knew what I was supposed to do, so I kind of looked around.

One of the first things that came to my attention was that the

college was struggling with the problem of using so-called "standard

scores" as the bookkeeping system for its student evaluation pro-

gram. I really didn't have anything to do with the decision to go
LI



to standard scorea. It had been prcpo3cd by the other civilian,

Dr. Orleans, to the first lpost-war co-cz-andant, General Leonard T.

Gerow, who hai approved this. It was a question of implementa-

tion. We are still using that system today. Standard scores is

the process of taking so-called raw examination test results and

convertina them irto some kind oi a standard notation system. In

this case the one being used was an arbitrary mean of 100 with the

standard deviation of 20. It's the same scheme that we've used

throughout the Officer Efficiency Reports, or at least initially

until they got inflated. The AGCT system is built the same Just

as an aside, the przoblem is that when you combine two or more sets

of test marks, if you want to have a meaningful result, you need

to have them both reduced to some kind of range. And it's worth

noting that General Lesley J. McNair, while commandant, had dis-

covered several years before, somewhat for himself, this well known

fact about combining scores. He worked out what he called the

"KcNair Law of Merit." The "McNair Law of Merit" takes scores

expressed in percent form, and keeps them in that same scale, but

adjusts them in exactly the same fashion that Army standard scores

adjusted them. The Army had done this for years at Leavenworth,

but nobody ever knew about it because it still looked like percent

scores. Standard scores are something else.

So, one of the first things I found myself involved with was

trying to assist the people in the local Academic Records Branch

to simplify the ways to do this fairly simple numerical procedure.

But that got me into the question of student evaluation, which was

12



kiod o.' a no-man's land. It wasn't very long beforc 1. tcame,

. -i•'h CLtle but in fact, the as.iiatgnt comrandaat's :;'ecial

•=hZ oaicer for student evaluatic.. I might say that that posi-

Liuii has neve'r c¢•niged; it still huldi. today. It Wias initially

based upon the fact that I knew a little something about educational

tests and measurements.

The next thing that I got inr;olved with was somewhat related.

For part of the course for some students in those days, there was

a 20-or-30 hour block of very elementary educational measurements

or psychological statistics. Some teachers were needed and that's

how I first got my foot into a Leavenworth classroom as a teacher.

These kinds of events kept me involved as I began to reacquaint

myself with the institution. Remember now, I had been a student

here not too long before, so much of what was going on was familiar

to me.

The first substantial action thatJI had anything to do with

came along about April 1948, Just four months or so after I came.

Ju For this to make any sense, I have to back up and say a lit le bit

about CGSC in its structure and configuration in 1948. The Com-

mandant, General Manton S. Eddy, had arrived two days before I

did. The Deputy Commandant was Colonel Don C. Faith, and he held

that position for the first five or six months that I was here.

In addition to that, the rest of the faculty was divided into what

was called four schools - personnel, logistics, combined arms,

intelligence - and each of them had a commandant and assistant

* .commandant by title. As far as the student bodies were concerned,

13



everybody took the same progran of study, which was a composite

offering of these several departments through the first 32 weeks

o: t!.... szhi 'eaz Then in t la. ia.c 12 week; che Cla.ss was divided

into these four groupings which corresponded to the four schools.

They either got in personnel, intelligence, combined arms, or

logistics. But for the Eirst 32 weeks of the common instruction,

the class of 400 students all sat in one room in Gruber Hail.

This was the same kind of program that I had attended not too long

I before.

Q: Do you say that in a negative sense?

Q: I guess I sort of implied that. But that's a little unfair,

because some things were done very well. I don't want to discount

those. Because the faculty was correspondingly as large then as

it is now, and because a subject was only taught a single time,

the sheer arithmetic will tell you that the amount of time that

any single faculty member had to teach was very limited, and that's

all he did. So, he would do it very, very well. It would be tho-

roughly rehearsed; it was a production number: it was platform

performance with kind of a capital P. But it was very well done.

I was, of course, convinced from my own experience that over time

this was just no way to conduct a school program. It became kind

of a physical endurance contest.

Although Dr. Orleans had never had this experience, this was

his second year, and he had been observing the college. He became

convi'hbed on his own that he would do something about breaking up

this pattern. So, in due time Dr. Orleans and I sat down and

14



/I
co-aitl,.Jred a paper. I am proý-ably being a licl.e presumptuous

when I say iL Lhat way; I thiuk he wrote the p.-per and I probably

I 11i, . ' - P Z'Iý U J ii: d LU

nment which was submitted over our joint signature to General Eddy.

The paper recommended that thu class be broken down into smaller

sections. As I tell you the story ! remember that a couple of davy

agLo I read a Christmas card from Dr. Orleans commenting on my

announced intention to retire. Along with some other vary pleasant

comments, he made reference to this paper that we co-authored which

rurned out to be a landmark in Leavenworth's history. Well, suffice

It to say that the recouendation was adopted.

Q: Was that a paper or was it published as a study?

A: It was just a short memorandum addressed to the Commandant

that proposed this. I can't really remember much more about it than

that. I don't think I could even find a copy of the memorandum.

I do recall lery well that there came the time when we were to

0 get our audience. Remember I'm thirty years old, a little brash

but still somewhat overwhelmed by 50-year-old colonels, to say

nothing about a couple of generals. Here we were in this room

with eight or tean or so of the major college people. General Eddy

sat at one end, and we were there to discuss the Orleans-Birrer

proposal.. Everybody had been provided a copy of the paper, and I

remember that as each, member in turn got to speak, the general

comment was, "Well,tyes, this is a pretty good idea, but we really

can't do-It, because. " And then the "becauses" went on one

after another. I remember this reaction went half way down the

15



row of six people, Rnd I could see nothing but doom for this

proposition. We turned the corner and the second one on my left

wa; .n Navy capt•.in. Re :aid something t,- the r!•ect, "All oE r.y

colleagues before have said this was a good idea, but we can't do

it, because. . . It strikes me that that's a contradiction in

itself. If we believe it's a good idea, why don't we turn our

attention to the question of trying to figure out how we can make

it work." He said it more eloquently than that, I'm sure. All I

can really remember is that General Eddy grabbed on to that, and

from then on the whole matter turned around.

The specific action was to appoint a board headed by Colonel

Stuart Wood not to decide the merits of the proposal; this now had

been accepted. Specifically, the Wood Board was charged with deter-

mining what could be done to provide the physical facilities, the

classrooms. They found that you could put six into McNair, by moving

some partitions in there, and six into Muir Hall. When they found

the twelve classrooms, that is how we got the 40-man class. We had

480 students, and when they were divided into twelve sections, this

resulted in 40 students per section.

That was the first significant change in CGSS since World War II.

General Eddy was followed by General Horace L. McBride. I guess if

you look in the log you'd find that there is a short period of time

where General Hartness, who had become the deputy commandant, served

as the acting commandant to be replaced in time by General McBride.

Q: Wv4at were some of the problems encountered in implementing the

40-man classroom?
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A : You remember that I explained thaý th2-. faculty was divided~ tnto

Cour sclivols, mi~d this was before the ý;I_-: Thlege was famed at

',-a'7en-;ort. 1 1whn*idi2' t.- !wne the O:ltau5

small class proposal in May or June 1943, a new class was scheduled

to start three months later. As an aside, I suppose when in sub-

aequent years people around here told me something coulOdn't be done,

nu matter what it was, I have always been inclined t o smile and say,

4 ~"WeiLl, it has been done.? I am a:lways reierring to this im'plementa-

tion of the smaller sections, because this was really traulmatic, and

Bakto faculty organization, The first thing we did was kin

of compound the polm eaaitwas dcedthatweoudfr

a fifth element to do the common instruction. This new department

was to be called the Department of Com~and and General Staff. It

was going to do the whole job for 30 weeks, and what was going to be

left of the other four smaller ele-meats would do a ten week portion.

It Qa a very big department. One )f the first problems was that

it became a kind of a status symbol. If you were selected to join

the CGS Department, you made the first team. That caused some

morale problems, especially when you recognize that the officers

left in the othar departments really had nothing to do throughout

the whole qchool year until we got to the last ten weeks. It was

A very inelficient way to run a railroad.

But now to get back to the question about the problem encountered

when we t3;ied to Implement the smaller sections. Well, we picked out

the people for the CGS Department, and it turns out that there were
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about 80 people identified. That '.:as determined to he cboL:t the

fair share. tt had already been dzcided that we were ;oi i_

crnduct tha_ cc-. . ... in 1.2 classz .. .d ri.:;ht ..a. .. th. tl his

first year we were going to do it all simultaneously. When you

compare 12 with 80 or so, that sounds like you might be able to

form six groups, but we had to have some supervisors. So, we

decided that we would form five elements. The simplistic scheme

envisioned that we would just teach one day in five. Furthermore,

for the first year, and I literally saw this accomplished, they

put together a set of 3 x 5 cards in which all the subjects were

listed, and they actually just dealt them out. It was not quite

one at a time, because you had to take into account the length of

the subject. But they divided them up equally in terms of hours,

and that is what each of the five elements taught. Since these

same officers, or at least the old ones that had been on the faculty,

had come from an entirely different experience where they had only

a very small portion of the curriculum to teach, their curriculum

content span suddenly was magnified probably 20 times. Moreover,

since it was done with no attempt to associate like subjects

together, that further compounded the problem. As I talk about

it later, it seems clear that we should have done better than that,

but we didn't.

I got my first brush with instructor training during this

period. It wasn't exactly called that, but the designated head

of this, Aew faculty element was Colonel Robert N. Young, who later

retired as a Lieutenant General. Bob Young quite correctly
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peLcLiLvud that this wag n1 0, -- o be b'isin?3s a3 usual for the

Eacul'. He arranged to i',ave . 3 '.ies of mode! classes taught in

A j ... .L. ....- ,3 6 j~ n

I was invited to sit in and critique the performance. I guess as I

think about it, that was m.y first venture into instructor training.

The nodel exercises were introductory kinds of things, and they

bezame kind of what one would call recitations. But for the faculty

member who had been engaged in nothing but one-way communication,

that small step was a pretty sizable change in scheme.

Q: Are you saying the college was doing much better, despite some

of the problems?

A: I am convinced we did better that first year. Jckirngly around

here, we said, "Never did the faculty learn so much." I think

that's literally true. Maybe this was the result that we were

looking for, but I only know one person that really believed that

this was not a tremendous step in the right direction.

To pursue that a little farther, one of the mistakes we made,

though, was that we got people spread out too far. Over time came

acme developments which narrowed this range of content. One of

the simple things to do was make scme effort to group the lessons

assigned to each faculty element according to some kind of common-

ality, especially those that required some kind of specialized

knowledge.. The first kind of group that fell out were those who

were dealing with amphibious warfare or airborne operations. It

wasn't vgey long before one of those elements became the Airborne

Department. In due time we also saw scLae other things happen.
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Sonebcdy figured out that you really did not have to teach all

I- ciasses at one time; yc: might do six at a time, and that cut

it don to a half. We did that for a couple years, and then we

went down to a so-called Four-Platoon System that prevails today.

Over time we began to develop some profi-ciency, if youi will, in

conference leadership within the classroom.

Q: Did you have any influence over that?

A: I don't think I can claim any credit fir that in the early

period. There were some other people who were important, especially

an officer named Paul Bogen who probably deserves the major by-line.

I got into instructor training in a big way just a little bit later.

I would lUke to think that maybe I encouraged this along. But given

a couple of years the old method, or at least the Gruber Hall thing,

had been demolished. We taught in McNair and Muir Hall for a couple

of years. At that time the Army wanted to increase the college to

SCO students. General McBride was the commandant, and he said we

could do it. But we could only do it if they would let him modify

Gruber Hall to put in folding doors. That $300,000 project is

what put the so-called folding doors in Gruber Hall in about 1953

or 1954. That's where the college functioned until 1959.

Q: Can you describe the period when the War College was at Ft.

Leavenworth?

A: One of General Manton Eddy's last tasks at Leavenworth was to

head the Eddy Board which was charged with a rather interesting

mission of determining (and this is almost the words of the direc-

tive) was it desirable or necessary for the Army to reestablish
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its Army Vau College, and if so, where should it be? It w•s c:ear

from the directive that the .swer to :"e first question ,-as sup-

posed to be yes, and the answer of thQ Eddy Board to the seco'nd

question was that it initially should be at Ft. Leavenworth. it

was also presumed by the Board that Eddy would stay here as the

joint commandant. But he was p.x,: .teJ and moved out to corzmand a

corps, I guess, in Europe. ;enerai Joe Swing came up from' Ft. Sill

to be the War College commandant. General McBride became the CGSS

commandant. It was a difficult time for CGSS, because the senior

officer was General Swing. He had almost a blank check to do what

he wanted with the college. He could take the peuple that he wanted.

For all practical purposes, he brought some in, but mostly sort of

divided up the CGSS faculty. Thir thing went on for a year until

the War College moved to Carlisle Barracks, rennsylvania.

Q: Was the friction that existed on the post one of the reasons

for the move?

A: No, I think the move was always going to happen. The friction

was just because the War College students and faculty were given

tremendous advantages not available to others.

Probably a few words about the curriculum during this period

are in order if we are going to trace along the line of the CGS3

curriculum. Earlier I said that CGSS consisted of 32 weeks of

ccmmon instruction and 10 weeks of so-called specialized instruction.

At the end ofithis the class was divided into four groups. The

speciplized instruction could be characterized generally as Depart-

ment of the Army-level instruction. Specialized personnel instruction,
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i
for e••-atple, dealt with requiremea:a, distribution, the whole business

*i of raising and recruiting, and controlling the Army at what we now

* cal! the Leaury Chlaie Q Sta.±f for Personnel (DCS is.) level. intel-

ligence instruction, for example, was just strategic intelligence.

The Edc.y Board's notion was that they could stort the War

College at Leavenworth quite readily by the somewhat simple process

of taking those four 10 week courses and just combining them into a

year-long curriculum of 40 weeks. As a matter of fact, that's not

at all what General Swing did. But for CGSS it's importanL to note

that on rthe supposition that it would happen, that material was taken

out of the Leavenworth curriculum. Now I might say, and we'll come

back to this a little bit later, what happened to CGSS in terms of

the 10 weeks. To over simplify the case, the curriculim was, if you

will, in kind of a figurative sense, moved forward. Ten weeks of new

material was put in front of the old COSS curriculum. It was now a

full school year long, but it ended where the comon curriculum

- I used to end. The problem being then, to a degree, as is now:

there is always material that somebody thinks everybody needs to

have, and needs to have early. If you have got 10 weeks, it will

be filled up very quickly. CGSS was just sort of in a holding

pattern during the year the War Collega was here. Nothing much

really changed under the leadership of General Henry L. Hodes.

Pe was a very strong and impressive person, and he would have been

here about 1953-54.

Q: Let"s talk about CGSC during the period of the Kcxean War.
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A: Tho.,$ the only thins t:t:1, " ren.emnber of any special signifi,carnce

dUr.lng the Hodes ReSIwme !s ',:a. anecdQtal. One day Gereral

Korea. Palmer was a Corps •L).nmander at the time. In the course

of the letter, he added a couple of sentences which said something

very close to these wor'U: "I don't knov how well you train your

studeuns to do my job, all I 1a.ow is you don't train them very

well to do their job." Later, we found out what had happened. A

Leavenworth graduate of a couple of years or so earlier, serving on

Palmer's staff, had something to do with preparing orders. In the

process oi getting ready to issue anL order, he made the mistake of

digging out of the file or out of the book shelf a model of the order

format. According to General Palmer this was prima facie evidence

that he didn't know what to do. With this kind of encouragement, we

had a period of flurry, which culminated in an examination (in the

form of student evaluation) which consisted of an cperation order

exercise which was graded almost entirely in terms of the niceties

Ai in operations order writing techniques. The reaction from the class,

as you can well understand, was not very positive. I think that's

about all I recall during that period.

Q: Did the Korean War affect the curriculum at all, in terms of

changing its content?

A: I don't think so. We were still very much oriented toward

Europe. I Just don't recall any significant data about that:.

Q: A couple years ago, when I was putting together some data on

the CGSC, I noticed that during the period of the Korean War there
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was a tremendous upsurge in the number of hourx devoted to tactics

instrUction. Was thAL the re.ult of General Pilmer's criticism,

or wao that the result of the loss of the Wda Coilege hours?

A: IL was primarily the lazcer. It's one cf cho5,: hician things

that without the explanation doesn't make sense. The material that

was added at the front of the CCSS curriculum was primarily material

relating to the so-called Army in the field which kind of can fall

-in a broad category, It was predominantly division-level instruction.

We did, of course, have a sizable amount of hours devoted to formal

map problems of the corps, and even field army. The specialized

instruction relating to tactics under the category of Combined Arms

(one of the four major groupings) really had to deal with what today

we probably cnll force development.

Q: Was there any plan that the War College would have taken that

package of instruction on Combined Arms?

A: General Eddy thought the War College should have been responsible

for some of it. This was one of the real differences between General

Swing's concept and the Eddy concept. Now, I'm convinced that had

the War College started here under General Eddy, there would have

been some tactical instruction at the field-Army level, maybe theater

and perhaps even the corps level. There would have been some kind of

interrelationship between that and the CGSS offerings. Under

General Swing it was going to be entirely different, even for no

other reason than that he just was not going to have anything to do

with CGSS. There was a break there, a severance that probably

has never been completely healed.
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Q: Were there any attewpts ýurin& rth~i c.L period to cren•e a

spl•arate logiutizs s':hool or tactics i:.:oi at Ft. Leavenworth?

A: In a sense we had that. We had so-called specialized instruc-

tion, as I pointed out to you, for those first three or four post-

war years. After the co~on instruction, a student took spcializad

Lnstruction that was all logistics, ail intelligence, all personnel,

or all combined arms, althouah that was nmr'nprbng of a misnomer.

We gave this up with the Eddy Board, now that I think of it.

I was not a member of the Eddy Board, but I got to travel around
with them a good bit and do some special studies for the board.

I simply went to the trouble once of comparing the area specializa-

tion at Leavenworth with the Department of Army staff assignment

for those graduates who went to DA. Since three or four years had

gone by, there had been a fairly sizable number who had received

the specialized instruction. What I remember very vividly is that

the results were that your assignment at DA was seemingly completely

unrelated to your instruction at Ft. Leavenworth. You didn't

improve or lessen your chances of going to DCSPER by specializing

in personnel, for all practical matters. When I showed General Eddy

these figures, he used them as an argument for the fact that the

scheme of tagging people for this just would not work. That's how

we got rid of the thing. It came back in later with an option for

a while to have either a logistics or tactics concentration at the

end of the course just for the reserves. Well, that really didn't

make any sense, After a while, people gave that one up, too.
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Certainl.y r ' 0 -'ears or so, there has been a

periodic call. fu.. "Logiscics Leavenworth" someplace. 'va have

always argued thaz that would be a Lis(c, or at le_,5it 4uJId

be a mistake if it meant that you would take the logisticians out

of Leavenworth. You might still want to have another school for

the specialists, but there ought to be someplace where the combat

service support people and the combat ar=s people are side by

side. That has a'ways been the argument. It seems to me that

whenever we finally get down to any really threatening position,

that argument has always prevailed.

Q: Do you have any other points that you would like to cover?

A: There are a couple of points I did not mention that merit

some attention because if their subsequent infiuence _r effect here

at the college. One of these, and I would gue•ss probably the most

important one, is that in 1952 or 1953 1 was temporarily given the

responsibility for instructor training program primarily in the

area of student evaluation. The heart of tha program was, of

course, a purely military affair, and this w".s in the day, at least

at Fort Leavenworth, when a civilian was otill some kind of a

strange and not necessarily trustworthy breed. But the officer

who was in charge of instructor training was pulled away to some

special affair, and as a result, just by default, I was asked to

take over. Frankly, once I got my hands on that operation, I
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carefully held on t'7v.•a 1975, hecause I had hnoz.n for a long

time that if I had a chance to have essentially the first contact

with the incoming faculty it was as good an opportunity as any

to influence the course Qf events at COSC. Roreover, that made

uie kaown to all members of the faculty on a very intimate basis.

. good many of my coztacts, friendships, and associations stem

directly from that arrangement.

The other item that I want to talk about had to do with the

design of Bell Hall. The anecdote I will relate occurred when

General McBride was the commandant and Max Johnson the assistant

commandant. One Tuesday morning my phone rang, and I was told

to be in the office of the assistant commandant at ten o'clock;

this was about 8:30. I arrived a few minutes early to find two

other officers, Colonel Jack Boyle and LTC Paul Bogen already

waiting. The three of is were obviously all invited together.

We got into Johnson's office, sat down, and he said, "Let me read

you this telegram." It was from the office of the area engineer,

the district engineer I guess, in Kansas City. The telegram

said, in effect. "Have been awarded $35,000 to do the preliminary

design for the proposed academic building at CG3C. Require the

design criteria. Request I be furnished the design criteria by

'such and such a date.'" The date was the following Monday.

Johnson turned to us and said, "You constitute the three-man
*0

committee to do the design criteria, and you have until Friday."

This was Tuesday!
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We had all the guidanc, we were going to receive, so we left

th.-e of i• r.i~'/ " o",f[ic• •aL -.he near,•t to [: Th•• ',

so we congregated there and said, "Now what do we do?" One of

H the first problems was that we really did not know what was meant

by "design criteria." Two of us, Paul Bogen and I, were fortu-

nately serving at the time on the local school board, and we had

constructed the first of the dependent schools. Thus, we knew an

architect. We called the architect and told him the story, and

he gave us some very practical advice on what to put in, and what

not to put in, and what kind of a document they were looking for.

You are not going to be surprised when I tell you that the

report we submitted on Friday was submitted to the area engineer

the following Monday. Based upon the information in that document,

the architect actually designed the building. Now, I am not

talking about the configuration. What we were responsible for

was specifying what we wanted to be able to do in the classrooms.

We did not know how to do it, but we knew what we wanted to

accomplish. We p:t it in those kind of terms. Several months

later when the architect was actually appointed, we got the

committee togethet, and he came up to see us. After he arrived,

he said,. "I don't really understand what you have said here. No

one has ever built a classroom that does this, and we don't know

how to go about it." Our answer was, "We don't know how to go

about iteither, and we know there isn't another one; but never-

theless, that's what we want to accomplish."
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C what wgas iL ynit nuw to acconnlrsh?

A: We simply wanced the Bell Hall classroom to be equipped to

do the kinds QF th'ings in ter.s of proJection, graphics and

1'1'atever, vhich are there today, and which we take for gsanted

to, i'.. In 1353, hu•.,ever, that capability was unknown. Fur

example, no rear view projection inpitrument had ever been made;

all of them had the old keystone effect in terms of transparency

illumiaation. In 1978, as we are talking, it is hard for me to

believe that 24 years ago we were beyond the state of the techno-

logical art in terms of audio-visual techniques.

We had a big argument in the committee with respect to the

faculty wing of Bell Hall. I argued that it was unreasonable tc

try to design a faculty wing to fit the organization existing at

that time. I knew that the organization was going to be different

when the building was built. A more pragmatic view was that if

you are ever going to get it past the assistant commandant, you

have to put his organization into it. When Bell Hall was built,

and as you well know, the faculty wing was a series of seven

repeating patterns of a combination of offices, conference rooms,

and -whatever. Ivan Birrer's view prevailed, if that is how you

want to put it. It was not any great wisdom on my part; the fact

that we have had every conceivable kind of organization to fit in

the )uLiding speats for itself.
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--At the sggstion of the architect we finally wrote that we

,'mt•,d the 7 'r•• -- ' using his o---"conte:norary

functional." When I asked him what that meant he said, "Well,

that means that they don't have to pull out the Corps of Engineers'

massive building forms; they can use some of the newer version

building schenes on Bell Hall." As I look back on it now, I am

very proud of the part I played on that committee.

Q: Why was Bell Hall placed in this particular location? Why

not in some other location?

A: There was, of course, some discussion about its location at

the time of the actual design. The only other serious candidate

for the space was that area where the new post hospital was subse-

quently built. Indeed, that was the first choice of many, but

that spot had been designated as the some-day post hospital many

vi years in advance, and the post surgeon simply would not listen to

any such scheme. Then you had the possible choice of what we

called the polo field, just south of Doniphan Avenue. There

really is not any way to get in and out there without tearing down

the houses; that seemed to be pretty infeasible and probably too

small. The third area that we had some discussions about was

someplace around Sherman Airfield. Meanwhile, over here where the

building presently sits, there was a fairly high hill, nothing on
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it ex,,upt " !Ltt! old, ess3ntiaiL. u',,sec 'rjen-,e1 T"'e people

that made Ohis 'jnd ot declslorL just jimpiy said tha, ";ýas Uhe

better pLn,-2 for it. As a pa1cticai matter, not much was really

required e;tcept to cut down ýi i.

CQ: V"'i>:.-'b'>- the delJgn otF tle building itself, s2:? ,hy are

theý-7! c7 as-:L.wms? Why not 12 or 18?

A: Tn.e-'s very easy. The 24 classrooms were prescribed in the

original design criteria paper that we talked about earlier.

But that wasn t the Committee's idea. The Committee knew that

thers w;s pl-tning document, which probably had been part

of ti;1 back p r.t2erial for the appropriation requisition. It

was a .--an to ha-a at some time in the future 850 students in

the re-ular c:,t.:se, 300 in the associate course, and 50 students

in the special weapons course. When you add that up, that's

1200, and you divide by 50 and get 24.

3.
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INTERVIEW TWO

3 January 1978

MHajor General Garrison H1. Davidson, 1954-1956

Beginning of Modern Era
CGSC and Doctrine Formulation
Educational Survey Commission of 1956
Improvement cf Instructional Methods
Combat Developments
Nlaming Bell Uall

Major C'-neral Lionel C. McGarr, 1956-1960

Environment for Change
Atomic Battlefield
/8 Coordinating Croup
Three-Hoaur Block Concept
Small Group Instruction
Improvement of Instructional1 Methods
Student Evaluation Process
Departmental Reorga~nization
Introduction of Educational Subjects
Curriculum Planning
The "Back Door Group"
Special Weapons Class
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0 happ a ned _L:L!'.L ' "e:nerl. Garrison II. o ,lidson was he ,re

A: 1ý Ly View, L t ih. Wa i'k'ýun regime is ho .., :.rt of whac I wouLd ca'.l

ci -. 7- .i.. LI , ' IL K' .. CfL} 2, !C ' i'' .±3 L! (_..! _' , j1.'C

o I'' t!o Lh ri.c C,, L juwJ and Cetieral S •:F Schoo I , but cuns Iert ng

2 ho. many :I a, hi- ad happened, therc. 1,.a been a sort of gr~duaL
It

:han-e. - ith (;zncraL Davidson, it seems to me, the college c-..me

to a point 71'2 -2 ae same marked turnr.

... ; !r.. t,'r h.rze, Davidson was the fir3t commandant that had

never b-er. t: LeavenW4orth. He was proud of saying that he had never

been sent to •', school in the Army except to Cooks' and bakers' school.

When he ca- ¾e:a, his preceding command was as the Commanding General

of the Weapon System Evaluation Group or WESEG for short. Subsequently,

he arrnrner! to have his deputy at WESEG join him. William Train be-

cu:u t,, ass--':'r comilandant, and he of course subsequentl.y acquired

much farm- in r11 - ol.-. right. Perhaps because he had not been here,

Davidson bra•' :i view look--une sort of not hampered by the "old

school .. :on." Interestingly enough, a couple of other general

officers -.7ho had never been here before also produced sizable in-

sight3. I am not sure what that proves; it is just a statement of

fact.

E'.- _--nyway back to Davidson. He spent a few: short months, as

I reca'.l, making what I would call his estimate of the educational

sitilatici, and that estimate produced a couple of conclusions.

These tt.'a ,:ouclusions, as we will see, were the basis of most of

th~e [.fticus ,.hich he took. One of these conclusions was that some-

hUr 7'r other, L ea,,eaworth did not have the "place in the doctrinal sun,"
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if you will, that he thought was not only appropriate but was essential.

He argued -.hat thh Army had to wrest doctrinal initiative a;ay from

t.. .1.. ardware merchants. Thiq was, T thin', tne influen'ce oF hiJ5s WESEG

experience. As he looked around, Leavenworth just was not providing

the push, or the initiative, or the influence that he thought it

should. We were content kind of to be "retailers" here. Secondly,

his conclusion or his estimate was that CGSC was still much too much

a World War I1 training school for staff officers. It had to make a

substantial move in the direction of bacoming the graduate professional

school for career development for the senior commanders. It was almost

an elitism notion that General Davidson carried around.

He was here only two years, and I would say he spent about the

first six months deciding how he saw the matter. It was not very long

before he began to share his initial writings with me. I guess that

is a way of saying that by now I had acquired enough age and, hope-

fully, wisdom and perhaps maturity and something of a reputation that

I had begun to really function as, if you will, the title suggested,

as an educational advisor.

I can think of three specific actions by Davidson that had a

long-.term influence. One of these was that early in his tenure I

had an occasion to point out to him that the first post-war com-

mandant, General Cerow, had seen fit to cause the formulation of

what was termed an Educational Survey Commission. In this case a

group oF educators--all civilions--were to make their om Lndepe'.ndent

review ot.the college operations and make suggestions for improvement.

I simply suggested to Davidson that it was now nine years later, and

it might be appropriate to do that again. He immediately latched upon
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t.,Ls .d.•a and took the steps n to foram<,• K' h Educational

S-"•: CJ:,,iLssiou in '995S. H4 dLd differ> 9'-1, z ',. he decided

.i,old iaWe LiAll Commis~lon half milicary, half civilian. The

tr~lt < BilLL-l.L<'5 ;,:,!e : were ILl Y..~l ,:' i Carp c.'o::'nunde•s: M•aiL'tn

S. Eddy, a former commandant here; Troy H. Middleton, Battle of the

Bulge iame; GoFfrey Keyes, ugh.- . been Patton'z G] or Chief of Staff.

All we'x uco..ortui guys in cta" >;L' right. As for the three civilians,

he a s,-.a •. a suggest som~e damas, and he took my three suggestions.

I sg.,- ha invite Dr. Jac'ob S. Orleans, who had been my predecessor

here; Harold Harding, who was in the Speech Department at Ohio State

Unives-si.,. b-t who had been helping us with instructor training; and

Harl 5. t uf L'Ie SchoL;. of Education at the University of

Colorado. The Commission really became my project. The members of

the Commiý;sijut, for the most part, agreed that i should draft the

report and send it around to t -m. Consequently, there is a loP of

'Eva-.. Birrec" in the report, but it was over their names. The report

was actual- :iled almost coincidentally wi:h Davidýon's transfer,

so itL direct effect is a pErt of the McGarr story. All I want to

imply here is that the action was a Davidson initiative.

The second thing that I ought to say something about was

Davidson's frontal attack on instructional methods. :,rmed a

.:hree-man committee, and told us ha thought C35C was behind and out-

of-d-te, and ought to get caught up with instructional methods and

cu-.iciulum design. The chairman of the committee was a military

officer named Skinner, a hard scientist not really interested in

scnhooling. As a matter of fact, it was sort of a terminal assign-

he was about to retire. The third member kind of floated in
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an. uut, so I became th, pcr;,aneiit member of thu committee. Moreowar,

I was more interested in it than anything Else. It gave me an oppor-

tunity: tc tackle what I had perceived to be a:. almost pernicious

Iract'ce around here; that being, we were constantly filling up all

of our curriculum time by the infusion of more informational material.

I had become convinced that somehow or another we had to stop that.

AL the same time, this opportunity could be combined with Davidson's

notion to move the institution, if you will, along the educational.

continuum. One day I sat down and wrote out what later became known

around here as a "three-phase curriculum concept." The concept

simply said that our curriculum can be conceived as beginning with

a fundamental phase, followed by some applicatioiL of that learning,

and then capped off with what I proposed vo call "advanced application".

In describing advanced application, we said that during that period of

the curriculum no new material was to be introduced. Rather, the

students were to be completely immersed in using previous information,

knowledge, and procedures in problem-solving activity. We triec

this out on the Educational Survey Commission; it made some sense to

them, and we got an endorsement. It became a cornerstone of the KcGarr

regime, but it started under Davidson. Indeed, I feel very strongly

that Garr Davidson's influence at Leavenworth has never really bcsn

thoroughly appreciated.

Lastly, and the one thing that Davidson really got accomplished,

because he could do it on his own and at once, was that he m-ide a

very substa-.tial investment of officer resources in combat developments.

The CACDA of 1978 is a direct descendant of the Department of Combat

Developme.its that Davidson initiated in 1955. Moreover, he personally

went to them--the varioas personnel managers and the old technical
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ch Lefi oE the A,-my--and convinced ther., that they ought to provio ,2

in theiL Inte, cs5s and that was accomplished. Again, I 'o not.

think tho )rLgin LC tihe current CACDA is a very well under?'_Jcd

6toycv.

Q: Would you be -,ore specific in terms of what this Combat Develop-

ments Department actually did?

Aý.: T:- were Lharged with the production of training literature

and the conduct of studies--either self-initiated or assigned by

c'thcr headquar•ers--of a doctrinal nature. If you were to combine

the carrent Training Literar.ure Directorate with CACDA, you would

have the functinns.

Q: 'hyv did he think it was that important to have that function here

at Fort Leavenworth, or with the classroom?

A. Iam speculatirg a little I guess, but he was convinced that there

was i void anC that nobody in the Army wae providing the leadership

in this area. Hence, by default, it was all coming from, as he put it,

either the hardware merchants or the co-mercial think tanks. Leaven-

* worth had to be the place for filling this void. I remember at the

time -hinking, "Well., 1 agree with him." But it was especially

s'i.,nrising, seems to me, that he would cone to this conclusion. That

*p;At was entirely indeýendent; I had nothing to do with that. I

think that was entirely Garr Davidson's own idea, having never been

to Leaveti•.Mrth. But it has obviously had very significant long-Lerm

infl uence.

tt was during the Davidson regime that Cong,,ess at long last

:*'"-•.,riated the money to build Bell Hall. It might well have been
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built under the 1!:hes regime eX×C;pt that at the time it .:Cuid have

been built wit'hout air conditioning. Central Hodes very wisel7 said.

"No, if we can't get it right, we don't want it at all." The money

was appropriated not long betore Davidzxn'i deparuura; indced, L

think he already had his orders. He went from here to be the West

Point Superintendent.

I might say something in passing, about that, too. Davidson

*told me conce that he hated to leave here after two years because he

was just about to get some things accomplished. He said, "The only

job that they could offer me that I would have gone to willingly was

West Point." He had this tremendous attachment to the Academy.

Anyway, we got the money; the new academic building was going

to be built. Davidson called me in one day and said that one of the

last things he wanted to get done before he left was to get the place

named. My task was to propose the name for the building. Obviously,

it should be named for a prominent soldier who had some connection

with the institution. I did a bit of library research, and I dis-

covered this man, James FrankllJi Bell. I took his name in and said,

"Here's the man". Carr Davidson said, "That's right!" He read it

over, and that is how Bell Hall got named. Tt was named before they

had dug the first hole, but oace the name was decided upon it was

very difficult for anyone else to change it. No one tried. That is

about the end of the Davidson regime. He made one subsequent visit

to Leavenworth, but that was a good many years later and ought to

be told in the context of time.

Q: Would you cover some of the major events during the reign of

General Lionel C. McGarr?

A: Lionel C. Mc~arr was the commandant from 1956-1960. He was
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certainly one of the move colorfui id con.over'oia: zcmmandants during

moy time hre. I think what T s4hould probably do i endeavor to describe

and recreate the circumstances at thi- time in order for this story to

fo-ind ojt, he had been given some very definitive march orders which

were, in substance, "Go out there and get Leavenworth into the present

centuryy." The implicatioa was that it wts vary old-fashioned. He

came in the summer, and a new school term was to commence in just a

month or so. Obviously, he could do little o: norhing ibout that

year, which was school year 1956-57. His mark was going to be in 1957-58

or, as he called it, /8. It was not very long before he announced

that 1957-1958 was going to be all new, all different and, in every

respect, better.

I Euppose i: always happens that the person at the time gets the 4

blame 'jr the credit for more than is really due to him. I am really

talkLag about the special circumstances exi'sting at the time. The

special circumstances in this instance were that the Army for school year

58 h&d a nev division, the Pentomic Division: just by itself, that was

necessarily going to require the revision and substantial change of

every Leavenworth tactical problem. Secondly, it was decided (and

again this was going to be for school year 58) about a third of the

way or half way through school year 57 that henceforth all so-called

CONARC courses would display "active atomic", as we then called it,

"as typical and non-active atomic as atypical. That pronouncement

would have itselZ required a substantial revision of a large portion

of the Leavenworth curriculum.
-4

Q: What was the previous approach?

A: In previous years, the typical tactical problem emphasized the
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conventional battlefield. We hiad had a co;ple of problems in which

we said, "Okay, now what haipens if we have atomis". The answer was

to spread out the frontages anU increase the depths. But this was

only a smail variation o! £h themre. Fur 1957-58, we wece going to

change the rules completely, I remember saying at the time, "It's

just like somebody saying that now we're going to play the wh.jla game

by professiot~al football rulItes, wherens before we had played by

college rules." And the game is somewhat different.

"With those two changes, the doctrinal Bible FH 100-5 was as-

sentially overtaken by events, and something had to be written to

replace it. The manual was rewritten here, but Jack Cushman can tell

you that story much better than I can. But we were going to have great

turbulence at Leavenworth under the very best set of circumstances.

I will leave it to someone else to decide whether or not McGarr ac-

centuated the turbuleice by the way he did it, or whether indeed he

took the necessary autions that were required in order to affect the

changes that had to come about. You can argue either way. At the

time, I would have been very ready to say the former--that he made

it worse. A good many years ago, I began to revise my judgment to

the point that it probably took some kind of violent action just to

move the institution and overcome all the initiative which was built

into it.

But in any evenc, what he did was 8tart out with what he first

called a "/8 coordinating group." This group of people were charged,

as the n:;me suggests, with the planning for the all-new program.

The chairman was Ward Ryan, who would later retire as a general officer.

Initially, I was viewed by McGarr , ine of the opposition, one of

the hold-overs of another regime--obviously opposed to progress and
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cfldL1;e. I do not think I aver know at the :Lewhat it was that.

Kc~iaog,-d this ariiond; but Cufflice ilt to uay t:1,a,1 in just a few short

Itb~ became at least an associate me.2Lof the /8 coordinating

Agroup. I beca~ae one of tlha Mc~ari: teaiui.

Inde~d, I will forget it if I do not mention it now. I probably

L~ever wat, mo~re etmbaL-razsed at Leavenworth than on Mccarr's last staff

'reelting. In front of the staff, he turned to the assistant com-Mandant,

ij General. Cunningham, and almost issued an order. "Cunningham, don't

let Harold K. Johnson change a thing around here without Ivan Birrer's.1 approval." It was a great implied compliment, but very inappropriate

at the time. Well, back to 1956. As the scheme for 1957-58 began

to develop, more and more people got added to the /8 coordinating

group. And then pretty soon, new departments for 1957-58 began to

be created, and people got transferred over as they were chosen. The

"die-hards" were for the most part department directors of the past

regime. These department directors, for the most part, just remained

over to one side conducting the course with ever-dwindling resources,

and just being recognized as the vestige of another regime. You can

understand that this had to produce internal discord and conflict. A

lot of people got caught in the middle of the contest. While you

could draw the charts nice and neat, and say that on such and such a

day, this officer would go from the old Department Two to the new

Department of Infantry Divisions, he might physically move his desk,

but he w~ould have some residual instructional responsibilities. This

became very awkward. We almost had to choose up sides. In any case,

that is how we set out to do it.

Wbeu it became apparent to me that McGari was going to be able

toi pull this off, that is to say he was indeed going to produce
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o,•sentially a brand new program for 1957-59, I realized that theLp

:'as an opportmnity to effect Vhat I had lng thought would be a real

improvement in the Leavenworth curriculum. Up to that time, the

n•umbered subjects tusing Che term.inology of the day) that made up tne

curriculum ran the gamut from one hour packages to forty hours. But

however long they were, they were designed so that they started and

ran without interruption. It was a management monstrosity. I had

thought this for some time. Then ona day out of McGarr's office

came a little memorandum--that was the way he would communicate withI the coordinating staff--in which he said that he envisicned that on

any single school day the student would study material from more

than one department. With that I sat down and wrote out the concept

which became known around here as the "Birrer three-hour block."

All I said was that as long as we are going to rewrite the curriculum

anyway, and In order to be able to follow the scheme of doing two

different kinds of things on one day, let's just decide to package

everything in three-hour lessons. The notion was that every author

"would know that he would have a solid half day for his subject on

any day it would be presented, but it would be at least ancther day

before the students got the next lesson. There was nothing very

spectacular about this idea, obviously, except that it put order into

the arrangement and made it possible for us to carry out that part of

the McGarr dictum calling for variety in instructional content. I

thought at the time, and I still believe, that we ought to have

some kind of standard building block. It seems to me just common

sense to do it that way. We have regressed somewhat on this scheme,

but there is still some vestige of it, and it goes back to the

McGarr regime.
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School year 1956-57 was , very turbulent year. By hIm time

spt-ing uoLled around, I got a pIE!ý` ,g memoraudum t•ihat said I would

L,:A11ucL il Lv•t-Wek worlnos i o Uu paiuiC.L d in by all Me.oeri of

the 1957-58 faculty. That again tells you something; those that had

not been transferred were being given up on. I really was not told

what to do with this time; I t.4- just given what a~nuJted to two-

weeki Uen on everybody's time to use however I wanted. What I de-

cided to do was hammer out some practical. experience for the instructors

in two areas that I thought were going to be given more importance

under the McGarr regime than heretofore. One was that the author was

now going to be assigned a three-hour block, and he ought to get

some practice in terms of how much content, could really be covered in

this period of time. We spent about half of ouir time on authorship

problems. By that time it had also become apparent "hat we were going

to make some rather expensive use of what we learned to call workgroups,

although at that time we were talking about it in terms of small group

instruction.

In the course of these ventures into small group instruction, we !

demonstrated a couple of practical requirements. Remember, we were

going to conouct this first year, 1957-58, and half of the next year

in Gruber Hall.. Bell Hall was just being constructed. Gruber Hall

had large, rectangular classrooms which were equipped with nurse's

desks to serve as the student's desk. One of the things that we de-

monstrated to everyone's satisfaction in the workshop was that, if we

were serious about making rather extensive use of the workgroup, we

had to do something about the classroom furniture. You could only

sit behind half cE the nurse's desk and you just could not move

those heavy desh8 a.uund easily. ýien you got them together, you
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H could uZe only half the space. And that's hown we got the 3 X 6 foot

tables.

o 1,:o .I•. emnons•rtr'+ in w . rkqhi Orat. we .iad to do something

about dividing up the classroom. The problem at Cruber Hall 4as the

same problem with Bell Hall; you had a big classroom designed to

h handle 50 or 60 people as a package. What did you do if you just

wanted to use a fourth of it? In the workshop we tried out some

wooden dividers. That did not work very well; and that is how we

got the acoustical curtains. Bell Hall was being constructed at the

time. The design had been for the 50-man classrooms, and we actually

imoved those curtains over hre. It did not work much better in Bell

Hall than id worked in Gruber Hall, but at lpast it was better than

nothing. That is the only real change that was made in the originao

Bell Hall design.

Let me remourn to the 1956 Educational Survey Commission. After

General McGarr assumed command, one of the first action dllcuments on

• his desk was the report of this commission. Ha read the report, and

rohe decided he was really going to focus an two points identified by

the commission. I quote from the report (page 5): "The Commission

believes that the typical college instructional methods are not

'• completely harmonious with the College educational mission. Spec-

i ~ifically, it considers that, on the whole, the pr'esent College class-

S~room methods aru more suited to the branch schools and uadergraduate

training than to the best graduate schoois, Th,.7 Commission recoumends

that: (a), The Phase III curriculum concept be ,-.nergetically developed

and imaginatively pursued, (b) The ýollege experiment with practical

variations of the typical map exercise." It was Lot long before I

found myself ý.s chairman, of a committLe charged by McGarr with the
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development of some new methods of instructian appropriate for CGSC.

Q: . did thc.e ieea• c*.'. from in the E-1 .'-aionaI. Survey Com-

A: t,,. it LL ppu-,h:ýILy tt' c m Hal H.. rdlo; ,`w, h..d been at Fort

Leavenworth for instructor training during a couple of summers and

knr-',- grenk- dvIzi aboon twU institution. Ile kept fostering this

, . r<•~i.: t'i co.-ruL.ssiout meetings. If th, question is 'Who

W-' IL1k' ¶4'; , then che answer is, "'n Birrer put it into

.his terminology."'

Te mission to design new instruction methods was an interesting

ope'riat~n. After all, what is new under the educational sun? What

we , .tuaily c:uncluded and sold to McGarr was the notion that we

had gotten into the pattern of doing the same thing all the time,

and tI-.• there were certainly a number of variations that ought to

be nc:ouragad. The practical way to correct this was to give the

faculty Jot only a loose rein but kind of a ta:get to shoor for, and

to applaud anyone who would work out a different variatioa cf the

prevailing patterna of instruction. The other way to correct this was

to quit trying to solve the problei by prescription: to prescribe so

much lecture, so m=:ch practical exercise, or whatever. I said to

, c(,arr, "Let's just cut that. nonsense out, because it doesn't make

any sense here anyway. Any one of leavenworth's lessons is a whole

pattern of a variety of different kinds of things, and what you call

it really depends on the te-ms you chose. Let's just encourage every-

one to try'to put together content, methods, equipment and procedures

in the most eE~lcient kind of way and not worry about the labels.

!ývu o can ec%;ourage and reward those that step out." I think we

;,iad• s,.,• reaL progress in methods when we took that kind of action.
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1z .,,as a troublesome -_ýiLer for the comzittee, however, because '.

,nas a very explicLt order. But T lid not want to recommend a speuitic

n'chod of instruction.

other pc-.r- Cc:, Louca: dual SurvIi ( ahrrO

McGarr focused upon was its condemnation, if you will, of the student

evaluation process. Let me read a sentence from the report (page 5):

"The Commission believes that the determinatiun and report of z class

rank and the formal examination program operated for that purpose

have a detrimental influence on students' learnirg and their capacity

for independent judgment that greatly exceeds any gain that might

originally have accrued therefrom. The Committee considers the class

rank-examination program the most significant weakness of the college.

It recommends that: (a) The process of determining and reporting class

rank be discontinued. (b) The formal examination program designed to

produce grades be abolished and that an informal testing program de-

signed to reveal student learning be substituted therefore." In

part, this probably reflected Dr. Orleans' views, but it more probably

reflected the conseasus of the three general officers on the commission.

And it also kind of agreed with Car Davidson's views. When I wrote

this part, I was trying to be a good recorder, not because I neces-

sarily believed or disbelieved it. I really just had not made up my

mind about this. McGarr came out with a split vote on this; he in-

sisted we were going to have an examination system to establish class

rank, but we were not going to do it with a formal examination program.

We were going to have to have a different type of a tusting scheme,

and that was a pretty troublesome matter.

In addition to the turbulence which was going to be involved by

virtue of atomic weapons and the new division, CCSC had the problem
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of new methods resulting from the Ed•catfinal Survey ComCziLýrs1o,

I don'L hlhiWk t!',o was any questic.- thae I.160 CCSC had ige.ited

3as appLopriate; we made some progress ii trzL.ms of breaking the ever-

.1 recurring 50-Tran requirement, solution, discussion routine; and by

1960 th die-i:_irds had long since rotated and the faculty !ad been

reconstituted. I later came to the conclusion that General McGarr

was JiUsL the :,ian the college needed at the time.

Q: You ,Lentitned there were some problems in implementing the small

grolip method in General McGarr's regime. What specifically were

ioc-: of the problemt?

A: Remember now, for the previous ten years, for all practical

purposes, the entire course had been taught in classrooms of first

40 and then up to 55 students, with a single instructor in the class-

room conducting what was called by some "lecture/conference". If

you wanted to describe what really went on in the classrooms, the

students were seated one student to a desk--the nurses' desks that

i mentioned earlier--anci were told to solve a requirement. They all

Aid them separately. Subsequent to that, the instructor called upon

one or more to present their solutions. In the course of events, the

instructor indicated what the College solution to the requirement was.

That pattern then constantly repeated itself day after day, so you

had quite an instructor-dominated classroom on a one-to-fifty re-

lationship. There was discussioa by the students, but the restraints

of time woru~.d necessitate that certainly not very many members of

the students would be allowed to express their views on any single

requirement. Let's not again forget the fact that the classrooms

beiig used had been specificaLly designed for just this kind of
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operation. The training aids we¢re ali big enough tr. be seen at

the back of the room.

'Ahen we were told in a policy statement that for school year

1957-58 we were going to make cetensive use of the ,;nall class in-

struction technique, we faced the difficult problem of figuring out

how we were T-ing to implement the policy. Earlier, I talked about

the series of instructor wockshops I was directed to conduct, and

indeed it was during those work,:hops that we really' hammered out

how we were going to implement the policy for small class instruction.

We knew how to do what we had been doing but we were not sure how to

implement small class instruction. One of the prcblems, and I will

just tick it off again, had to do with the facilities that you need

just to make the method work. We have already noted that we had to

get rid of the student desks and replace them with the tables which

could be moved around, but more importantly with tables that people

could put their legs under wherever they sat. That was the practical

problem. We needed to find some way to divide up the classroom to

cut down the distraction of noise, and curtains were the makeshift

solution. For the most part, that system still exists.

However, the real problem had to do with the lesson design

itself, and there were a number of subordirate or related problems.

A year later I knew what the problems were but initially I did not.

We made every mistake in the book, you see, stemming from General

McGarr's mandate that we would go to small group discussion-no

matter what.

First, it was decided to use ýhe small group process for a lot

of requirements that simply did not lend themselves to discussion.
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.. 1 sit here in 1)73 g.d talk':ahnu' it, ft is very obvio.so chat we

s;et often dealing ýith something that could generally be described

as fact!, techniques, and proceaurea. hia•re really is not any point

in discussing these. If you are going to teach the tftles of the

paragraphs of the Jtve-paraoraph Eie!J order, I suppose You -Ii~ht

talk abuut whac riLey might be, but toe truto of the matter iL that

the titles are fixed. So, they are not a matter on which con•scructive

dis':ussion can take place. We did not perceive early in the first year

that we wanted judiciously to decide what kinds of requirements were

indeed appropriate for discussion as a method.

A second problem, which really became a major issue, was deter-

mining who was going to run the small group discussion. There is a

tremendous difference between teaching a subject in 15-man classes

rather that 50. We were initially going to divide the 50-man class

into four smaller classes and have an instructor in each one. That

is quite an entirely different scheme than saying simply that when

instructor A, with his classroom of 50 students, gets to the time to

solve the requirement, we will have them solve it in organized groups

under a student leader, rather than have them solve it individually

and subsequently discuss how they solved it. These are two different

mechanisms. We have never really been able to st&te this in very

understandable terms. I am certain that in January, 1978 there are

many members of the faculty that still mingle or confuse these two

matters when they talk about small groups. It was a very persistent

problem that has never been completely solved. Conceptually, it is

very clear to me, but it certainly was not then.
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When %7e aclually began to presen:- the course, we found out that

fur the most purt we were • going to teach in sma~j claisss of 15

t8udents each with one instructor. We were really going to do this

seco,,d variation. We were going to continue to have- an instructor

in the classroom, but we were going to have the students for the

most part solve their requirements under a designated student leader.

We then discovered a not very remarkable fact that for at leaRt

some of these requirements, the desianatqd student leader needed

Ssome advance warning and some additional instructions, if the classroom

time was going to be productive. As an aside, we once again over-

reacted, because wl.an some of the students began to say they did not

reall-Y know what they were supposed to do and4 their discussion leader

did not know, the quick fix was to prescribe that every student ltadnr

would be given an oral briefing in advance. He would also be given a

written student leader guide.

Cut of that requirement came that part of the college lexicun

which is still known as the "Blue Goose," because the first student

leader guides were published in blue paper. General McGarr decided ha

was goiig. to forbid use of the term. I told him that while I agreed it

Swas not as formal a term an we would like, the worst thing he could

do was try to ban it. I told the general, "If you issue the order,

you can probably make it stick for the faculty, at least in front

of you, but there is no way you're going to make it stick in front

o[ the students because they are going to continue to call this thing

the Blue Goose from here on in.ý' He listened to me and he backed off.

I think those are the major issues with respect to the small groups.
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Q: Why 4as the exarination schere a "troublesome

A: Reuemx.er th2 start point .;as ,he fairly bitter dýui.ciation of

t e C J.; V;1'lnQý Rrh`c --V. ! r'rg 'i .0r -:,fe hi,:11

appeared in the Educational Coi Lsslu.n -urvey Report. I indicatedI

that McGirr latched on to the latter but held on to the former. One

of the directives for the ýo:d&.y new program was that the examir-

ation •ystem had to be all new and different. The prime movers

were probably Majors John Cushman and Richard Halleck, both of whom

would present the notion that at a college the students turned in

papers, and the professor read them over and assigned a grade.

According to them, that's all there was to it. Therefore, that was

what we ought to do here. This was in very sharp contrait to the

ver-y meticulous, detailed, carefully checked, counterchecked, and

doublechecked scheme for grading formal examinations that had long

been the Leavenworth practice. There was also implicit in this

scheme the notion that the exams ought to be like the university exam.

As the two majors liked to say, "Write on a couple of topics". Well,

it's not that easy. If you take that sort of policy statement and

its explanation, on the one hand, and keep in mind that at the same

time the coliege had continual responsibility to report class stand-

ing (indeed McGarr insisted that we were going to contiaue to do it),

the two schemes do not exactly fit. They are somewhat in conflict.

I guess it's fair to state that I had the problem of working

out the implementation scheme, and have this all come about to the

satisfaction-ýf the boss. I proposed that we simply go into an A,

B, C, U system in contrast to the forme.r system of grading numerically.
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L aqio. p~rrupU. 2d that we abilish the formal reciama system, and

that we take the stand that if the CGSC student was really dis-

satis[½,.d, he could do what 'ny college student zan if he want5 to,

If he feels it is appropriate and profitable, he can go complain

and take his chances. We also s3t up a couple of exam weeks. Since

it was often argued Lhat having exams caused a groat dent of con-

cern and anxiety during the year (aand they probably do), I proposed

"that we have all the anxiety at one time and just be .one with it.

We• set up two periuds--one in December, and one in late April or

May--and we had exarainatior weets "n Liie typical collegiate fashion.

Any one oF these things represenL ;d quite a change, and I sup-

pose the faculty perceived that they were going from positions of

strenach and anonymity to one of being in jeopaLdy and very vi:ible.

Other peopJ• were concernaL. abý.ut the fact that we werý throwing

away a great deal of prer.ision, and ie were going to a system in

which someone decided for example, that's about a B paper in tactics,

without having muc.h of a baeis on which to decide other than Judg-

ment. That could be judged to be unfair, and it certainly was not

as precise as the previous system. But we did it, and I do not

think things were any worse. I believed-and still believe-the

examination week scheme had considerable merit. I suppose in a

subsequent story we'll come up with what eventually happened to it,

but during the McGarr regime that situation prevailel.

Q: What about the institutional organization of CGSC? How did

General McGarr change the actual departments?

A: There are really two versions of this story. There's the McGarr

Report version, and then there is my version, which is somewhat
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d.i., ::zLt. ThE •PL[.:Q'iort version, perhlp• to oversate the 2.mse

;, itlebiL, argues C-m:L, whein McGarr came CýýSC had seven i••~~oa

deplýMQnts, ilnd that Lhui.' were titled I througb VII, VI being th-

there was not any particular rhyne or reason abouc the assignment of

material to the departments; it was as if tha curriculum had been

arbitrarily divided into six groups,

Q: Without any consideration for pbilosophical or pedagogical

conteut?

A: If you read the McGarr Report, that is the ýay it reads. Now,

that is noc really true. He is ericirely correct about the numbers,

but he was cuite incorrect about the grouping of the curriculum by

content. Either he did not know, or chose not to recognize, that

in the 10 years since the start of the small classes, there had been

a gradual grouping of lessons by content and by department. Depart-

ment 1, I remember very well, had t'e G1 instruction and the Com-
L

munications Zone; I1 G2 and Defense; III the G3 staff procedures and

offensive operations; and so on. You did not know that, however, by

looking at any organization chart. If you looked verý carefully,

you might be ablE to perceive it.

When McGarr :iet up his new departments for 1957-58 he coined

some titles tha: were descriptive. One title he chose was the De-

partment of Staff and Educational Subjects. Heretofore, responsibility

for each of the staff sections had been in a separate department. He

said, "No, that's wrong. We'll put this all together, and we'll

have," what-he called, "a Department of Staff and Educational Subjects".

The staff portion was the collection of these four groups that had
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heretofore been in these other four dLupa:ments. Educatio'al I

Subjects was essentially a riew notion o MccGarr's which !gas re-

lated to his con.cept of the whole man. Nat little we had pre-

viously had at CGSC was in odd spots here and there, or had just

been pulled together. To form the new Department of infantry

Divisions, he simply took the defense and the offensive sections

that had been in two other departments and put them in another

combination. His Armored Divisions Department was half of what

had been one of the other departments.

The point I am really trying to make is that there was some

rearrangement, but it was not vary spectacular. The change in

title was not nearly as significant as it might appear, nor as he

reported. He did, however, very carefully select different people

to head his new departments.

Q: Are you saying that the selection of departwent directors was

more important than the subject content?

A: Much more important.

Q: Were there any reservations expressed in zhe facnlty or elsewhere

about the introduction of the. educational subj!Lcts?

A: There certainly was as I remember; th, start point was an an-

nouncement that X number of hours (ard I seem to remember it was

like 80) was assigned to Educational Subjects. Then the department

director of that new department, Walter Vann, was given the task to

go out and do something with it. Here again, I do not know whether

McGarr had a y notion or any clear idea at all of whar he waited to

do here and I do not know where he got the idea. It just came along

and we triad to put some sense into it. Walter Vann picked a very
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able Colonel, "Bud" Laache, and th' sec ouc: to try to fE.,,ire out

what you could do in this area. •Dt 1,'a. an almost impuisible goal.

R4ow mu;h can you do in any one sQ:>asiz discipi.ne in ý0 hours!

Lid whiveL uuL anower Lo t:Le iS.uL'. is, thu 1c'1Z qullunI is

how much can you do in several scholastic diqciplines in 80 hours.

The answer has got to be very little. I do not recalL that there

was really ziuch dissatisfaction with the notion, thece was a con-

siderable scepticism about whether it was going to pay its way.

There was not any particular concern about it on anybody's part in

those days, nor I might add, even about the total number of hours.

Given the re-grouping that I talked about a moment ago in

terms of organization, it was as if the curriculum planners could

almost start with a new slate. With 1100 hours of total curriculum

time, you can say, "This many go here, this many go there, etc."

The way this happened over time was that the new subjects were given

a precise umber of hours. The curriculum planners made some es-

timate about staff instructiou by combining what had previously been

taught in four departments. They eliminated the portions that were

c1carly repetitious. So, they gradually allocated the hours.

iriously enough they had a very large number left for the Infantry

divisions-just an overwhelming figure.

Q: Do you say that in a critical sense?

A: No. I am just telling you how it worked then. I am sort of

musing to myself as I recall this. The department director de-

signee was Colonel Lew Wallace, and as the year went along, the

allocation of hours was constantly being reviewed, Customarily,

this occurred in terms of somebody saying, "Gee, I've got to have
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four rac't= hour.-i for so aad so, or six hours," Lew Wallace would

alwayj "Toy, .. c:i;e uof -aiLe." The first time or two I was

extreneiy :iurpciied. I w.as sitting along side him at the meeting,

and I commented :iat 1 'had never seen this happ)en before. He said

to ma, "Ivan, everyone I give away is one less I have to prepare."

But, as I say, since they had gotten a new slate of instruction

"that year, it was all very arbitrary. I don't mean that in a

pejorative sense; it was kirnd of a new cutting of the pie.

Q: What about the organization of the curriculum? Were there any

changes in terms of the three phases that you discussed earlier?

A: Not really. Although, again, if you read the McGarr report,

you are led to believe that there was a fourth phase added. If

you look carefully at his curriculum or che graphic portrayal of

the curriculum you will see that all he had was my three-phase

scheme, and then down below running throughout the year was what

he called Phase 4. This was a collection of guest speakers,

writing requirements, and whatever. I would say the answer is

really no.

Q: !n describing ;eneral MaGarr's reign as commandant, you emphasize

his change in methodology. Isn't there also a terrific c-ange in

philosophy in terms of the trend towerds education?

A: I think so. When I talk about different methods, I use it in

a very broad sense. McGarr completely endorsed the Davidson notion

that the institution ought to move toward education for career de-

velopment. Indeed, I can argue that what McGarr did was simply

implement the Davidson blueprint. I never told McGarr that, but I

believe it. He may have gone that direction anyway; I don't know.
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in Davidson's case, it was understandabi. Ic is really very

Puzzling tL me for I have never been able to understand the raas:n

.or IcGarr's feelin.g in this matter. It seemed kind of a contra-

even though he Tias propelling the insticutLon in that same edu-

cational direction. It is difficult to ueccribe or put it into

pIrtL.uuiars, but he simply wanted more s.bstance in the whole

school process.

Q: As you look back perhaps not at the Davidson reign buý at the

earlier period of CGSC, do you think General McGarr had a more

sophisticated understanding of what the officer himself needed?

A: I think so. I can document that z-espcnse a bit. One of the

things he began to talk about in the beginning was that we were

going to "educate the whole man". In practice, that took the form

of two developments. First, he had the notion that this would-be

field commander needed to know something about the real life arena

in which he would operate anýd make decisions. He needed to undcr-

stand the other kinds of influences, the other disciplines, if you

will, that impinge upon his business. Somehow or another, we should

get him started. in this business. That's the origin of teaching

strategy at CGSC. You can trace a direct line between the current

strategy section and what started in the McGarr regime under the

context of educational subjects. Second, McGarr was also concerned

about what he called the "moral basis of command". That was a more

difficult thing to translate into action, but he had this kind of

vision.
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I nave bean told that there were number of very young field

grade officers who had a gr1at deal of influence over GeneraL ,!Garr

durin-j this period. They were supposedly referred to as the "back

dour group". Can you give me some information about those men?

A: Yes. You are talking about three people: Majors Richard

Halleck, George Jacobson and John H. Cushman. Let me dispense with

Cushman first; that is the simple one. Jack Cushman joined the

faculty as a very bright, talented, young man after school year

1955. Ile was on his third year when McGarr came. Jack played a

significant role in the development of the new FM 100-5. He was

part of this 1957-58 coordination group, and did have a good deal

of influence with McGarr. In my view at the time, it was entirely

justified. Jack was reasonably careful to keep things reasonably

appropriate and to tidy up. In my view, Jack Cushman was damned

with a kind of a generalization brush which was not really justified.

The one that really caused all the trouble was Major Hallack.

The Halleck story, or at least the Ivan Birrer part of it, started

in an interesting fashion. One day early in the McGarr regime,

McGarr issued a memorandum which appointed Halleck as his special

assistant in the liaison with the 1957-58 coordinating committee.

The same day I received the order, McGarr called me down to his

office. The purpose of the call was that he wanted me to know

about the order, and I said I had seen it. He pointed out to me

that this was not at all unusual, saying that general officers

frequently appointed someone to act in this fashion. Halleck would

be his spokesman, and so on. McGarr also told me that he was going

to need some help and hoped that I would provide assistance. He
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also aikeJ whLI•her I would o0JeC:- F- ck puc his ] Ln my

of office. I hrid a pretty big offIce -.-,,;elf in tho) a',:'.; 90o, I1

said certain-y not, I went back to the office, and ;. g•t a desk,

iianesign, etc., the sort of thi' That you just do under these

conditions. I guess the next day, 'lajor Halleck ma.e-I .n.

The 1957-58 coorditiating g-,-c•p were coming in in lividually and

seeing me almost all the ttie. If one of them was not there, one

i of the other guys who was not iitithe "in" group was :-om,,ing in to

4 tell me how terrible everything was. Apparently, I was the only

safe sounding board, or resonator. Halleck restrained himself

about half a day; that is to say, he would come over and listen,

and remain reasonably quiet. But I think it was only the first or

second day that somebody was in, and we were talking about what

we were going to do about examinations. I am not sure, but I

think it was Jack Cushman that was carrying on this conversation.

I do not remember all the circumstances. What I do recall very

clearly was that Halleck proceeded to get in and tell the two of

us how we were going to do it and made one pronouncement after

another. This went on for several minutes, and there was a little

pause. I turned to him, and I said--and I remember very precisely

what I said--"Major Halleck, your inexperience frightens me." That

was all that I said. Halleck stopped, got up, walked out of my

office, and was never in the office again. His office was moved

down right outside of McGarr's office. I probably did the institution

a disservice as it turned out. Halleck was very capable, but he

caused many problems. Once again, I do not know what his orders were,

so it is easy to criticize. I do know, however, he was considered
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a v::y pernicious influence by the assistant cumm•andant, Bill Train.

He was also pretty cavalier iii the way he dealt with-the assistant

The -alleck story closes during the Christmas vacation of 1958.

I remember the conditions very vividly. I was down at the office

of the superintendent of schools on the post. Dick Woolfe, who was

also a department director, and I were down there working on a

school policy document during Christmas vacation. A call came to

the two of us saying we were to be in McGarr's office in an hour

or so. We got the calls separately. When Dick got his, he tried

to find out what was going on. They said, "We don't know except

we were directed to have you be there." Dick was very irritated,

because he felt he had to go home and put on his uniform. Again,

this was a good many years ago; we would probably do it differently

today. It did not bother me, for I guess I had on some reason-

able attire. I remember I said to Dick, "I wouldn't be surprised

if this was Halleck's farewell." Dick said, "You couldn't be

right about that." We reported to McGarr's office and here was

the whole college brass lined up. It was Halleck's farewell!

McGarr got us all in there and made a speech. He said in sub-

stance that he realized that Major Halleck had been controversial

and that many of us in the room had been upset with him. But he

wanted us to know that Halleck had done his job exactly as he,

McGarr, had told him to do it. If there were any blame to be

ascribed, it should be to McGarr, not to Halleck. Then he made the

second point--and this was not subtle, this was explicit. He knew

that no officer in that room, if they subsequently found themselves
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in ti,= F:S' io, l• o ~ .• a~y. . race w._", .. '[a l •k o,C -i• ,aL :.1.-i ý'is

exper Lk.O' Lý LLI -f!.. nce thI em. He con.,:r , d by saiying&, " i': ,,-e

you all •.inL to -'•, ,g' Ihye to tjaJ-ý: •i•11~ .'Thad• wao Lhe2 en-d of

I think I was the first one in Line, lust because oF the way

it happened to be. There was no way to get our of thi-, room without

making it obv.ious, When I gcý to ":alleck and went through the line,

-'I1 Halieckl said ýo me, "Well, you've ot.lasted another one." My re-

sponse was, 'Yes, I usually do." That was che only time Ualleck

and I had spolcen to each other since he had 15ft my office over a

year previously.

George Jacobson came in and overlapped HaJleck; this is the

same Jacobson that later becave famous with a certain notoriety

based upon his long experience in VietNam. After h'.s tour here, he

served several tours in VietNam in a senior military status and sub-.

sequently retired from the Akmy. In the civilian world he returned

•o VietNam and was at least in a semi-ambassadorial set-tp. George

Jacobson inherited a mess, bu.t he had the oftice and could not

disassociate himself from a lot of what had gone on before.

This is a very long response to your simple question about

the inner circle, but Halleck wvs the primary one. McGarr also

had his informal cabixtet that he listened to and I became part of

that informal cabinet, You have to remember that through most of

the very turbilent period, the relationship between the commandant

and assistant commandant was one of strain and conflict, not support.

i have alrd~dy indicated that at the conclusion of his tour at Fort

Leavenworth I was accorded a very high place in General McGarr's
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iimner core. It had en a e:.tn ,n rime for me,

especially the first year o•--. 1h1' tStnt commandant at the

start of McGarr'a tour was Brigdir Cneral 31l1 Train, a Davidson

man. lu McGarr's eyes, Train w -ht oppusition, a resiztance to

be overcome. In Train's eyes, KcGarr was the threat to order,

achievement, success, or whatever. Ivan Birrer found himself

occunying a role as confidant to both simultaneously, and the only

one to whom I could really converse in the matter was my wife. The

fact that I consider Bill Train and Lionel McGarr as my personal

and professional friends today is some indication that I was able

to play this role successfully despite the difficulty.

Q: What specific areas did General Train have reservations about

or cricicize?

A: It was not clear to me then, and it is probably less clear now,

what the real issues were. But I certainly knew some of it. The

problem starts, of course, with the fact that General Train was a

Davidson man. Hence, he was in charge of the on-going operation

which McGarr had come in to change, you can almost predict the out-

come just from that point alone. The matter was compounded with

McGarr's peculiar use of his special assistants with their own,

especially Dick Halleck's, way of doing business, which was to

essentially go around General Train. McGarr's announcement that

everything was going to be all new and all different and all better,

you see, was obviously construed as a criticism of what was going

on, which is what Train was running. During that first year of
-4

the McGarr regime, 1956-57, when he set up his 1957-58 coordinating

group and began to divide up the faculty, it was very clear
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that • I said to Train, "Yr~u ar. just in chal-.,ý' Of the vestige

that's , Conduct it, aid get this school year over. You don't

have alLi'.ing a: all to d. vith wvat's going on n.:ct year." Well,

an interesting anecdote.

On the day that General Train left, he stopped outside the

po9t and called me. What lie called to tell rme was that McGarr, in

if their last interview, had shown him a copy of McGarr's letter of

efficiency report on him, and that Train's fears had all been for-1 naught, because he had received an extremely laudatory report from

McGarr at the end.

I recall being told something by one of my friends on the

faculty at the time McGarr's appointment was announced. This

officer was just in the process of leaving, but he had served under

.cGarr in Austria. We asked him, "What can you tell us abcut the

new boS3 coming in?" i remember his saying, "He'll come in, he'll

look around for a little bit, and before very long he'll have his

own little group. And they'll be the ones that are in charge."

I think he said that you will -ind yourself a member of that group,

or something to that effect. That's ho- McGarr had done it before.

So, I guess that is Just how Mcaarr goes about it.

I do know that this busines., of being a special inspector or

a special purveyor of the word outside the normal chain of cce, and

is a difficult or dangerous role to fill, if indeed it can be ac-

complished. I am reminded of atotier little anecdote about it. In

due time, ?4a'ol" 1lalleck turned uc as a student at the Army War

College, and the commandant at tLe time was Major General Tryiin.
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Vanther HalJeck's resignation from the Army shortly thereafter Wiq

a.,.y.'ay related, I haven't atr idea at all; but I have often wondered

how that thing really worked out.

Q: What about combat developments or doctrinal developments while

General McCarr was here. What happened in that area?

A: The structure that Davidson had created (I started to say pros-

pered) certainly persisted, and I think the dream or the goal of

General Davidson to get Leavenworth more and more involved in more

and more matters simply continued to happen.

Q: One of the classes that existed during this period was a

Special Weapons class. Whcn did that come into being?

A: It started before the McGarr regime. Now, I am back in the

middle 1950's. It commenced at Sandia Base near Albequerque, New

Mexico, I think, as a joint oneration. There was a course of in-

st-action in the employment of atomic weapons. .,ere had been a

few of these devicesdetonated out in the desert. It was clear that

we were going to nave some kind of an atomic *apability in the Army

arsenal, and somebody n-zded tu know somethiug about it. The course

at Sandia tried to handle weapons from all three services and that

was not particularly satisfactory for us. It was decided that we

would start a parallel course up hera that was designed especially

for Army people; it was first called the Special Weapons Course and

lasted see"i weeks. The first director was an engineer named Carl

Sklund. His first assistant was a Lieutenant Colonel namted Leonard

Pasciak--both good friends of mine. Both, however, were entirely

convinced that this whole business of atomic weapons was, "Too

complicated, too significant, too everything," as Carl said, "to
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]..± any ordinary A o,;' r'Lffic¢,- uver rtally know about thi.s sort o•

Lng't I say that b.. you start u..r.r t.,t point oF view,

you can m• ae thI.,; t ih -n ! • cV' coM..1 1 .Z :-ind they did! The seven

week course 4hich was ColiULted in Pope Hall (Lhis was a ston'e building,

directly accoss the street and. south of the Disciplinary Barracks) was

cordoned off--g',týx security--and condz•ced up there as a top secret

operaticn.

As time ro'led along, the Army began to simplify its poocedures

for estimating effects of mass-destruction weapons. I suppose the

nuclear bomb cam- along, and so it was no longer "atomics," but

special weapons. During the early part of the McGarr reglme, we

were directed to essentially incorporate the Special Weapons Course

intc the CGSC curriculum. That was i fairly painful affair. We

had the instruction and a special examination, and if you qualified,

you Were not only a Leavenworth graduate, you were "pref.K 5" qual-

ified, meaning you were qualified in the employment of atomic or

nuclesr weapons.

When the material got moved into the curriculum, it wao de-

cided that CGSC would, in that same facility, Pope Hali, conduct

what became known as SONWEC, the Senior Officers Nuclear Weapons

Employment Course. The notion was that they would bring in for, I

think, a two-week stint, officers from all over the world (Colonels

and Generals), and familiarize them with how this thing was func-

tioning. A number of these courses were conducted over the course

of a couple of years.

I can recall an interesting ancedote about this course. The

post engineer, Colonel Riel Crandall, was designated a student to
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attend the course. On one Ionday morning, the first day of the

class, Riel was sitting in the classroo~m, happened to look around,

and saw smoku cuming from near tne p•)jj!;iun area. He got up

quickly, and as he described it,"! called my fire department." He

I was post engineer, and therefore, &, Qfi , the fire marshall.

But the building was Just Lom2detely burned out; it became kind of

a Roman holiday.

iAt that time, we lived about 75 yards from the fire and, in-

deed, by the time I got home the fire department had my wife and

the l&dy next door out wVth the fire hoses spraying water on any

of the sparks that flew over on our roof. It was really quite an

affair. it 4tarted about 10 o'clock, T suppose, in the morning,

and by 3 o'clock in the afternoon, they finally got it out. People

were ail around; everybody had gone to the fire. There was an

officer who lived in one of the Syracuse houses right next door

who was accountable for the highly classified materials that were

down in the basement. In one of the corner basement rooms they had

a Top Secret display and device or two. I never had any particular

reason to go over there, but I knew it was there. He was concerned

about getting them out of there, and determining what kind of shape

they were in. You could not get into the place through the door,

since the room was at the opposite end of the only entrance to the

building. The basement had small windows, about 2/3's submerged,

and there were some bars on the windows. A very pragmatic solution
-4

was opted for. They brought a cutting torch and cut the bars in the

window, so you could crawl through the little windows. Then they

went down there with a collection of big commissary paper sacks,
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hunded 'nt, c ceo !jut in ap'. r rm, and t::, them away.

That "_a t end of Pope Hall.

Becaus,: .e tie fire, we elith.!r d to caincul ,'.oe ne;': SOZIWEC

ot~htr kin..d of facility. FortunateLy, an officer named Major

WiLl '&o.ahoe had been added t) the college faculty. Waschoe was

ithe missior of solviag :he problem. He w..ent down to .,Iuir

Hall, and put in a couple of classrooms. He sort uf did them him-

self. The significance of this action is that this was at the time

that Bell Hall was under construction, and this guy scayed on and

was primarily responsible for the design and fabrication of the

audio-visual equipment that we have now in Bell Hall. Thus, an

earlier generation of the kind of equipment that is here today in

the Leavenworth cLassrooms--the projectors, the sliding boards, and

the combination thereof--was done by this guy because of the Pope

Hall fire. I guess that's the and of what happened to that and

the nuclear ,eapons effects.

Q: Let me ask a question about Bell Hall. Was the basement of the

office wing in Bell Hall completed when the building was occupied?

A: No, we have Riel Crandall to thank for that. Riel Crandall was

the post engineer at the time Bell Ha.ll was constructed, and he

knew perfectly well that by the time the building was built it would

be too small. Riel carefully--I do not really know how much was

"involved--influenced the detailed plans of specifications so that

"the conversion of the crawl space under the office wing into a sub-

flour of ofrIces, from an engineering or construction point of
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viu'r, could be easily accomplished. It worked out exactly as 1%a

plannei. Perhaps a co'ýple of yAars went by before it wos fitit'•ed.

!di rv.. really remn.abur, 'ut it ccrtair,," !,az no-, :iuch m;re tha:.

that. So, it was almost as if it were doie from the start.

As a final note, during the coursp. of the McGarr regime, I

was invited as a Special Advisor to the WAC School at Fort McClellan.

I simply mention that as the first of what later became a series

of guest appearances here and there throughout the school sy.1tem.

I am proud of the fact that I was the first male consultant iii the

WAC School.
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Q: VThaL wteb some of the major even!:- and problui•i when ,'eneral

Harold K. Jchnuon was the Ccý=an".-..?

A: We probably ought to know at the begirnning that HaroLd K.

Johnson Eau beea on the CUSC faculty when I first came an, for a

couple of years thereafter. All I am trying to establish here is

that he had been a pre-McGarr Leavenworth man. I had had the good

fortune to become close friends with Johnny, as those of us who

Sreally knew him well called him. When he first came to Leavenworth,

we lived in a Doniphan apartment, and they were about two doors

down. Our dogs played together all the time. Under those con-

ditiors you become friends or enemies; our dogs got along, so

Johnny and I became friends. I had alwayi supposed that at some

time a colleague would come back as the coummandant, and Johnny was

the first one.

I recall four major events under the Johnson regime. First,

he came in and said, "We are going to get rid of these exam weeks."

By now, I had learned that the one part of the educational program

thaL was most likely to change with a change of commandants was

3student evaluation. Every one of them arrived with some very de-

finite notions in this field, and there really was not much point

in arguing about it. So, we got rid of the exam weeks. It really

did not change that much. If you are going to have fairly compre-

hensive tests, they will obviously have to follow the Instruction;

and if they follow the instruction, they tend to get clustered

near the end. So, you may not have an exam week, but you are likely
-9

to have four or five tests within a short period of time. Anyway we

obeyed that directive. That was fairly easy.
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The jec~d point was the 1952 Liucatlonal Survey Commission.

I was prubably che trigger hure, for ,when the oppor:tuity presented

itself, I show=t1 Johnry the repo.t oE the 1956 Comp.=ssion. Once

again, I suggested this might be so-r.hing he ,ntuld 1!.%e to do

again. It was not very long before that became the next chapter

in the survey commission story. He formed a committee of five,

headed by General C. D. Eddlemen, LTG E. L. Cummings, and LTG

E. J. O'L[eill, and then two civilian educators both with military

connections; Earl Rudder, at that time President of Texas A & M;

and Dr. George B. Smith, the vice-chancellor of the University of

Kansas. Initially, Colonel John Calloway of the faculty was de-

signated as the project officer, but before the committee began'.to

function, Calloway convinced the commandant that I ought to be

associated with it. Very quickly, I became the recorder and pro-

4ect officer for the commission.

This particular survey comission just did not have the last-

ing influence that the one in 1956 had. But there were two or

three things that come out of it that persisted. One of the first

was the appointment of a German Liaison officer in recognition of

the fact that West Germany by now was one of our strongest NATO

allies. -The committee lamented what they perreived to be the lack

of any meaningful interaction between CGSC and the Army War College,

and I do not guass that situation has been changed any since then.

The committee pointed out that tha then existing two courses, the

regular course and the associate course, with one being twice as

long as the other, were an administrative or personnel compromise

at bes, They were particularly concerned that spaces in the
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:ssociat course were being flled by the active army. In a

sense here they pointed with c',,ncern at the matter that was not

to be corrected tntil the lanes Board in 1967. For the most part,

I suppose, otie could read the report as being a strong affirmation

of what the college did.

I guess I am rather proud of the last paragraph in the formal

report, which is called "Overall Appraisal." For whatever it is

worth, that paragraph probably reflected Ivan Birrer's estimate of

CGSC in 1962, because it's exactly as I wrote it. The paragraph

concludes with these two sentences: "Although graduation from CGSC

is not the culmination of an officer's military education and train-

ing, nor is this so intended, the comissiou is convinced that, as

the careers of CGSC graduates encompass subsequent experience and

study, these officers will become increasingly effective commanders

and general staff officers at the higher levels of assignment:.

These graduates are fulfilling their intended roles throughout the

Free World. la periods of emergency, they will respond to demands

placed upon them as have Leavenworth graduates of the past." That

sounds a little corny as I read it here 16 years later.

The mout significant thing that stems from the Johnson regime

is quite obviously the origin of our Master of Military Axt and

Science (MMAS) ProSram. It started one day in a discussion in the

command conference room, with Johnson and Lemley (the assistant

commandant), three or four staff officers, and myself. After

some discussion, Johnny said something in effect tha. right after
-9

World War II when he had been at Ft. Monroe in the G1 section, this

matcsr had been talked about often and at times off and on over the
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• 'nr.. Why didn't 'on ,l for all c1Pck this p'ý QJe., out in

te:.-: if someching ',o c.c):l or could not actonplish. If we could,

let's ýet with it and so. "c the problem. 1ha c is ,hLs decision.

,:&. :. • 1 t .: e t1is Ic7v', 9.e' .rr'uous set

of events that really did not culminate until August 1974. While

Generai Tohnson should certainly be credited with the initiation

;r The program, in addition to playing c.iy other rital parts in

S.-;;,lItion the story is so long, and there are so many people

iiivolvad that I suggest we ought to do that in a separate packagr.

some othar time.

There was another occurrence in the Johnson regime that is

prcoatll worth noting. It was Johnny himself that insisted that

the old Department of Staff and Educational Subjects be redesignated

the Department of Command. His argument was that in the Command

and General Staff College somebody ought to be teaching Command.

Some of us argued that we should not use the title for a department

on the proposition that we all taught command all the time. We

should not a-nnounce that you have a class on command on a

certain day. But we lost that argument, obviously. I have left

one other item about the Johnson regime to talk about, because it

represents a very special time in my professional career. At the

time of McGarr's departure, the Department of Staff and Educational

Subjects was headed by a Colonel Jasper Wilson--Jap Wilson as

everyone had always called him since his days as a cadet at West

Point. Jap had come to the College a yar before and lived three

doors from the Birrers on Sunmer Place. Not too long after General

Johnson took over, some other transfers, reassignments, or ends of
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_c=s, fol.nd Jap Wilson in the role of what we then called the

Chii L £ResiLLant lnstrulction,ýior CRI for short. Wilson '7aS a

brilliant -uy intellectually, but he was absolutely vulgar Ind

ruthless in his m~anner, deportment, and action. I should aiso add

he was extremely effective in getting things accomplished at what-

ever the cost.

For all practical purposes, the l.!cGarr program had de-

centralized curriculum matters to the instructional departments;

indeed, very little was centralized. I suppose that Jap had been

told by Johnson to get this ship tightened up, and let's get cur-

riculum matters and all that is associated with it back In the

Leavenworth scheme as it had been before. I think that is why

Johnson's previous experience on the CGSC faculty was relevant to

Lhis matter.

I do not tell this story very proudly, indeed I tell it very

sadly, but what developed was an all-out powei struggle between

Wilson and me. Sadly, the contest went way beyond just honest

A differences in a professional matter; it became a personal vendetta.

Obviously, if I were to tell the story in detail, it would be one

that would place the blame on Jap; I suspect he would tell it

quite differently. But regardless of how we got there, to indicate

the tone of the matter, he announced before a group once, "I'm going

to get you fired." This was not just a contest for status; it be-

came kind of an all-out fight for survival. This went on for a

year and half; I am sure it was a very trying matter for Johnson

as well He had two lieutenants who could not get along with each

other, and he felt he needed them both.
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By the v.a.ry nature nf my nhart-ir vL,, t'flii.tinal :X.,i.or and

theeb/' m, lki-Ln kind of a lizensr to Lriap around tkie wh'nole college

and alL of its activitles, I was ao aý, in a sa8LE, inco the business

L ,ý r [{ ;l&It Iwt-uttiort , or "41-.tever title that position

then had. I had made it a practice over the years with each new

incumbent CRI to overtly state this fact, and simply say, "We're

both intl ,his together, let's kited of work it out together." I

think 1t.u: is the appropriate kind of attitude and position to take.

With Jap i: simply was not possible, and it was not good for the

college. Tc was hard on the people that were trying to work with

us, and we made it difficult for the front office. A.ll I am trying

to say, I g'.ess, is that there was within the span of 30 years

this one little period (it looked a lot longer then) which was very

frustrating, just a very disagreeable experience.

I will just give you one more little anecdote about this, and

then I think I would rather forget it. Johnny spent the last six

or so months of his official tour here on temporary ducy in Washington

working on a special project. It was that project that called him

to the attention of Secretary Robert McNamara, and as a result, in

a very short time he would be elevated to DCSOPS and then later the

Army Chief of Staff. He was co--,ting on sort of alternate weekends.

This matter between jap and me had become so intense and so involved

with wives, children, dogs--just horrible--that one day I asked him

for au appointment on a Saturday afternoon when he was back in

Fort Leavenworth. I was just going to have it out. I had written

a paper whi• tried to state my version of the situation, and I

said, "I may be disassociated from the college, but I'm not going
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to let Jaý 'i.Lson drij.e r.2 out. Juýiniiy said Lu rmt, "Look, you

just hivu to understand thao. 1.1Lson is useful to ;n.• in a number of

ways tl.at you don't know, but it's not going to get, you fired. You

w _il b e tFasuŽ'ý rime specific ru ion. • about this."

This is the same Wilson that later in Vietnam became Lhe

American associate to Premier Ky. At the time he was, I guess,

head of the Vietnazese Air Force,. and I am sure Jap served him in

extremely good stead. Later, even more surprising (at least to

many people--not to me especLally), Wilson served as the senior

aide to the Army Chief of Staff when General Johnson became Chief

of Staff. He really had not changed a bit as far as Icould determine,

and for many people there was this paradox of how this officer --

talented and vulgar-could be on Johnson's staff. The story closes,

I guess by my saying that there was much conjecture around here that,

since he was a senior aide, he would certainly be promoted to general.

But I had had convereations with Johnson long before in respect to

this man, and I became convinced that it would never happen. In-

deed, Johnson would not let it happen if it came down to that sort

of thing. I won a couple of fifths of whiskey betting on that:

Q: Not to prolong this, but were there any differences between

yourself and Colonel Wilsou in terms of philosophy, for example,

whe::e the college was or where the college should be?

A: No, not really, I don't think. I don't even know how this thing

started. Jap had been an Armor officer; he had taught math at the

Academy. Somehow or other, it became a contest for status, power

and influence, and I cannot really tell you wtiat tne issues were.
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,a, there a :haaga iA -: .•i , ti ý c. Chief of Resident

iuLuc L-cion duriug tlh •:t•, _' .

A A: •, . ý4ilsan was nev,±c .. c. . :h :tr:vc.v d control

tha'. i et out to geL. t! a.r,: . s:,- , anU t eiire were

some- c2ftra.Lized proceaurus seu up--what la:-r became •aculcy

Memorandum 2 as we called iL around here. A whole series of re-

si sidýnt instruction memorandums ond proceadur-es had been established,

-"b..h provided for somre kind of control, bur the director was never

really Siven the paupte that it would take to do it, if indeed .,2

were going to centralize curriculum matters.

Q: The Army began looking at a new division during that period,

the ROAD Division. Did that result in a re-write of the curriculum

here at CGSC?

A: Indeed it did. There had been much disenchantment with the

Pentmic, Division, and so now we had ROAD. Of course, what that

required was that all the tactical problems in which the schematics

envisioned five maneuver groups suddenly had to be redone with all

the inherent work. Certainly, it was clear that once the Pentomic

Division was abolished, all the Leavenworth problems had to change.

Q: What were some of the major events of General Harry J. Lemley,

Jr.'s, tenure as commandant?

A: Before the Johnson regime ended, Johnny was called up to do a

special study for Department of the Army; it lasted about six

months. It was very well received, and he was promptly promoted

to be the DCSOPS, for his third star. His deputy, Harry Lemley,

then moved across the hall from being the assistant commandant,

as it was called then, to being the commandant. He was promoted
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and held L:It rOsitioI& well up to ti:: of 1966 S.n.c Lamley

had seiv~t w: Jchnson in Europe, I sup>,se he was ha.3el•ted.

Things sort or continued during that ne:. -eriod of two or three

•~~p t

S.iAS program wekkt on, but we will do that in detail in anothe- sitting.

* Probably the most important thing while Lemley was here was that

Educational Sdbjects became known as Strategy. A rationale had

been developed which stated ?hat part of the LeavenworLh mission

was to provide the officer with some understanding of the total

arena in which the military functions. I guess that was the .nost

i.*ortant development.

Q: Were there any reservations among members of the faculty or

the staff about this move toward educational subjects?

A: No, by the time Lemley was here, it had been four or five years

after their infusion. It was now part of the Leavenworth picture

under a different tag, "strategy." There were always some people

who wnuld argue that that is not part of our mission; you can still

hear Lhac argument. Lemiey, rather unwisely probably, described

this as our "junior var college" portion of the curricuium. It

is unwise to waka that statement since you just invite sniping

from still other directions. On balance, I would say it was im-

portant that wo were going to spend some of our time in providing

the setting for the employment of military forces.

On a personal basis, ard sort of lapping over the Johnson--

Lemley eia, (and I tend to think of that as a sort of a single

period) L had one extremely interesting experience when I was

loaned to the CCNARC for a special mission. I reported to COHA&.C,
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a r tlie C(:i o a . -elf, LTG Loui T , Pres den t 7' n 'i

nephew, t L e IL it the Special i'!r ::e- at Fart nr=a- , was

having all : roUblO.. Fe arranges to borrow 7-,? sa•vries--

wanted me to go down there and find out what were the problems,

decide what to -!o about them3 tell t',ie people do•,- there whet Po

do, anLd comoe back and report to him. So I proceeded. Lmmed-

iat.el:: myorn to, arrLval, I found out that the officer in charge, a

brand ne.ýi igatdier General named Yarborough, had not been in-

foamed of zm' coming, That first interviLw, as you can guess, was

an interesting one. But after everybody's feelings were vented,

we datedeA thrcugh common sense that we had better make the best

of the situation; regardless of how I got there, the order stood.

I spent perhaps a week the first time, and it became very clear

t•L•t the school was in trouble. It had become too big, too rapidly,

and had Loo many changes in what it was trying to do. What really

needed to happen was that they needed to institutionalize an orde-ly

process for curriculum preparation. This is in contrast to every-

'..;dy going aroun-" with a lesson plan in their hip pocket, making

it up as they went along. Oai the other hand, in order to make that

possible, they had to have more recources provided. Probably more

important, they had to insulate this body from the constant stream

of Washington experts who were coating down and telling them what

to do.

When I went back, General Truman got in most of his staff, and

I made the point when I said, "Here are the things that need to

happen down there. I told General Yarborough this, and he acknowledges
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this i. right." I said, "Now, Ceneral, the second thing is what

you should do up here. WIn.at yiu should do is tro-w a cordon

around that place and not let ayotne cross it. Moreover, you have

got to get them some more people." He listened and said, "Fine."

Then he said, "I want you to go dourn there and keefi your eye cn

how this thing works out." I said,"No, General, that is not going

to work. You know it is not going to work. You have a new bri-

gadier general down there commanding that post, and he understands

what needs to be accomplished. He just cannot hae a special in-

spector looking over his shoulder." I went on to say, "If you

want me to go back in a couple of months and tell you what I

think their progress is, I will be glad to do that." T did make

such a visit. I think it is probably fair to state tlat what were

not vary profound observations on my part at the time, were fairly

important if they were going to make some progress at Fort Bragg.

Q: You bring up an intaresting example of the intrusion of ex-

ternal agents into the writing of the curriculum at the Special

Warfare School. Was CGSC having that problem during this period?

A: A little bit, but nothing like at Bragg. All we had to do was

certify that each officer had had "'" number of hours of counter-

insurgency. There were some efforts by the CONARC staff to at

least review what was in our instruction, but we were too far from

Washington for anyone to really come down and bother us, whereas

that place with the Green Berets was very much in the spotlight,

almst from the President himself right down the line.

Q: Was the design of the CGSC curriculum pretty much the pro-

rogative of the commandant or deputy commandant?
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A: You mean as comparad to having someone tell him from the out-

Q: Yes, sir.

Q: Is there any real continuity from the McGarr years up through

the Lemley years in terms of what the College ý7as trying to do with

its curriculum?

A: '.as, tftere certainly ,,as, This is a good time for me to point

out a da,;elopment that really occurred during the end of the Lemley

regime that has some long-term significance. N'ithin the College

.acherne of events, there emerged a formalization of the concept of

the curriculum being composed of courses of study, the course of

study being defined as a series of related lessons within a given

curriculum area. To be sure, this had been evolving in the normal

course of events as subjects in a single area began to be concentrated

in one departmental entity. But it was not really thought of in

that sense. We continued to think of the curriculum as a composite

of a series of separate numoered subjects--to use the terminology

of today. By the time we got to the end of the Lemle\ regime, and

with the titled department s temming from the McGarr era (there were

some changes but they were essentially the same departments), the

decentralization of content and control from the staff to depart-

mental levels was natural evolution. The officer who ought to get

credit for formalizing this system was COL Jack Hendry, who at the

time waa in charge of the curriculum division of what was then called

the Chief of.Resident Instruction Office. That is kind of a long

answer to your question, but yes, there was a natural continuity.
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Q: nMd you have any inL.uence over the evolving of this "course

of sudy" system?

At I don't think I shouldl really claim any. Jack Hendry simply

¢~vine ~me th.ac Ic ':as : x idea, I zu•aort;T it and ba'0 n

to talk about it. I think I can claim some credit for getting some

people to change the way they tended to lock at the curriculum. I

continued to maintain this position, because I had become convinced

that as a practical zztter the total curriculum was too big a

package for anyone, anybody, any agency to deal with. This is not

a particularlypopular view, even today, with some people, but I

have not changed my mind a bit. I am completely convinced.

In the days when we had tight centralized control, we had a

large staff to do it. Indeed, I remember that at the time of the

Educational Survey Commission in 1956 there were 23 officers in

the staff of what we now call the Director of Education and Cur-

riculum Affairs charged just with this function. The 23 people

dealt with the total curriculum area, which was greatly constricted

when you compare it to today.

In a sense, the curriculum had been getting broader in a

piecemeal fashion since 1948. As the total scope of the curriculum

offerings widened, in recogt..tion o• the widening vista in which

the Army officer functions, it just simply became impossible to

maintain centralized control. I tave often co=ented to my senior

colleagues around here that things were a lot simpler at Leavenworth

when we were concerned with only firepower and maneuver, with a

little a.tantion paid to combat service support. But all the res*t-

the management, the setting, the limitations, the strategic
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c::usid*:at'ons, th• lesser forms if conf.!. .L--camae along later.

As ir did, we just pushed the frontier u• thý. boundaries of the

Sc'irrlculum outL, so:ý of, in all directions.

14 Q:-.- U haId be enici, 1 j ; ý ~. t Cal '17e the

development and design of the curriculum; in the later period, it

just became impossible to manage it in a ,zay that had been customary

or traditional aý Leavenworth. This is my argument. I believe what

I Say. I said 4t very re:ently to the new Deputy Commandant.

Q: Would you say that the Leavenworth graduate during this pariod,

was better prepared for the problems that might face him, or was

he less prepared than he may have been earlier?

A.: Well, he was certainly differently prepared! •.Thether the dif-

ference represents progress or regression is, I suppose, somewhat

debatable. Clearly, if you spend the whole school year on G3

operational matters, you ought to turn out a more qualified G3,

That contrasts sharply with saying we are going to spend only a

portion of time on G3 and we are going to do a lot of other things,

because they also are the business of the senior officer or senior

staff officer. In that sense,. it was different. Everyone would

agree upon that. My position is clear. Even a G3 must know some-

thing more than operations. I think that this broader, less spec-

ialized preparation is what was called for, and still is what is

called for. Some people, I suppose, would disagree.

Q: One of the interesting things that one finds as he reviews the

CGSC during this period is the idea that we were preparing corps

commanders agd division commanders. Was that actually accepted as

a formal mission?
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A: We used to tell everyone that we •'re going to prepare division,

corps, and Army commanders, and that was our job. Today, r'e say

this difference in what we say, reflect in what we did?" I think

the answer iv "Only to a small extent." The tactics instruction

was, for the most part, designed around or built around division

operations. Insofar as the actual requirements are concerned, it

was the question of planning the division defense, or the counter-

attack, which was made by a brigade (or whatever, depending upon

the organization at the time). It was also a question of the

assignment of key terrain, avenues of approach, and objectives for

the major maneuver units. It does not change a bit if you say to

the guy, "You're the brigade commander, now pick out the brigade

objectives," or whether you say, "You're the G3; pick out the ob-

jectives or designate the ones you envision will be in the brigade

commander's plan." Once you get by that, the judgment that is in-

volved is exactly the same. I think the difference revolves

around what porportion of the time we have the students in a paper

exercise employing the corps in the field Army. If you go back

into the middle 1950s, this would occur on some few occasions,

whereas today, probably not at all. I find this whole argument

about a center of gravity to be sort of a futile execcise in verbage,

and I just can't get concerned about it.

Q: Was there any thought given at this time to the possibility

of a two-'year course, or for the possibility of something that

might resemble electives?
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A: To anser the f~rst part of the :,:.-u-part que~sior.. the two-year

course had been proposed by Ceneral Cýirr Davidoon. RIL that pro-

position died and has never been serLously considered Lain.

71a zecon pa of the OF -,:';,Obri, tc moe-

thing that happened during the Lemley regime that did have sorae far-

reaching inplications for CGSC. I am really talking now about the

activity of the Department oý the Army Haines Board--the body by

Ceneral 1Vataes to survey the whole scheme for officer education

in the Army. The Haines Board made its visit to CGSC while General

Lemley was the commandant, and it was probably a year before their

report was subsequently published. After they had been here a

couple of days, it was clear that they were going to champion two

points, and indeed they did. I think these are the two most sign-

ificant outcomes of the Haines Board insofar as CGSC is concerned.

One of these was that throughout the Army school system there

should be initiated what they called (and we probably ought to con-

tinue to call) a program of electives. It was not our notion, in

all fairness; it came out of the Haines Board and we will see as

we talk about the next era how the electives program came about.

The other significant outcome of the Raines Board study wae

the change in the size of the class. We have noted that Bell Hall

* had been designed to hold seventeen 50-man sections of the regular

course (that's 850), seven sections of an associate course, and

one classroom was left over. Over time, a sizable number of the

spaces in the associate course had become occupied by active Army

officers. Thla situation was not unique to CGSC. You found the

same thing in the major branch schools with their career or advancet'
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•curie with r associate advanced courses. The Haines Eoard

'1 .

.'er- ~~ o~~ u _'iaz this was simply', and loý'Ically, a

a -,-,.:;ion o- nc:: nj r::> y ',zh Just c nud not be rationalized.

The Haines Board said, 'We ought to decide how much time and at

what level we are going to devote to career education for the full-

time officer. Then having made that decision, let's stick with it."

They chose to say it ought to be a 10-month career course and a

l0-month CGSC course. They made that deci.ion, really, on Just

kind of an intuitive feeling that it is worthwhile to invest that

much time. The Haines Board went about their business in a quite

different fashion than have some DA Boards. They did not attempt

to quantify or prove that it ought to be that: lorg. They just said,

"That's what we believe is correct."

At Leavenworth, if you follow this line of reasoning, you

should take all the active Army people out of the associate course

and confine it strictly to non-active Army. But if you are going

to (a) use the building to its full capacity, and (b) provide the

number of graduates that MILPERCEN now says that they need to

fill billets specifying CGSC graduates as a prerequisite, you have

to substantially increase the size of the regular course. Yet,

even that won't completely take up the slack. In an endeavor to

get the concurrence of personnel people, the Haines Board said,

"We'll increase the size of the regular course to 1150--using

up all the classrooms." Since, as I say, that would not completely

satisfy Ai requirements they then, in an amazing bit of rational-

ization, said, "We'll start counting the Armed Forces Staff College

as the equivalent of Leavenworth, rather than a follow-on." According
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to tiiis scheme, the total output or CGSC pLis 1*orfolk, ,.uld come

close to mauching the previous arrangement A.Ld, presumai ly, :he

personnel requirement. I sat in aiid heardi LI. diStuSSiS1S about

business about Norfolk was a personnei-administrative action that

they were taking. It was not an educational equivalentv. They

Swere just simply being realistic in terms uE whose :. 2rrence

Ll•yk needed. They rcesented this proposea to General L-,mley, and

he agreed completely. We had all become, if we had thought aboutI it, uneasy with this sort of paradoxical arrangement.

Then came the next question, "When do we increase the size of

the course by 350?" More precisely, the question beca:..e, "Do we do

it after we get the housing?" General Lemley said, "Do it next

year." I think that was school year 1967-1968. He told me later,

"Ivan, I knew perfectly well we'd never get the housing in advance.

The only way we'd get the housing was to get the students here and

then be able to make the request on the basis of demonstrating we

did not have sufficient housing." After seeing what eventually

happened, I believe the General was dead right about this. That is

how, during the first or second year of General Mike Davison's

regime, the class suddenly jumped to its all-time peak of 1150.

We will come back to. that later.

Q: Was it during this period that the College began to focus some-

what moreso than in the past on counterinsurgency or unconventional

warfare?

A: Yes. That came during the Johnson/Lemley regime, because that

is when the big build-up in Southeast Asia came. During this period
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as I told you, I was loaned out to the speci. *.arfare 3c!'oU1.

There existed then, and I su-ppose to a dagree it sti1l eliata, the

uVre:,olved prjblem of where Leaven'worth and the Institute at Ftrt

Bragg exactly interface (or whatever the term one wants to use) in

terms of educational responsibility for this area. It was not clear

then and I do not think it is very clear now.

Q: Where did Leavenworth get the expertise for teaching this sort

of subject? Were they imported or did it come from the existing

faculty?

A: Some of both. We had some teople here who had had some brush

with the business, and then we began to get people back from the

field with some experience.

Q: Considering the sort of thing we were emphasizing, was it more

the cultural aspects of Southeast Asia, or was it how to fight in

the jungles of Southeast Asia?

A: I don't have mich confidence in my answer, but my notion is

that in those days it was more of what Brigadier General Johns once

described to me as "nation building or the positive program" what-

ever that is.

Q: What occurred in the area of combat developments during the

Johnson and Lemley years?

A: It was during this time that the Army decided to establish the

Combat Developments Cocmmand at Fort Belvoir, as a kind of parallel

command to what was then called CONARC. Within this scheme, the

Combat Qvelopments Command would be responsible for the prepara-

tion of doctrine and literature. I think this is the most sign-

ificant part that concerned CGSC. We have always maintained, at
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Leavenworth, thai the field manuals b:• 'n . hi>: we fight,

should te ''it.:-n and pz-pared by the i'acu_,y who wzc ceaching our

students how to fight. Ceneral fo:,IsL" r-t very s9 LoaglY a-out

this, but the ýucoineudatiou ou ,1 DL>eL-%.,_nt of the ALmy board pre-

vailed. Lc w"6 ýuut:- as tne •Hulhez - Au a r. that,

there was established at Leavenworth an organization which was called

]IC.-, cr the Institute of Cc~rbined Arms and Support.

Th t s,2Laratiun of dozL..-ine formulation from CCSC ,'a3 nort clean

btcause i:, deference to our st•ungly-held position, the comandant's job

became a two-hat proposition; he commanded both ICAS and the College.

Presumably, at his office, he was going to coordinate the two activities.

Moreover, under ICAS, or at least for most of the time Lemley was

here, there were 13 associated research entities at, for the most part,

the service schools, that reported under his direction. This kept

him almost on a constant circuit just going around finding out what

was going on. Basically, the scheme prevailed until the STEADFAST

reorgauization in 1973.

Q: How did it akkeCt the curriculum, when the writing of doctrinal

literature was taken out of the Command and General Staff College?

A: It did not really make that much difference, because the re-

sponsibility for the doctrinal literature with which we were pri-

marily concerned (Fk 100-5 and associated documents) was never

actually transferred. It was in a legal sense, but the practical

matter was that the only people that could really provide any input

were the author/instructors at CGSC. We really had to work around

the organization. I think the removal of the responsibility for

formulating doctrine Just made it more difficult for us to do
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busicies;. That was my pecsunal assessment.

Q: Did the College lose any lnscructors as a result of this loss

if the mission for writing doctrinal literature?

A: I do not remember that they did, and if so, it -'as no more thin

a small proportion. There wasn't any sizable transfer of people

tlha really affected the strength of the College.
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j1 q: iat were some oE the major events and problems encounterLC d'•rin-

the period when General Michael S. Vaviion was here?

A: We nave already talk.ed about the fact that the Hairies Board repor

a as puolislied, and with it a clear mandate tu institute electives. if

you read the report, you don't really find much of a rationale for the

elective program. Again, I had had the opportunity to listen to the.

?Board talk about this matter. The driving force on the Board for

electives was a member named Babcock who was promoted to Brigadier

General during the Board's vist to Leavenworth, He had sold General

i Haines on the notion that during part of the student's time at the

service schools, he ought to have some choice. So, by manlate we had

to institute electives.

The problem was suddenly to find, if you will, 1,150 "training spaces."

We did sort of what everybody else did. We conjured up a number of in-

house offerings, and we went to the University of Kansas and contracted

for them to provide a number of course offerings. It was really a

question of not what we want but what will you bring. Because we still

could not get up to 1,150, we worked out a scheme, so that anybody who

was not enrolled in anything else could satisfy this requirement by

taking at least a portion of the correspondencp course from the In-

dustrial College. The scheme was that these elective courses would

be taught on Thursday afternoon during the last half of the year. We

will see as we go on with this interview that that basic notion still

has a part in the College program.

The second matter was that by now Harold K. Johnson had become the
•0

Army Chief of Staff, and Harry Lemley had beco-- the DCSOPS. Futhermore,

Lemley had an executive assistant -Lamed Colonel Arthur Olsen. Art had
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.hinlg'n w.1L Lomley fo. ',. " throe

years here, , lihd buen in charge cf . _ -• w ,' , u~ -.ry r.all,

,KA\S pr rm, c this goit in z:e m A.. _., s if ,_ c ;A', LlaIL after

- •'j .. r:it A i: ,. thi s ( ` t h e C",

Lemley to re-open XMtAS in terms of the acquisition oF the necessary degree-

granting auiltority or legislation. Theren, he set in tootion the series

of yvent .;"'>..- we should tell in anoth-er sitting. A 'east from Ivan

Birrer's tj:. uj:o nt, that is what is very signirfica.: abco& the Davison

regime.

As a dL---c Ltugrcwth of the >CXAS =a-cer, I should note that during

tae Davison regine the CGSC advi±ory committee was created. It held

its ftrqt annual mieetii6 here in 1967, 1 guess it was December. With a

couiple of years' lapse it has met each succeeding year. Over time it has

oroved to be a very influential body in our institution.

1 probably shauld note also some of the problems of the larger stu-

dent class of 115: offiLers, which I discussed earlier. 'When the students

arrived, housing was pretty frightful. Many had to live downtown, in

some rather hastily constructed apartments, and in many cases students

lived in Platte City, Kansas City, or Tonganoxie, distances which were

considerable, at least when compared to the previous "we can almost walk

to schocl" distances. With this need established, we began to see

appropriations for the new housing. This has continued over the years,

somewha: as Lemlev forecast, and they finally do show up over in the

southwest corner of the reservation.

Q: What sort of opposition was encountered in trying to implement the

electives -,rograin?
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A: I don't kLow that there was aL', Orgr opposition. I: was a"CCSC

do it" sort of thing, and it was nc¢C particularly hard to find 16 after-

noons in wnich we did not conduct raguuar classes. Xy recollection about

tnis Lirst cep was that it was a fairly painless operation,

Q: You mentioned that General LemE/y was the DCSOPS and General Johnson

was th- CieLf of Staff. Did Leavenworth begin to have problems here in

this period with outside agencies influencing the content of the curriculum?

A: No, I don't think so. In fact, I don't think that has ever really

cbeen a problem. Now, it is true that on a couple of occasions -- I suppose

most especially later, during the firsL three years of TRADOC--we have

spent a good bit of time arguing, explaining, justifying, rationalizing,

or whatever other words we want to use, what we were doing to the CONARC

or TRADOC commander. But I think if one examined the true record in the

c~ase, the facts are that we really continued to do about what we wanted

to anyway. You might add an hour here, and two hours there; but that is

really all it has ever amounted to when you finally get down to cases.

0: Wasn't it fairly difficu.*t for the instructor though, sir, when you

start looking at the impact of special weapons courses, counterinsurgency,

and electives, for example? Didn't that really place an extreme burden

on him during this period?

A: Yes, to some extent, it certainly did. Let me speak a little bit

about the special weapons thing. All the way back to the McGarr regime,

there had been a special department with that title, Special Weapons.

The notional.scheme was that they would teach the effects--how to estimate

things and so on--and then the students would apply this learning in their

subsequent tactical problems taught by the Tactics Department, to use our

present terminology. In fact, that never really worked well, if for no
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o reasuL Lhan tacticz instructors were nou very comfortable wiLý!n

i into this arena of ,..'e-nons effects, e xcpt as they used -., say,

a, **Jod cutter kiu& of operatlon." T:oe.'e w.,.i never really th.'s

f_ ý 'ji L.:. L. 3 z -- .h')3 a i ; C j L L ýu ý: LUISL r tiC u --

integration in the dictionary sense of combining to form a more perfect

•I"e. i:e re uo:izcd this problem. Moreover, as time went along the

prucelures for estimating effects became greatly simplified. The Eklund

ccnceOL that .his was too complicated for an ordinary officer h;'` long

sin.e been replaced by another notion which assumed that part of the

arseral of any professional officer was some competence in nuclear weapons.

!hat is Just tile opposite position of today. Moreover, the so-called

"Shoo-er's Mnual had been revised, I might say, over great Leavenworth

protest. We fought that battle and lost it, and it is orie we should have

lost. But we spent many, many hours of argument on this part.

-n time, it became apparent that the thing to do was to just dismember

this lepartment, to quit treating the effects business as another special

staff technique, and then to assign the responsibility to DCOM for that

kind cf instruction. That department could take whatever action was

necessary to insist that at least some appropriate amount of tactics

instruction dealt, in an integrated sense, with nuclear weapons. I suppose

that is wnere we are today with the problem still not entirely solved.

But it is not much different than the problem of where you draw the line

between artillery techniques and what the battalion commander needs to

know about artillery. It seems to me it is the same kind of problem of how

much is needed. If the staff officer's job is to plan, coordinate, and

supervise, the question always becomes, how detailed does his knowledge
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nieef to '. While I know what the questionr L, I am not wise enough to

E igi ire t.-i: ,Iat the dn!.wer La.

VI

VQ: ',;r thusa any stdiis (tone during this period on ths type skills th:lt

a staff otficer should specifically have?

A: I don't think so; I don't remember any. We were still operating--and

comfortably--behind the scheme that said we will make curriculum decisions

on the basis of consenous. We were not going to try to quantify a:'d

necessarily prove we were right.

Q: What about you own role, sir? As we look back--let's say from the

McGarr years and the very close relationship that you had with people like

Major John Cushman, and then go forward to, let's say the clash between

yourself and Colonel Wilson-did your role or influence change during this

period?

A: If you have no operational responsibility, you sit organizationally

off to t;he side itn some kind of an advisory-consultant role. If you further

compound this by saying that in this setting you are a civilian, then your

influence is an ever-changing personal matter in interpersonal relations.

If I could chart or describe my association with each commandant starting

with Gar Davidson, I could probably point this out. By the time Mike

Davison came, 20 years had gone by, and I think it is fair to say that at

this point I knew more about the college than anybody else. I had also

learned a number of things--for example, what could be done, and how long

it took to do a number of things. I had also realized that with each

new commandant I would inevitnbly suffer a certain loss of status, influ-

ence, prestige, whatever term one wants to use, which would be regained

over time. This influence would be regained when something came up in
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•'iic- 1, because o w kno'ledge gained f-:o, . . onger '-.-r. c•:,'Cev else I
S ot=r rea,2,, ,m•l~d emerge ý'9 -2.u,,wl . Tha is the of

' .* t ,'ent I had never knot':, ir' Da',,'sn h -)re, and he i not

a v' easy persoto know personall/, He ,•rear.ed me very courteously,

and c:i the matters 1hat I dealt with, h:e gave me great support. I con-

fi,.i myself', fo> the most part, to a fairly coast'icted arena, and I

thoi., ýht that was appropriate for the time. Not a very satisfying answer

tO v~ quest .,r'.,

Q: Is there anything else you want t:o say, sir, about this period?

A: probably should say on a personal note that by now our only child I
ha{ Finished high school and gone off to college, This left Mrs. Birrer JI
and me as the sole occupants of the entire lower floor of that giant stru-

c:ý.ie that was the original Commandant's quarters up on 20 Sumner Place.

We Rad lived there since 1952. She had always wanted a house of her

own, As she said, she wanted to be able to put the nails in the wall

wherever she wanted and whenever she chose to do it, and paint it any

coLor she wanted. So, we decided that this was the time that we ought to

change locations. We bought a small house and moved downtown and lived

in it for four years. By that time we decided what kind of house we

wanted to subsequently build, with which we are still very comfortable.

Financially, of course, I should have made that switch 20 years earlier,

if I am just talking about the way real estate appreciated. But I don't

really feel that way at all about it.

I am satisfied that a sizable component of what has been a very

sazisfying career at Leavenworth stemmed from the fact that during these

early years when I was, I suppose, making my mark, we were compietely an
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integral part of the Fort Leavenworth community--of the neighborhocd,

the bowling team, the church, the hospital, just the entire community.

At the same time many of my counterparts at the other service schoolo

never really became a part of and never really became identified with

the institution. I think this business of residence played a key role.

If I were to do it over again, I would do it exactly the same.

Q: What were some of the problems and major events of Ceinpral John

Hay's tenure as commandant?

A: The announcement that John Hay was to become the commandant re-

presented a first in the sense that during his tour on the faculty in

the early part of the McGarr regime, not only had John Hay and I become

close friends, but we were also contemporary. I guess it proves, if

nothing else, that now I had become considerably older. But it also was

a different kind of relationship. The announcement of his appointment

caused me to remember our last conversation. It occured in this same

office, probably in 1958 or 1959. The point of the conversation was

that he came in to see me, and he was very upset. The reason he was

upset was that he had been ordered to attend as a student Canada's--I

guess they call it--the National Defense College, in lieu of the Army

War College or even more desirably, the National War ýollege. John

was really upset about this, and I remember telling him, "You're just

completely wrong. You ought to consider that we only send one officer

up there. I just know doggone well that the people who made this choice

were very careful. It's going to be to your advantage." That was about

our last conversation. It was not very long before he was picked up on

the brigadier general list, and then later came here as the commandant.
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I guess during our first conversation we saw Fit to reminisce about that.

To return..to the question at hand, I can think of two major m~tters

thaL I recall during the Hay era with which I was directly associated.

One of these was the receipt in 1970 of a letter from the Army Chief of

Staff, William C. Westmoreland. The subject was the "Army Educational

System." A new educational scheme waa described in this very long and

rambling letter. The scheme was that during the time an officer came to

Leavenworth, he would set up some kind of an arrangement for getting a

maste r's degree. The name of the game was "Let's get as many officers

with master's degrees as posstble." There was no concern about what

for, or in what discipline. The letter said that CGSC was to be t1e

focal point of a system which would start out an officer on a kind of

dual educational track at the branch school and culminate in a master's

degree, either here or at the War College. That was sort of vague, too,

but Leavenworth was to carry this out.

Ivan Birrer became the project officer for this operatlon. I would

remind you again of the timing--1970 or 1971--and this was in the time

when the military throughout the whole nation probably reached the depth

of its. status--especially vis-a-vis higher education. Nevertheless, I

spent almost half a year trying to establish something that would at

least be responsive to this directive. It was out of this that our

Cooperative Degree Program emerged, much in the format that we have

today. It soon became clear that the only way that we could hope to

pull this thing off, would be with an officer attendinrg six months for

full-time study following his graduation from CGSC. Also, during his

school year at CGSC, he would have to earn 9 hours of credit in courses

presented by that civilian institution. Therefore, as a practical
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matter, in his course of study, we had to let him take university courses

every Thursday afternoon throughout the year. That was all that was

going to work; it had to be structured in that fashion.

You asked me earlier if the inclusion of electives in the last half I
of the year caused any great problem, and my answer was, "Well not ceally."

But when we took off Thursday afternoon in the fall, that was a different

matter, because we had to reduce what John Hay called the "hard core"

instruction. Nevertheless, we did it, and we did it by simply cutting

down a little bit (some 30-40 hours) on the total course offerings. We

established the program, initially, with KU, KSU and UMCC, and that pro-

gram has continued through the years. Once again, it probably should

be noted that as I went out to bargain--plead, would be a better term--

with the institutions for arrangements, I really did not care what kind

of degree or what kind of program was involved. That was nct a matter of

concern. The only concern was a scheme which would culminate in a master's

degree for the officer.

Q: Was chat a result of your own perception, or was it the result of

the directions of the Department of the Ar'my?

A: It was due to the directions of the Department of the Army. The goal

was to establish as many degree pr ,"-ms as we could, to obtain as many

master's degrees as possible. We t them established, and we worked

out the arrangements with the three institutions. In the course of

thocse several discussions, I had been assisted by two of Fice'rs. CO0,

John Thompson operated the MRAS program, and we had adjoining office,

with a secretary in between us. We shared our secretary. We were closely

associated, and John and I were close friends. COL Lucian Truscott, 1II,:I
was here on a terminal assignment for a year and was assigned to work with mi.
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, When we got things set up in May or June, we wanted to begin the program

the next fall. As he had expected, John Thompson was transferred, and

Lucian retired. I proposed that I be given the responsibility to operate

the program. The Assistant Commandant at that time was Frank Clay, the

son of General Lucius Clay, and he simply would not permit it. It had

nothing to do with me as an individual; it was the fact that I did not

wear a green suit.

The second matter that came along during that time was my proposal

to General Hay regarding student evaluation. The persistent problem,

or puzzling question$at the end of each school year, was always the

question of uho should graduate, or more precisely, the question of who

should not graduate. There was never more than a small handful of

possible failures. We did not really have any rational basis on which

to make such a judgment. One of my colleagues on the faculty board

described the operation to me once, after his first experience, as

"ten men in search of a gap." That wasn't a completely unfair description.

I worked out a scheme which I submitted to the Assistant Commandant,

and he liked it well enough that I took it to John Hay for his approval.

By now, also, the course of study concept had been well institutionalized.

I suggested that we establish a rational basis on which to make this

final "go, no go" decision, and that the basis ought to be simply satis-

factory completion of each course of study. Satisfactory completion

was interpreted to mean a grade of C or better. If anyone failed to do

so, in a course of study that was substantially over earlier in the year,

he would be given a re-examination.

I remember another point that got to be rather controversial. We

had a so-called writing requirement. I said, "Let's take that out, and
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put it on a 'go, no go' basis. We are reporting it separately anyway;

let's keep it out of the class standing." Then I said, "The problem

for the faculty board will be simply to determine or to review the situation

of anyone Qho dues not qualify to see if there is any reason that there

ought to be an exception made to policy. This was a simpler, more

reasonable question to ask than to look at a whole array of numbers and

say, "Is there anybody here who's bad enough that we shouldn't graduate

him?" John Hay adopted my proposal, and since that time, we have determined

graduation-nongraduation on that basis.

On a personal note, I should mention that I was invited to the Army

War College as a consultant during this period. This came about, because

they were in the throes of - significant reappraisal of their curriculum

program. Their Assista-,t Commandant had beeL the original /8 coordinator

here in the McGarr regime, Ward Ryan. Wrrd arranged to have me invited to

Carlisle Barracks on a couple of occasions. Rather than have an educational

survey commission, they decided they would invite three or four civilians

in cn an individL i1 basis, and get their impressions. That added another

chapter of outside consultations for me. So far as I know, the only specific

outcome of my visit resulted from an exit interview with thn commandant,

Major General Gene Salet, whom I had known many years ago (not very well)

as a member of the CGSC faculty in the early 1950's. In any event, I

waj talking to Gene, and one of the proposals that they were considering was

designating some professorial chairs, and that over time the incumbent would

be perhaps a retired general or something like this. i comnented to Gene,

"Yes, that would probably be a good idea, but it was going to take a long
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time to do that. Why don't you go ahead and just designate the chairs now
(be'ause he -ould do that on his own), and then let develop whatever might

develop over time." He said he h'd just never thought about that, but he

proceeded to do so very quickly. I suspect that was my only real contri-

bution to the War College.

Q: Were there any changes in the electives program during this period?

A: Yol remember we started with electives being conducted only in the last

half of the year; we now had to get them all year round. We had to add a

number of electives, especially university courses. I suspect that by the

time that 1970 or 1971 rolled around, we had become disenchanted with

teaching language. In 1968 when we started, we contracted to teach Spanish

and German classes (conversational language) as part of the electives course.

This really did not work out well. There were some real problems. We had

to decide whether we were teaching beginners, or whether we were just going

to run a refresher course for people who already had a certain competence

in a language, Mcreover, what language would we teach, and where were the

students going to use it? So, we gave up on languages. There was still a

fairly large recipe of courses that prevailed for 2 or 3 more years, really

until we get to the next chapter of that operation.

Q: What about the actual conduct of the class itself, sir? Was CGSC still

emphasizing the lecture/conference in conjunction with small work group?

Had there been any change in that?

A: No. The College had now digested the McGarr small-group emphasis.

We had learned the now very obvious lessons about what kinds of re4uirements

ought to be done in small groups. We had even learned when it is and is

not necessary to designate leaders in advance, and if so, what you need to
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tell them. We had also restored a number of requirements to be solved

individually. I think it is fair co say that the institution had incor-

porated the small-group matter in an effective fashion.

Q: What about instructor training, sir? Were there any major changes?

A: No. I remained responsible for instructor training throughout this

period. As I saw it, there were kind of three possible major areas of

coverage we could include in the course. One of these is that CGSC is a

complex institution and newly assigned members of the faculty could not just
be brought in and seated ac a desk. We could not expect them to learn

everything they needed to know on their own. We needed some efficient way

for them to learn who and what were here to help them in terms of services

and facilities, and how to get things accomplished. So I tried to do that

on a systematic basis. That is not very profound, but I think it is

necessary.

I had long since come to the conclusion that an officer made his great-

eat and most lasting contribution on this faculty as an author. Despite

th&t belief, I had also recognized that authorship was not the problem of the

new member of the faculty. Under ordinary conditions, the most he was

going to do for several months would perhaps be to do a little rev!sion of

something already put together. Authorship came along later--authorship in

a creative sense. Hence I had chosen to pare that down for the practical

reason that I suggested.

The other matter is the conduct of classes. I had also realized that

the problem at CGSC for the typical instructor was not effective one-way

communication. He had done a lot of that already, and ordinarily, he could

do it wall. After all, it is pretty simple anyway; it only takes a little
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preparation and rehearsal. What set off the good Leavenworth teacher,

in my mind, was the good discussion leader. So, in this era I insisted

that the 2 weeks of practice teaching exercises emphasize classroom

discussion. I was trying to develop by practical experience, and immediate

critique, the skills of the new instructor, if you will, in directed

conference leadership. I might add that I have not changed my mýnd very

much about the requirements. If you ask me how successful I may have been,

I don't claim any success. I think the requirments have not changed, and I

lament the fact that we have, either deliberately or by default, given up

here.

Q: Looking back over the evolution of the curriculum, as we examine the

number of hours, for example, of tactics instruction from the Korean War

up through 1970, we see that there is a clear decline in the number of

actual hours devoted to tactics instruction. Would you comment on that?

A: Your observation ii entirely accurate. I would extend it perhaps even

a little further. As the curriculum expanded in scope, with the total hours

being constant, there was always just really one target of opportunity.

The CGSC course had heretofore been almost all tactics; hence, we were

always carving out some of the tactics instruction. The sizable reductions,

however, that are part of Leavenworth's story had not yet occurred. We ought

to say something about that later.

Q: We have now covered really the major period of the war in Southeast

Asia. What was the impact of that war, in general terms, on the Command

and General' Staff College?

A: In summary--probably not very much. If one tried to figure out the

cause and effects, it could get to be a very tortuous search. You can say
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some obvious things. At the height of the build-up, there were a few

faculty tours shortened, but really not very many. There was some coverage

added cf the special kind of tactical operations that became the prevailing

scheme in Vietnam, but only qne or two lessons. Surprisingly, I still

come out with my initial answer. We talked about the chanae in the size of

= the student body. I put it that way because I am not sure the effect was

clear or I am not sure to what extent it was a direct cause-and-effect rela-

tionship. Clearly, at the very height of the build-up for the war, a third

of the class was enroute-or had Just returned from Southeast Asis. This

tended to, I think, develop either a lack of concern with or impatience for

the European war tactics. But, again, only somewhat.

I think, if you ask the same question about any war, it really comes

down to not as much one, I suppose, would expect. If we. had had a flexible

electives program, such as we had after 1972, we could have better prepared

the student for that war. As long as there was a rigid, required core

curriculum, it was very difficult to respond to changing and immediate needs

ol the Army and of the student.

Q: Did the focus pretty much remain on European tactics, sir?

A: For the most part, the tactical problems continued to be concerned with

land warfare, as we had customarily thought of it, on a large land mass.

We were not so concerned about where it was set.

Q: When did CGSC start using the printing plant for printing all these

books and readings that it has? Had that always been the practice during

this period?

"A: No. We have had printed special texts, for as long as I have been here--

special texts in the sense of field manuals that had not yet been approved,
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The development of a special kind, if you will, of textbook stems from

the start of the McGarr regime, anO, I believe it grew uut of the educ-

ational subjects or later in the strategy section.

Q: Did those come into increasing usage during this period?

A: I think there has been kind of an upward sloping, straight line

incre'.se here. Perhaps related to your question is the issue of what

the college was authorized to teach in terms of doctrine. Really, this

is the important part implicit in the question. For a long time we felt

restricted to teach only approved Army doctrine--defined to be something

that is in a field manual that says "Department of the Army, Official."

During the McGarr regime, we publicly announced that we were going to

teach approved doctrine and also tentative doctrine. We were obligated

by directive that whenever we did this we. had to clearly indicate to the

students that this was not, as McGarr would put it, "the Word according

to Isaiah."

I have not heard this matter even raised in recent years. I don't

know what the current charter is. As a practic;l matter today, we now

have approved field manuals that are current; we have some approved

field manuals that obviously have been overtaken by events; we have

working papers; we have reference books; we have documents that are

almost without title. As a practical matter we have just quit worrying

about this, and we use the beat source or authority that is available

in the field. It occurs to me as I tell this story that is a very

reasonable kind of action. It took us a long time to get there, I

might add.

Q: What about combat developments during this periodsir? The Combat

Developments Command had been created. Was there any tension or any
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friction existing between the College and the CDC community?

A: The decision to set up CDC, separate it from the College, and give it

the doctrinal responsibility dated back to 1962 or 1963. That same de-

cision set up the research institute at Leavenworth but with the Com-

mandant as its head. That continued throughout this period. It worked

about as well as you could make an awkward arrangement like that work.

In due time CDC came under the cormmand of Jack Norton, and I think he

probably made an effort to actually get more done through the CDC system,

of which the Leavenworth entity was one of his major operational units.

He was out here a lot of times, and there were meetings, at which the

college staff would sort of get to arguing, maybe somewhat on the pe-

riphery. What had been occurrinR--and I don't think any more here than

probably at a lot of other places-was the recognition that the CDC

scheme, vis-a-vis CONARC, was simply not a workable solution for the

Army. It was getting very close to the time when, in a sense, the Army

said, "Yes, this is a mistake. Let's try it again under a different

kind of arrangement." I don't think I can add any particulars to that.

Q: Would you summarize some of the institutional changes at CCSC from

the time of General McGarr up through the time of General Hay.

A: I noted earlier iv our discussion that one of the outcomes of the

McGarr regime was the labeling of the departments, as contrasted to an 14

earlier scheme of numberrg them. As it evolved, the McGarr organization

had five instructional dapartments. There was one which he called Staff

and Education; there was an Armored Division department, an Infantry

Division department, one for airborne and army aviation, and then one

for larger units and administrative support. As time went along, there
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w'ere some normal, natural evolutionary changes in this scheme that came

about. By the time we got to 1972, these five had been reduced to four.

I think I can trace it rather quickly. The McGarr department of

Staff and Educational Subjects was redesignated the Department of Com-

mand, and I have previously pointed out Lhat that was the result of a

specific directive from Harold K. Johnson. As we did that, the Educ-

ational Subjects were pulled out and moved physically from the third

:Icor of Bell Hall down to. the basement; it's still there, now that I

think about. it. It was physically combined with the old Department of

Joint, Combined and Special Operations. After a little more time, this

hecnme the Department of Strategy. The two departments teaching division

.:• operations simply merged into the Department of Division Operations.

This came about as a natural consequence when the mechanized division

npleared with its mix of infantry and armor battalions, and so the sharp

difference between the two departments really was overtaken by events.

.4 That's where we were in 1972.

I bhould say one other thing, and again I have noted this before.

In the McCarr regime there was another department which I have not

mentioned called Special Weapons, and by 1972 the responsibility for

nustroction in nuclear weapons effects had become no longer special but

part. of standard staff procedures. Consequently, it went to the

jepartme.t of Command. Also, there was collected in the Department of

Command some instruction in leadership. We had a hard time trying to

decide what one taught under the title of command. The quick and ready

_ solution was to simply add the word "cormmand" at the top of the title

- for each of our subjects that heretofore we had thought were staff tech-

niques and procedures.
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Major General John J. Hennessey, 1971-1973

Role of Assistant Commandant, Brigadier
General James Gibson
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Concept of Differential Programs
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"Plan for Institutional Development, CGSC 1975"
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Determination of What the Leavenworth Graduate Should Be
Operation STEADFAST
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I
Q: What were some of the specific problems and achievements of

General John J. Hennessey's reign as Commandant?

A: As a preface, I want to say that we shouxld talk about this period

in the context of the Hennessey/Gibson regime. I say that because of the

very key role played. by the Assistant Commandant, Brigadier General Jamas

Gibson. He succeeded Frank Clay a few months before the end of John Hay's

tour as commandant, and then really rotated for all practical purposes

with Hennessey at the conclusion of his tour. Also, I think two other

things need to be noted about this: one is that Gibson, like Car Davidson

of over 10 years earlier, had never been a student at Leavenworth. The

Army had sent him to Quantico instead. The second thing, and both of

these are important, is that Gibson came here as a Colonel and served in

the Department of Larger Unit Operations as the department director before

his promotion to brigadier general. Upon his promotion, he moved down to

be the asaistant commandant. The significance of that is that he had a

lot more detailed information about how the college really functioned

than is really customary for incumbents of that office. Because he did,

he had considerable confidence in being able, when necessary, to override

his department directors with whom a few months earlier he had been a

member of the club.

General Hennessey was a very quiet, extremely calm and imposing person.

Ben Capshaw, who was the chief of staff at the time he came and was shortly

to retire, once told me that among the entire CGSC student body in Hennessey's

day, it was generally understood that one day this man would be a general.

If you ask me why I believe that story, I am hard pressed, because he was
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II
a very quiet man, but at the same time obviously very effective. He

quietly stayed out of the lUelight, and hence his assistant, Jim Gibson,

played a very significant role. With that as a preface, I will go back

and pick up the story.

Only a few months after Jack Hennessey, as people who knew him called

him, became the commandant, Gibson issued a written directive entitled

"Regular Course Curriculum Review" dated 28 September 1971. This direc-

1 =tive was addressed to three persons: Colonel Hal Kressin, who had served

a couple of long tours here and who had been an assistant department

director and the head of DNRI, and who was scheduled to retire in a few

months; Colonel E. D. H. Berry, an engineer officer who was serving at the

time as the assistant in the CRI office, or I guess it was called the DRI

office by now; and me.

The directive was in some considerable detail, and told us to examine

a scheme which would divide the college instructional program into three

major areas: tactics, logistics and what he called administration.

According to this scheme, everybody would take a certain common curriculum,

and then would be divided into three groups and pursue three different

"tracks" of study. There were some other things that went along with it,

to include an examination of the desirability of prescribing a 2-hour

standard lesson as the second evolution of my earlier 3-hour block scheme.

I did not know it at the time, but Gibson's motivation was based on almost

a gut feeling on his part that continuing CGSC essentially as a single-

purpose institution did not really make much sense. The proposal he

invited us to examine was one way to break this scheme.
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If you look at the memorandum, the committee is named in the order that

I ticked them off: Kressin, Berry, and Birrer. It really did not work

that way at all for a number of reasons. Hal Kressin, as I say, was a man

without a Job at that point.' He was called a special assistant, but he

really did not have an office. Berry was quite busy keeping all the

day-to-day activities of the academic staff proceeding. I was the only

one who really had the luxury to devote my entire energy to this kind of

thing. Furthermore, I had a secretary to provide some support, and the

room to do it. My room became the committee meeting place, and, indeed,I it became very clear that maybe by usurpation I became the chairman.

We met a couple of times to examine the problem, and I quickly

concluded that the original Gibson scheme really would not work. The

reason I thought it would not work primarily was that if we did it as he

outlined (it is kind of funny as I tell you this now), we were going to

create for ourselves an enormous authorship problem. We were not going

to have a single track of curriculum throughout the year that would be

the same and then stop. One of the major problems was knowing when to stop

the single track and convert to the three tracks. I thought that was

really more than we could do.

After about the first one or two of these discussions, we started

going to Gibson. Indeed, we hammered out a working scheme, and our working

scheme was to go down every 2 or 3 days with a so-called "butcher paper"

and just talk him through where we were. We did this for the whole pro-

ject; in fact, we had it all approved before I ever put it in writing.

What I told the General was that we could have three (and he coined the

term professional elective) professional electives, one in tactics, one
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in logistics and one in administration. We could do the tactics, since

we already had enough material to run that through the whole year. But

we would be hard-pressed in logistics, and would be overwhelmed in the

administrative area. So, I argued that what we could do in order to

manage part of this would be to allow a person to say take two of these

electives. The important part of this discussion was that it was not

Gibson's own scheme that he was championing at all; he was just looking

for a way to break this kind of traditional scheme or log jam, and when

we presented him with what was my alternative, he said, WGee, fine, work

on that one. That'll be gr, "

Then we talked some more, and here in my office on the chalkboard

one day, we developed the scheme of a curriculum which divided the

college into four terms. We split the first half of the year into two

parts, and this was the common currlculum. The last of the year was

divided into two sub-parts of 9 weeks each. Within thin Anheme. the

student would take two professional electives each term, a total of 56

hours in fourteen 4-hour lessons in each elective. I have been asked a

number of times why tho3e particular numbers, and the answer is a very

simple one. I worked out the arithmetic, and that is the way I could

make it work. So we Just said we are going to do it that way. Also,

throughout the year, the student would take two associate electives.

The associate electives were the ones we were continuing to run on

Thursday afternoon, half by contract taught by the universities, and half

by 'members of the CGSC faculty. This is the program that grew out of the

Haines Board report and the Cooperative Degree Program. Overall, each
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student's program consisted of common curriculum, four professional

electives, and two associate electives. We got this scheme worked out,

we drew a little diagram to show Gibson, and he was very enthusiastic.

Then came the problem of trying to sell it to everybody else. Our method

was to get the department directors down in my office one at a time and

go through the affair. In an earlier interview you asked me if there was

much concern about the decline in the number of tactics hours; and I think

Ssaid, "No, not really." Nor was there much concern when we just simply

took off Thursday afternoon to make the Thursday afternoon elective program.

But it was quite a different story now, because in order to make the

curriculum scheme work, we had to make a fairly significant reduction in

the number of hours of tactics instruction. Frankly, the department director

of the Department of Division Operations was adamantly opposed. He was

concientious and sincere, but he was insistent. As for the other depart-

ment directors, one of them was enthusiastic; that was Mike Sanger, who

had the Department of Strategy. He had been here about a year and found

himself dissatisfied with what had been occurring. The other two depart-

ment directors were not very enthusiastic, though, because whatever else

this was, it represented sizable change and turbulence.

We had all kinds of conversations until finally we got to where we

could go down and could explain to the general how the matter stood. We

finally decided that it was time to have an open, all-out session. We

got everybody in the Command Conference Room, I gave the formal briefing

on the scheme, and everybody had a chance to say his piece. The opposi-

tion was predictable from the Department of Division Operations. The

Class Director did not like it because, interestingly enough, he was
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afraid of losing some nice, neat control of the student b. !y if we broke

up the section arrangement. Furthermore, he was also on his second tour

here, having taught tactics as a younger officer. He figured that what

we were proposing was heresy. One of the department directors took the

position, "Yes, this is a good idea, but we really need to study it very

carefully and not rush into this thing percipitously." Another department

director took the stand, "Yes, this is a good idea, but it really will not

work because..." And then the "because" always had to do with our inability

to schedule it. There were a whole series of opposing views like this.

This was a very bitter affair.

Q: Did the opposition balieve that this was changing the fundamental

direction of the Command and General Staff College?

A: Oh yes. That was the opposition of John White, who headed the Depart-

ment of Division Operations. That was the viewpoint of the Class Director

as well. They held it very aincerely. I want that clearly understood.

Q: How did you respond to that, sir?

A: I don't think we ever really tried to respond to it. It was one of

those obvious facts; it was a given. Whether it was good or bad was a

matter of opinion, and we were not going to change their minds; they

were committed. I just chose not to argue. I acknowledged that that was

one way to look at the scheme, or something like that.

But at the end, Jim Gibson agreed with us, and he did it in open

court before the assembled colonels whom he previoully had served with

as a department director. He listened to all this opposition, heard it

all out, and said "OK, but now this is the decision, and we shall now pre-

sent the scheme to the boss." I went home that night, and obviously I
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felt very good. The itext morning on my way into the office, I went in to

see Jim Gibson, and I made a little speech to him. I said something like,

"Jim, I know that on the wall in your house there is an imposing collection

of combat awards." And he did really have them for valor in action. I

said, "I guess what I want to tell you is that yesterday I saw that strong

leader in action."

A couple of days ll er and before we got on General Hennessey's

calendar, the college was visited by General Putnam, who I believe was on

his first visit in conjunction with the Officers' Personnel Management

Syetem (OPMS). Gibson arranged for me to brief General Putnam on this

scheme. I did not know a thing about OPMS; I learned sumething about it

at a presentation by General Putnam to the student body just before I was

to brief him. It was immediately recognizable that however OPMS came out--

and at that point it was still in outline form--there was going to be some

breakaway from the old notion of the generalist. In the same sense, our

new scheme was also a breakaway from the generalist approach. There was

a certain built in degree of commonality, since both moved toward speciali-

zation. That dommonality became an unexpected borus. By ourselves at

Fort Leavenworth, we had begun to do some things with the CGSC curriculum

that were complet3ly independent of but which nuatly matched with the con-

cept of OPMS. This was one of those fortunate kind of things. "There

are ideas," as the saying goes, "whose day has artived."

Before long, the committee, Jim Gibson, ard myself were in Hennessey's

office, and I gave him the briefing. When it was over, he very quietly

asked me, "What's tne reaction of the rest of the college brass?" I simply
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ticked off, not by name but by categories, the various viewpoints:, those

opposed in principle, those opposed because it was change, thoae opposed

because they said it would not work for some reason. His comment was

something like, "That's about the way I expected it. I want you now to

try the scheme out on the student curriculum committee, and let me know how

that wurks." That was the next phase of the operation.

The key member of the student curriculum committee was a student named

LTC'James Van Straten. Van Straten comes back into this curriculum ptory a

little bit later, but I wanted to mention his name now. I got the group

together and gave them a briefing. They likud everything they heard. They

liked it, because, as they put it, "At long last somebody is going to let

us have a little say about the nature of our school program." That

was what was very enticing about it. I think they were also flattered

that they were asked. We reported this.

By this time we had consumed September, October and November of 1971.

Around the first of December, General Hennessey said "Very well. We only

have one more thing we need to do to put the operation into effect for

next year. We have 4o get the approval cf CONARC." Gibson called CONARC

and wrangled an appointment for us to see General Ralph Haines on a Fri 4a,,

afternoon. As I recall, it was about 3:00 p.m. He had to do this rather

skillfully or cavalierly, because the trick was to get the audience without

disclosing essentially any of the material. At least, we thought that was

the trick.

Q: Did you expect opposition?
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A: Yes, I suppose so. There was some uncertainty about it. On Thursday

on that day in December, I flew to Fort Monroe and got there that night.

Jim Gibson came down the next morning. The DCS of CONARC was Major General

Jim Hunt. We were on the schedule to brief his boss on the CGSC curriculum,

and he did not know anything about it. That is kind of uncomfortable for

any senior assistant to be in, so I was confronted by General Hunt before

Jim Gibson joined me late that morning on Friday. I had to tell him what

- Iwe were going to tell his boss and sell him on the scheme. As I thought

about it later I could understand his concern. He was irritated, because

we had bypassed him on the way to his boss, and this was his immediate and

direct sphere of influence. I suppose anybody would have been irritated.

But we had done it because we did not want anyone short of Hainas to have

the opportunity to say no, or do something else to delay the scheme. By

the time Jim got there late in the morning, Hunt was satisfied. I had

listened to his wrath, and we had a pleasant lunch with Gibson.

The afternoon finally came and around 3:00 or so in the CONARC con-

ference room everybody came in. I say "everybody" because what we thought

might be General Haiaes and two or three people turned out to be about 25

to includeintereatingly enough)four ex-members of the CGSC faculty. Each

of them came around to tell me, "This isn't any of our business except that

we're wondering what you're doing to the place." General Haines was a little

bit late, but he soon came in and met us. 1 did .not really know him very

well at that time. General Gibson opened the matter by saying that we were

here to talk about a program and that I was going to be briefing.
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For this to make any sense I have to back up and give you some background.

A few months earlier, Frank Norris completed a Department of the Army

study. He did it as a Major General at the completion of his career; he

previously had been the Armed Forces Staff College Commandant. It is also

important to note that Frank had been an instructor at CGSC in the 1950's.

General Westmoreland had requested Norris to stay on duty for an additional

year beyind his planned retirement and to take that year to do what

Frank Norris described as a "Poor man's update of the Haines Board Report."

This fairly sizable report had been issued, distributed, and briefed by

Norris to a number of people a month or so before the time that we were

at CONARC to talk to Haines. A great deal of the Norris report dealt with

Leavenworth, and what Frank called for had a faint resemblance to Gibson's

scheme. That is to say, he called for a common curriculum and then three

or four special curriculum tracks. The notion was that a student would

pick one and follow it through completely. This was very similar to what

had been tried and found wanting right after World War I.

Back to my introduction. As I wan being introduced by Gibson. Haines

interrupted him to say, "If you are here to talk about the Norris report,

I want you to. know right now, I don't like it." A minute or two later,

I was on my feet in front of thts audience, and General Haines was 6 feet

away. I changed my introduction by saying something to the effect, "General,

the first thing to note is that I don't like the Norris report either. In

a sense what I'm about to tell you is what we think we ought to do rather

than follow the Nurris report." Then I acknowledged the presence of the

faculty emeritus members in the body. I gave the briefing which lasted
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about 15 minutes, and it went over very well. Before I finished, General

Haines interrupted me and asked, "On this proposal, when do you want to
I.

do it?" I said, "General, we want to do it in August of next year, 7 months

from now." I could tell by the expression on his face that if there had

been any contest in respect to Haines, we had won. When he found out that

we were going to do it, not year after next, but we were going to start

it right away when he was still going to have something to do with it, he

was convinced. There were some other questions asked, but none of them

with any real consequence. Finally, General Haines turned around and asked,

"Whlat do you want me to do?" At this point, Hunt said, "I think what we

should do, Generals is tell. them this has our approval, and that when they

send the scheme down to us we will respond in writing with an affirmation."

That was that.

Jim Gibson had some business in Washington, and he stayed over the week-

end. I flew back that night and spent the night "t the national airport.

The next morning I flew into Kansas City. A plan had been made, long before

the briefing had been announced, that Jack Hennessey and I were to meet at

a Kansas City club and be the guests at a stag party. He came a few minutes

early, expecting to see me. I also arrived a few minutes -.arly hoping he

would get there early. It was in the foyer of the Kansas City club that I

told the general that we had gotten the carte blanche to proceed.

Q: Did General Haines appreciate the redirection of the college that would

occur as a result of this plan?

A: Yes, I think he did. *f he didn't, Jim Hunt certainly did. After it

was clear at the briefing that they liked what Lhey
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heard and that they were going to approve it, and it became a question of

d how to w-rap this thing up. Oneof them said to me, "I don't understand why

it took you so long to work this thing out. This is what we've been wanting

you to do." Or, at least, the words were to thet effect. Because the

two of them worked so closely together, I think the answer to your question

has to be, "Yes, they certainly did understand."

Q: Why did it take Leavenworth so long to coire up with that plan?

A: I have pondered that question many times. Sitting here today. I feel

strongly that our scheme for differential programs in response to a variety

of Army needs, combined with still a strong dose of what's always been here,

was the correct plan. I am so convinced that thaL is what we ought to be

doing. I have often asked mysilf the question, "Why did it take so long?"

And I don't have any really good answers.

When this series of events was over, I wrote the report on the new plan.

The report is dated 4 January 1972, so it is hardly anything more than a

meaorandum for record. When I got ready to write the report, I felt it

very important to try to write down some kind of rat.Lonile. In all

honesty, we did not do that to begin with. We just set out to respond to

a scheme that maybe I sensed was a start of a new adventure, but it was

not until after it was all over that I went back and put the logical frame-

work around it. I wrote something that I called the "General Concept."

Maybe I ought to read just a couple of sentences. It says: "The general

concept is two-fold. Allocate approximately 60 percent of the college's

formal program to the comnmon curriculumNwith the remainder devoted to

optional courses that are extensions of one or more of the courses of
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study In the common curriculum." Another sentence added pacenthetL:oL\y,

and I think this is the key, "Implicit in this characteristic is the

judgement that a common curriculum of about 600 hours can produce CGSC

graduates qualified for duty with the Army in the field--the traditional

CGSC mission." While writing that, I remember thinking, "Let me put that

down there and I'll kind of slip it in," because it does seem to me that

it is the key assumption.

I recall one other thing thaL came out of the briefing to General

Haines. In fact, it was the other question he asked me. He asked me

when we were gong Lto start, and I gave him the right answer. The second

question he wanted answered was, "T'm assuming that in addition to the

change of the curriculum structure you're also going to modify your tradi-

tional classroom instructional methods." As I recall, my response was a

guarded, "Yes, to whatever extent we are able, and over time."

Early in January 1972, we finally put the report in a paper, and it

was announced that this would be the curriculum scheme for 1972-73. We

set about doing it. My notion was that the optional courses or the

professional electives ought.to be as the report says: extensions of

the common curriculum. I did not mean "extensions" in the sense of

"more" but I envisioned them to be an extension in depth of coverage, as

well as in length. I especially thought that that was what should happen

to the tactics lessous. I knew from my own personal experience of many

years ago, End from watching them all during these years, that we were

very prone in the tactics lessons to stay on the surface with kind of a

corps commander's wave of the hand. I used to tell my friends in the
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tactics department, and still do as a matter of fact, "The reason that I

.4 know something is wrong is that I can solve most of your requirements,

and I don't really know any-thing at all about it. You let me get by with

a little surface knowledge an4 a few rules, and there has got to be more

to it than that." I believe that, you see.

How did it work out? So far as content was concerned, the tactics

department had the simplest matter, because they had plenty of lessons

on hand, and for the most part they just took their lessons and gave them

a new number. All too often that wAs the case. They were nudged by

General Gibson to do something more than that. It is the same kind of

thing we're going to talk about a little later under Jack Cushman. Jim

just was not able to get anything accomplished.

Q: Because of instructor intransigence?

A: No, I would rather put it in terms of it being easier to keep on doing

what you have been doing. It takes a blockbuster approach to break that

sort of thing. That's what happened later under Jack Cushman.

Colonel Mike Sanger of the Depo~rtment of Strategy saw the new scheme

* as just what he was looking for, and he moved out. He moved out a lot

farther than I ever anticipated, for almost every day a new course title

came out of the basement. Mike moved out not only in scope and in

depth, but also he moved out in methods. He said, "We'll teach most of

ours in seminars. I'll teach one in my kitchen if I have to." And he

taught them himself. Those are the two extremes, and the other depart-

ments were somewhere in between.
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One other thing came out of the Haines discussion. That was a suggestion

by General Haines that we invite General Garrison Davidson back and try the

scheme out on him. In due time we did this. I found myself giving him a

briefing, and I had occasion to tell him, "I know that a lot of these matters,

here 20 years larsr, go back to your period at CGSC." As I said to you

earlier, the modern era at Leavenworth really started with Garr Davidson,

although he never got the credit for it.

The Birrer, Berry, Kressin committee was dissolved and then succeeded

by another cummittee consisting of just t',,o of us. John Barclay, the

Director of Resident Instruction, and I were charged by Gibson to examine

the CGSC organization and to see if some changes ought to be made. John

was also about to retire, but out of this came a couple of matters. At

the saine time this was going on, the STEADFAST study was being completed.

So, while John and I were talking organizations here, we wert having a lot

of conversations with Colonel Frank Farnsworth who was the Leavenworth

STEADFAST man. In a sense, these things all went along together. As we

were discussing what should happen at Fort Leavenworth vis-a-vis STEADFAST,

we were at the same time asking what should happen in conjunction with

STEADFAST at CGSC.

I think from the college's point of view, three things happened thiat

are of importance. First, we recommended, and it was adopted, that we

take the corps insLruction, move it over to join the 'division instruction,

and create a department of tactics. That was done. It had been suggested

by Garr Davidson. We had talked about it before. I think Gibson knew

that his former department had two completely independent sections: corps

instruction and communications zone instruction. He knew that there was
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much more in common between the corps and the division tactics instruc-

tion then there was between the corps and the COMZ instruction. We

debated at great length what we should call the department downstairs,

and we finally settled on Strategy.

I then went on leave. While I describe this as a Barcley-Birrer

committee, all we ever really had were some oral instructions. We were

working this thing out on sort of a hip-pocket basis. I went away for

some reason, and when I came back, John Barclay advised me that "we" had

adopted another recommendation. We being Barclay and Birrer. That recommen-

dation was to create a directorate called Evaluation and Review which was

going to be responsible for staff supervision of student evaluation and

the conmnunicative arts program (writing and speaking). The "review"

title was also a wide license to tromp around and look over everybody

else's shoulder. Furthermore, I was to be the Director. This was 1972.

As a practical matter, Jim Gibson had already bought that notion; it had

been tried out with Henneasey. I was now going to be an operator for the

first time; at least I was going to be a legitimate operator. Or, as

John Barcley used to put it, "You're no longer going to have the license

to sit back and tromp around everybody's area without any responsibility."

Isn't it interesting that this occurred only 2 years or so after Gibson's

immediate predecessor had declined to let me run what we now call the

Cooperative Degree Programs because I did not wear a green suit. Times

had changed.

Barclay and Birrer were split on one point. I thought that the committees

ought to be departments. If you followed that reasoning, you would have
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had seven departments. I thought I had Jim Gibson convinced, but at the

last moineut he called me and said, "Ivan, I just can't see my successor

sitting here trying to deal with seven department directors." At the

time, I thought he had made a mistake. I want to say I am now sure that

he did not; that my scheme would have worked but it would not have worked

nearly as well. So, that was the second step. We actually formalized

that. When it was all over we went through the same deal. We wrote a

paper on 26 May 1972, and we got General Hennessey to adopt it on the

30th of May.SWhile that is an adequate enough account of this, I have forgotten

another significant thing that happened during the Hennessey regime that

I ought to go back and tell you about. It was only a few months after

Jack Hennessey had taken command that he wrote a memorandum in which he

observed that a good many things were going on in the College, and he

wondered if there was any kind of overall scheme. Now that I think about

it, this memorandum was a great deal more significant than I ever really

realized at the time and probably led Gibson to let me have a key role in

the reconsideration of the curriculum.

In due time, there were four or five of us sitting around in Gibson's

office, and the topic was, "What are we going to do with the Hennessey

memorandum?" When it became my turn after a number of other comments I

said, "It seems to me that what the General is really Calling for here is

an overall plan for institutional development." And I used that term.

I went on to say what I had on my mind, and it was obvious that my notion

was vastly broader and more far-reaching than what the other people
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were proposing. I hit a responsive chord with Gibson, and he said, "I

think that's right." He said, "The question iswho should prepare it?"

There was a big silence. He looked around, and then he finally said,

"Ivan, there just doesn't seem to be any one else we can turn to."

Out of that came a document called the "Plan for Institutional

Development, CGSC 1975," dated October 1971. The first subsection is

Curriculum, and it reads: "Provide a common curriculum adequate to pre-

4 pare all graduates for duty with the Army in the field, together with a

variety of optional courses to be pursued by portions of the student

body." Down under part II, Instructional Methods, "Modify instructional

methods and procedures in consonance with educational philosophy in

curriculum design," and so on. After writJmg the first draft of this, I

took it down and I asked Mike Sanger to review it as a personal favor.

Mike made some suggestions which we incorporated, and then I took the

plan back and gave it to Gibson. He got it just before he was going out

of town, and he wrote a short note saying, "Please take this in, and I

would hope that the General would sign this and you can get it distributed

immediately." That is really how it happened. You can probably say that

the curriculum changes and the organization changes we discussed this

morning in a sense stem directly from the paper called the"Plan for

Institutional Development" of October 1971.

Q: Would you summarize the advantages of those curriculum changes?

A: In and by themselves, all we had done was provide the mechanism to

permit some tailoring of individual student programs of instruction. We

had provided a scheme by which we could have differential programs. That
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is really all we had done in 1973. You can go on and say, "Obviously.

there must have beea some reason why you wanted to do this," and the

obvious answer is, "There must have been.'" There was some dissatisfaction

with the earlier notion that you could not tailor a person's program, that

you treated the whole student body as if it were a single, common inter-

changeable part. I think that is really what you have to say about it.

At least iL terms of educational institutions, a number of things had

happened very quickly.

When school started in the fall we were all geared up to run this.

The Department of Evaluation and Review was in operation, and I had acquired

for the first time an assistant. It was the same LTC James Van Straren

that I met on the Curriculum Committee. He was a very able guy with a

doctorate in education--self-made man, a quality person. In Jim's

struggle with the writing program, another very able young officer who

was sort of the staff monitor for student evaulation, was transferred

into here and that became the operational affair.

My main concern was not to let anyone dicker with the program; that

is to say, there were all kinds of people who wanted to make changes.

They wanted to change the length of the courses; they wanted to modify

the rules. Jim Gibson and I had a very clear agreement. I was to guard

the scheme against all comers, foreign and domestic. I carefully watched

it. I should note that the way we announced to the world that we were

going to reorganize the curriculum was by virtue of a Military Review

article which I wrote. It was published in June 1972, and entitled,

"The New CGSC Curriculum."
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We were probably through the first helf of the school year, and we had

started the professional electives in the new part of the program when

people began to look at the calendar and say, "We've got to get the planning

guidance out for school year 1973-74," this being school year 1972-73.

It was now perhaps March. In concert we all went to Henneassey and said,

"What we need for 1974 is time to consolidate our gains and tidy up the

ship. Leave us alone." General Hennessey agreed with us; the planning

guidance would not cause any major changes.

Not long thereafter, Jim Van Straten and I were sitting in this office,

and we got to wondering about these recent changes. We realized chat what

we had done was break out of the traditional framework, and that now we

ought to address the question, '"hat should the next generation be?"-'

It seemed to us that our experience thus far had told us we wanted to do

two things. Somehow or other, we wanted to start the optional program

earlier in order to make more choices possible. Secondly, we were uncom-

fortable with the fact that we had two kinds of optional courses: those

taught "in-house" and those taught on Thursday afternoon. We had to get

rid of the associate elective and professional electives, and have

electives. We had to have them all together under some kind of a unifying

scheme. With this as a start, we 3at down and got to work. Before long

there was a three-term arrangement on the chalkboard. Aa we talked, it

was obvious we could do a lot of the things that we wanted to do with

this kind of scheme. So, we decided to work out the numbers involved;

we used the college PO's for this.

We next got the department directors down to deal with us in a nne-

on-one discussion. While some of the same people were involved that had
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been very troublesome just a few months belore, I now started getting a

diffurent reaction. I was able to demonstrate to everybody's satiefaction

that the three-term model was a better scheme than the one we were working

with. Implicit in the three-term. model was that it involved an entirely

different kind of acheduling concept. It permitted several things to

happen. It permitted us to integrate the associate course electives; it

allowed us to start the electives early; and it permitted us to have some

more sequential courses. It became clear to me that that was where we were

going to go, and so I toyed with the question, "Hers we are with the cur-

rent program running. We've got to make some necessary changes for next

year, because we have some experience on what to correct. And then the

year following, we'll have to make some rather substantial changes to get

it into," what we later called, "the slant 5 model.'

I went to Jim Gibson and said the thing we should do was make the

switch to three terms for the next year. Moreover, I could tell him that

the department directors would say that it was at least as easy for them

to go directly from the 1972-73 to the 1974-75 model as it was to go from

the 1972-73 to the 1973-74, to the 1974-75 model. Indeed, in the long run

it was probably the shortest way home.

Jim said we would have to try it on the boss. In du-. ime we went

back to Hennessey. It was now April, and he probably knew he was leaving,

but maybe he did nor. In any event, he said, "No." He approved the

scheme, but he approved it for the 1974-75 school year. It is very impor-

tant i:o understand that as we started school year 1973-74, we had in-hand

an approved model for 1974-75. But neither Gibson nor Hennessey were here

for school year 1973-74. They both left at essentially the same time, Jim

with mandatory retirement and Jack Hennessey for promotion.
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Q: What werc some of the other problems encountered in the implementation

of this optional program?

A: The first year there were, surprisingly none. I remember some of us

saying to each other that the program worked out better thin we had any
IJ

right to expect, because it just came so easily. Scheduling was not any

problem, becausc when we got into the second half of the year, one of the

rules was that each student had to have the opportunity to take any course.

The way we did this was that each lesson was presented twice or on succes-

4 sive days, and hence the student always had a choice. It was a very simple

system. I devised the scheme, took it down to the scheduling office, and

said, "Do It this way, and don't let anybody tell you differently. This

is the only way we're going to run these things. They are all got1Ig to

be the same length. You can't vary the hours." We just did not have

any problems implementing the program. The school year was just a tremen-

dously successful adventure!

Q: Did the students appreciate the new system?

A.: 'he students liked it, because they got some choice. There were not

really as many options as they perceived they had, but given their pre-

vious experience in Army schools, it was more than they had anticipated.

They especially liked Hike Sangev's adventures in "seminars," as he

called them. It started a real terminology debate around here as to

what wag a seminar. Is this a description of a place, a number, a process,

or a combination of all of the above? In fact, Mike insisted that he have

some Proseminars, but that was more than I could stomach. I said, "Let's

leave well enough alone." So, I got that out of the way.
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Q: Did the Department of Tactics try the seminars, sir?

A: No, not really. They were content, for the most part, with the lessons

they had in hand. It became very apparent to the student body that they

simply put a ILc n.W rhber on an old lesson, and called it Advanced Tactics 1.

There was not anything advanced about it. It was just more of the same.

Thaý was nut entirely true, but that is the way it was perceived.

Q: Apparently, many authors did not do a great deal of rewriting, but

did you gec any complaints from any authors?

A: I don't remember that we did. The Department of Command certainly had

a s-..:hbe effort on its hands, which they struggled with. But complain,

I v'ouldn t say so. W'hat did happen was that this scheme called for a

sizable increase of the total curriculum. Remember now, the decision to

do it was made only a few shurt months before the classes co-mmenced. We

did not have a long year-and-a-half lead time. The inevitable consequence

had to. be that we tooP some shortcuts in our customary, meticulous scheme

for curriculum preparation. We just could not have done it any other way.

Q: What about the quality of instruction itself -specifically the quality

of instruction within the Department of Tactics? When we implicitly took

all of the JAG officers, Chaplains, and the veterinarians, etc., out of

the elcctive classes in tactics, was the instruction that the student

received any better?

A: I don't really know the answer to that question. The answer is proba-

bly, "Doubtlessly some, but nothing like what might have happened." I

couldn't document that answer with anything mort than just hunch and

hearsay.
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Q: Were there any administrative changes that should be mentioned?

A: I should mention a few words with respect to the academic report to

fill out the record. At the start of the Hennesse> regime, I was absent,

convalescing from some minor surgery, and had been away for a month. It

was the longest time I have ever been away from CGSC. During this period

some of the staff went to Jim Gibson with the proposition that the College's

academic reports were very inadequate from the Army's viewpoint, since

they really did not say anything. The proposed solution was to change the

rather long-held policy by saying that we will start writing a rather

extensive narrative description in the academic report. Curiously enough,

Gibson had great reservations about this, but for some reason he decided

the presentation should be made to Hennessey. Again, this was when I was

away. When I came back, Hennessey had approved this scheme. I only

mention it, because, curiously enough, it is one of those cyclical things.

For the first year of the Hennessey regime we set out to write narra-

tive reports for each student without any recognition or realization that

as we conducted the course, especially at that time, no single member of the

faculty was in enough contact with a student to produce anything like a

meaningful report. After one year, it turned out to be such a debacle

that we gave it up as a bad trip. It was a debacle simply because the

kinds of eo--enta submitted by the faculty advisors were either meaningless

or full of g. ttering generalities. Moreover, the College secretary took

it upon himself to serve as the editorial board, and he did this without

any knowledge of the people involved. By common consent it was a debacle

in every respect. It took a tremendous amount of time and effort. It
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did not produce anything meaningful. There was great scepticism about

what we had actually written on the academic report.

Meanwhile, nA and CONARC were engaged in one of their periodic projects

concerned with revising the-academic report. CONARC had taken the position

that there ought to be one report for all students. One version came out

here for us to comment on. We were to comment to CONARC and they would

respond to DA. The one thing I remember about it was that there was a

special section of the report to be filled in by only two agencies: CGSC

pnd, believe it or not, the warrant officern' flying school. I cite that

as an indication of what kind of a hair-brain notion th1s whole thing was.

I did a little checking around and found out that CGSC was not going to

get anywhere arguing the matter with CONARC. They dug in their heels, and

they were obviously going to hold onto this line.

I went to Jack Hennessey and told him this story and proposed that

if we wantE.d to make the reports meaningful, the most meaningful thing we

could report was the officer's scholastic achievement. This was the second

year of Pennessey's tour and since each student's program was going to be

different, what we needed to do was prov'Lde a record of the progrAm he

followed. Moreover, the most straightforward way to do this was with the

college transcript. I said, "What we ought to do is propose, in a sense,

a kind of a trade. Rather than have us try to make out a lot of stuff that

we can't really do and aren't set up to organizationally manage, let's

propose that in lieu of that we append the transcript, which would repre-

sent our comment."
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The proposition was a very reasonable one, and I still insist that it

is. General Hennessey recognized it as such, and I said, "General, the

only way we're going to do this, because of the tenor of the times, is

if you correspond directly with your friend Sid Berry, who is the MILPERCEN

chief, on this point. I have prepared some correspondence that you might

want to send." We followed that scheme. We got MILPERCEN to disregard

CONAAC comments, attitudes, views with respect to CGSC. Anytime you do

this, of course, you ruffle souae feathers, and we did in this case. It

was one of those times where the issue, it seems to me, was important

enough that the violence that we did to the structure was merited by the

gain.

By the time Hennessey left, we had worked out the scheme that the

CGSC academic report would consist of the standard report with essentially

nothing on it, but attached thereto would be the transcript showing the

courses the students took. The question about the grades was left up in

the air, and indeed that issue came up again a little bit later.

Q: If we look back over thc Davison, Hay and Henniessey years, was there

any reconsideration or special studies made about what the Leavenworth

graduate should be, or whether he should have any specific skills or

should be oriented toward any specific jobs or levels of responsibility?

A: Not directly. There were series of curriculum studies, special groups,

a.d hoc committees at one time or another, but certainly we were not worried

about any necessity to emperically establish what the graduate should be,

or to quantify it, or whatever. We were, I think, quite content to operate

on the consensus of professional judgement.
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Q: Was 1,eavenvorth left alone to make that decision?

A: They certainly were. It has always been that way. Even in our most

recent era under DePuy and TRADOC, and a pretty massive eFfort on their

part to gain countrol, my contentiun is that It really was not successful.

That was abouL the only significant effort in that regard except, again,

for the spec:.al interest matters that rose to prominence during that time--

counterinsurgency, special weapons, etc. Those tended to be introduced

and championed for awhile, and CGSC might have been directed to do a

couple of things, or put in a couple of hours here or there. After it is

done once, it gets swallowed up; it sort of sifts out to whatever its

rightful place is.

Q: During this time, was there really any place for what we might call

research, either in a doctrinal area or some sort of instructional area,

that was vitally important to the curriculum?

A: I take it you mean this whole period--Davison, Hay, Hennessey. The

answer is not very much, honestly. We paid lip service, somewhat, to it.

The College consistently had as a part of its assigned mission the further-

ence or encouragement of research.by its students and faculty, but we

really didn't do anything about it, at least in my view. The first all-

out effort to engage the College, and by that I mean the faculty and more

especially the students, in significant research came along under Jack

Cushman and probably is one of the key features of the Cushman era.

Q: Did General Hennessey devote most of his attention to the operation

of the Collegea' or was he more concerned with other considerations such

as STEADFAST or CACDA during his tenure as commandant?
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A: To my knowledge, the answer is that he paid more attention to the

latter. We seldom saw the General. He war available and it was easy to,

]get an appointment. On the other hand, the College proceeded without

any great problem, and he was certainly beset with these other pr-oblems.

The whole question of what was going to happen as a result of STEADFAST

was really a very major matter, and I think that probably had most of

his attention.

Q: What was happening at CGSC in terms of looking at the problem of

combat developments?

A: Remember that I said the College, and its then commandant, Harold K.

Johnson, resisted vigorously and unsuccessfully the separation of doctrine

and asiociated training literature from the college in 1962. We all

thought it was a real mistake. We were encouraged when STEADFAST began

to unfold, because it became apparent, or so we thought, that CGSC was

essentially going to regain its "place in the doctrinal sun" that Gar

Davidson had worked so hard to establish, and that existed in that period

from 1954 through l192. It seemed to all of us that reason had again

prevailed.
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INTERVIE4 SIX

20 January 1978

:-Ujor General John H. Cushman, 1973-1976

Adoption of Curriculum Model 1974-1975
Implementation of "Commandant's Requirement3"
Symposium on Officer Responsibility and Integrity
Consideration of British Syndicate System
Student Evaluation
Experimental Classroom
Implementation of Curriculum Model 1974-1975
Conflict with TRADOC Headquarters
Lowering of Center of Gravity of Instruction
Increase in Number of Electives
Effect of OPMS

Introduction of New Methodology and Subject Areas
Faculty Resistance
TRADOC Proposal of Instructional Systems

Design Model

Combat Developments
Investment in Career Development
Faculty Council
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Q: What were the major events and programs of General John H. Cushman's

tenure as commandant?

A: Among all the things that should be said, obviously this was a

very active period at Leavenworth. Again, this was a very special

time for Ivan Birrer. Jack Cushman joined the faculty as a young

major in 1955, right out of the class. He was a brilliant student,

full of lots of greet ideas, creative and imaginative, and substan-

tially dissatisfied with military schooling as he had experienced it.

It was not challenging or comprehensive enough. It would be almost

impossible to make a school program suitable for Jack, from that point

of view. He was very outspoken, and when he joined the faculty, he

incurred a lot of criticism; you might even say some trouble. I

protected Jack on a number of occasions. I served as a buffer for

him, and I only mention this because that was the start of our ra-

lationship. When he joined the faculty we became good friends.

In those days, as I noted before, I was in charge of instructor

training, and when I took over there was a policy that had been

established by my predecessor, to write narrative comments on each

member of the faculty at the completion of the instructor training

program. I have a copy (Jack gave it to me after he came back as

the Commandant) of a memorandum that I wrote in July of 1955. It

concerns Major J. H. Cushman and the heart of it reads as follows:

"Major J. H. Cushman outstanding prospect. Very effective oral

presentation. Equally adept as a discussion leader. Will perform

any assignment in a highly creditable manner." Then my signature.
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I gueas all Iam trying to say is that I knew when I first met him,

that this was a very special person.

Jack was designated as the College Commandant, and in a sense, it

seems to me, he now had the opportunity and moreover the authority, to

do a number of things with CGSC that he had always wanted to do but

had not been able to accomplish in an earlier period. We were not

only good friends (he's a little younger than I am); there was a

very special relationship between us. Through the whole stormy 2 1/2

years he was here I always was accorded this special position. I wav

exempt from substantially all the trials, the di3cord, and the meddling

that was going on with the rest of the staff. On my part, I conscien-

tiously tried not to take advantage of this personal relationship.

When we were talking about the curriculum earlier, I talked ýbout

the 1974-1975 plan which contained my three-term propowal. We had

proposed to Hennessey that it be implemented for school year i973-1974,

but he said, "No, hold it for 1974-1975." Shortly thereafter, he

departed. And so when Jack came (it was just at the start of 1973-

i974--the second year of the Birrer-Cibuon plan), I had in hand a docu-,ent

which said "approved for /5, the li-term second gtneracion model."

Nnt only that, I had prepared a follow-up article for the Military

Rev4eu eautitled "CCSC '75" that they were very anxious to publish;

iL was already in proof form, althcugh we had agreed that it probably

"ought to be published around January of 1974. The article described

the new program. It took a couple of months for Jack to realize that

the scheme for /5--the 3-term scheme--was a vehicle which was just

tailor-made to fit a whole lot of things that he wanted to accomplish.
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I a7.so had a very personal kind of relationship with the deputy

commandant who came with him, Ben Harrison. Harrison had been on

the faculty as a young captain (promoted to major while he was here),

"JI and I had known him. We had learned to respect eac-h other. Harrison

quickly endorsed the /5 schema, but together we agreed that the thing

to do was to let Jack find it out for himself. In other words, we

were going to play it "pretty cool."

Meanwhile, school year 1973-1974 had started, and Jack was very

busy trying to have some impact upon it. We will come back to that

in a moment. I will complete this part of the story by simply saying

that it was not very long, a couple of months or so, until Jack came

to the realization that this was the scheme he wanted. With that, the

Military Review article was published in January 1974, and in a sense,

it was that article entitled "CGSC - 1975" which announced the new

scheme for CGSC to the world. We were not only going to have a 3-term

program, but thera were going to have quite a wide variety of offerings,

and so on.

It wasn't very long after the beginning of the 1973-1974 school

year that Jack started his series of what he called "Co~mndant's Re-

quirements." My office was the staff agent. The first one had an

inauspicious start. He came in here one day and left a copy of an

article having to do with the British Mechanized Force between the

two world wars. The article concerned the difficulties involved in

adopting a new idea, if you will, in the militnry settIng. lie later

asked me what I thought of the article, and I told him that I had read

it. I suspected that he had written it, although he did not tell me
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that at the time. Later, in a discussion, I found out I was right.

As he told me, he wrote a whole series of articles during this period

wher. he was in the Pentagon, not lung after his tour on the faculty

here. He had a, large family, and he was trying to make more money,

so he kept sending these things off. The notion was that we would

get this article reproduced without, again, revealing the author. We

would sand it out to the student body, and would invite anybody who

wanted to, to respond. The response was optional. When we actually did

it, sixty or so students rose to the challenge. This was the first

Commandant's Requirement, but this was not an original idea of Jack's.

When you go way back into the thirties, there were some periods in

College history when there were some things called the Coimnandant 's

Requirements, and he knew about those. The first one had to do with

how one effects change within an institution.

This started u series during the year which was concerned with

the problems of officership and integrity. We finally got to the

famous music box case at Leavenworth, which was probably the second

requirement. This was required; in fact, it was required for both

faculty and students. Circumstances were described in which an Army

colonel became aware of the fact that his co=anding general had per-

mitted, allowed, or encouraged the training aids office to make him some

furniture. The question really wa:, "What do you do about it?"

One day I had on the table by my desk over a thousand papers, with

people saying what they would do. In order to really understand this,

you have to remember the time; we are talking about school year 1913-1974;

what was going on in South Vietnam bears heavily upon this Uatter.
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Thij series of events which started out innocently, as I saw it,

with the climate for change probleumpicked up speed du~ring the year

with the music box case. Then there was the problem of falsification

of recruiting reports. We arranged to have Ray Peers come back and

talk about Zhe Peers Report, which was related to the My Lai affair.

It finally culminated in the symposium on officer integrity and

responsibility. This was a scheme where for two days or so, the Army

brought in a coupl. of dozen general officers, put them in face-to-face

contact with the students, and turned to these troublesome problems

about body count, and all that sort of thing. We had some civilian

observers and participants. The officer corps, at least as it was

represented at Leavenworth, was really baring its chest. la1ying nut 441

of its wounds-perceived, real, and unreal. The system was being

examined and found wanting; it was just kind of an urgy in self-

appraisal and institutional appraisal. It was really an astonishing

operation, if one could step aside and just observe it ds a process.

I tried to do this when I was -walking the halls, but unfortunately

I was always getting involved, too. I heard a student officer, for

example, say to a major general, "I don't believe what you have said,

and I wouldn't believe it if the chief of staff himself stood there

and said it." So as far as the students were concerned, the series of

events which !,ere collected under the banner of Comandant's Require-

mants was the place where they saw the most of Cushman during this

first year. T1iat was probably his greatest influence.

It is difficult for a new commander to do very much his first

year. As you know, the program is already set, or virtually blocked in.
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While this was going on in 1973-1974, we were certainly making big'

plans for school year 1975-1976, especially with the start of the new

3-term program and our significant adventure into the differential lI
pro•zams. During the course of the first year, Jack made a lot of

noises about a lot of things. Three especially come to my mind.

ise was the content of the Tactics instruction. His dissatisfaction

was that it was not any different, as he perceived it, than when he

was hiere as a student. He did not like it then; he did not like it now.

If ycu auk me what he did not like about it, I canit really answer

teat question in any satisfactory terms. That was also the problem of

the department director; he could not figure it out either. All he

knew was that he was supposed to do something different without know-

ing precisely what it was. The problem was compounded by the fact that

Jack was, as he used to describe himself, "the senior tactical in-

structor." This was not a very subtle way of saying, "I am going to

decide myself what I am going to do with tactics, whenever I get around

to figuring it out." So, we knew there were going to be some big changes

in tactics.

The second thing that Jack continued to talk about was that he

wanted us to adopt at least in part some version of the British syndi-

cate system. As a young captain, Jack had served an exchange tour

with the British Army. In the course of that experience in Europe he

had formed some very favorable attitudes toward the British system.

There were a number of lengthy conversations involving Cushman,

Harrison.and myself, regarding how we could transport some of that

scheme into the Leavenworth classroom--a very troublesome sort of thing.
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The third declaration of intent to change 1974-1975 was a

decision that resulted from the dissatisfaction of both Harrison and

Cuslhan with the examinations. At this point Harrison was either

out ahead of cr at Least stride-by-stride with Jack. They simply decided

that we were wasting too much time, that we were measuring the wrong thing,

and that for the next year (that is to say for school year 1974-1975)

we were going to do appraisals on the basis of eo-called subjective

evaluations. This should be interpreted to mean that the classroom

teachar would make judgments 3s he went along regarding the marit of

each student's performance, and in due time report that in the usual

fashion.

Those are some specifics. Overriding the whole scene at Leaven-

worth was a very obvious effort on Cushmat's part to involve Leavenworth

(ind La".-.;,nworth to him was essentially the College) to involvc the

College in the mainstream of Army activity. We had, I suppose, on the

most part been content to live on the banks of the Missouri in pleasant

isolation. That was turned around. Suddenly, Leavenworth was every-

where, cffering to du 611 thingo for all people. Jack simply believed

that somebody had to get the Army moving, and as he looked around, he

concluded that it ought to be Leavenworth. It took a variety of forms,--

more visits, more visitors. He organized what he called "extra-

curricular work groups" in which students were encouraged to join in

and participate as sort of an extra activity. Almost every week there

was another idea to push this general kind of policy.

During this year I continued to serve under the title stemming

from the Barclay-Birrer action of 1973 which assigned me the second
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hat of Director cf Evaluation and Review, and with it the respunsibility

for student evaluatior. Hence, I had to listen to all this business

constantly about -ha: we were going to do about the grading system

for next year.. I also had the Communicative Arts Program (the writing

and speaking program). In the first year of that arrangement (that is

to say. th-, previous year) my deputy, the very capable Jim Van Straten,

had managed Communicative Arts. As I remember it, he became acquainted

with a young, intereoring person in the class named Major James Channon

who was originally trained as an artist and who then acquired a

whole collection of talents and skills to go along with that original

gift. I got acquainted with Channon, and we were able to arrange

through some negotiations with MILPERCEN to have him assigned to the

College and to my office. Unexpectedly for me, Jim Van Straten was

ordered away at the end of the first year to go to the War College.

Chantion came in, and he had the Communicative Arts programs. Jim

certainly did a good job, even though that was not really his interesz.

As the year went along, Jim periodically came in with a diagram

showing some variation of the Bell Hall classrooms. I became con-

vinced that there was some merit in some of these schemes, and to

wrap this up quickly, we ev'iitually collected a group of three students.

Under his direction, they worked out some proposals with the engineer-

ing specifications of what was later known as the Experimental Class-

room. In due time I went to Harrison with a proposal. He endorsed it.

Then we got an appointment with Cushman, and he approved it exactly

as Jim had drawn it. That started the chain of events which led to

the redesign of classroom 7. An outgrowth of this was the carpeting
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in all the classrooms, and I suppose all the subsequent developments,

with which I am not sure we know quite where we are going. But that

also occurred during this first year.

I was the action agent for the Co-handqnt's Requirements; I suffered

through student evaluation, we tried to keep a hand on the Communi-

cative Arts; and I was sort of Cushman's personal confident. During

this time, Jack had endorsed the 1974-1975 scheme, and of course, I

felt very good that it was now going to become part of the College.

That takes us to the end of the first school year.

A very unexpected davelopment then occurred, ane I will not may

much about this, 'Iecause we will : .ck this up later. It had been

perceived by me to be dead or almost completely dead, certainly

smoldering in its dying ashes, but the legislative authority for

our MHAS proposal suddenly was back under a hot fire. My whole ex-

istenca changed, becaaae . suddenly became almost completely

immersed ir the MMAS program. One of the aignal events of the Cushman

era concerns the first two years of that program, but we will tall

that story in a different context.

The second year of Jack's regime then saw the implementation of the

3-term scheme, the new tactics which he helped to teach and indeed

helped write, the new evaluation program which was mostly subjective,

and instruction in tactics which to a great extent was taught in what

I would call a small class A " snia scheme. Included in this

notion was the idea that each student would do a significaut rasearch

project as a part of his regular program. I suppose one could say that

for the first time we had institutionalized this long-standitig mission
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of enhanciug the Army through student researchl at least, we had set

up a mechanism where it might happen.

A great deal of Jack's time was spent that second year in meetings,

conversations, and negotiations with TRADOC. That headquarters was now

a year or so old.. I started to say it had gotten its feet on the

ground, but I am not sure that is accurate. It was prepared to

function; it was making a lot of waves. I don't really know how the

conflict developed, but certainly there w4s a feeling on the part

f -many of the TRADOC staff that we were really the "Pack's bad

boy" of the school system, that somehow or other we needed to be

gotten in line. For one example of thi6 on-going quirrel, no less a

personaEg than the TRADOC Chief of Staff and quite c, coterie of

subovdinates came out to make a formal inspection. They did it rather

like an FBI investigation; they wanted chances to -alk privately

with people, and check everything out--th•,t sort of thing. Of

course, when it was all over (we referred to it around here as the

Talbott Vis.,:), there probably was not much of a result. There was

only one spec ý.fic thing that I recall. There was some concern ex-

pressed on their part about this proliferation of course offerings.

One title that aspecia•Lly caught the wrath of some of the people

was the one on medibval warfare.

We got into what was a very curious paradox regarding grades.

You remember that I told you that by directive for 1974-1975

we threw out formal testing and substituted faculty judgments. As with

anything else that is new, we certainly made a lot of mistakes,
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espe'cially in tactics, sort of the "bell cow" of the institution in

size and in importance. This was the course that was taught in the

small class mode, which in a sense would permit the sort of evalu-

ation that Harrison and Cushman had in mind. But as that department

implemented the scheme, they met out to prove with statistical data

that their grades were right; they set up an accounting scheme that

would permit them to quantify their results at the end. It took some

pretty bizarre forms even to the point that for a while there was a

period when if the student wanted to do well, he spoke frequently. It

did not make much difference what he said, but it wae important that

he contributed.

Some of these problems filtered back through the informal com-

munication system to TRADOC Headquarters. So, Talbott's visit took

this curious twist that (a) TRADOC and the Army ware dissatisfied

with the lack of substance in our academic reports, but nevertbsless

point (b) was that TRADOC had so little confidence in the grades they

did noL want us to submit the grades in the transcripts. I still con-

sider that a curious business. But curious or not, halfway through

the year we advised the student body that we would not show the grades

on the transcript.

There was another problem with the grades. Jac¢ had read about the

so-called grade inflation that plagues all colleges; his solution was

an interesting one. He said, "I'll fix that. By definition we will

have no more than 20 percent A's." We only9 had A, B, C in thes& tuo

years. Jack said, "Except for the top 20 percent, the typical grade

will be the Leavenwo':h B." Jack found this to be a very unpop,.lar
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policy; he knew that it was unpopular. In a meeting of civilian

educators, I heard him say, "80 percent of my students think that

they are in the top 20 percent of the class, and since only 20 per-

cent can get A's, my policy is going to make 60 percent dissatis-

fied." It wasn't that he didn't understand the matter.

We continued through the year. The College was visited by the

DOD Committee on Excellence in Education (the Taylor Committee), a very

high-powered group of people. When that operation was over a year

and a half later, and the Taylor Committee finally submitted its

report, it was clear that of the several intermediate colleges re-

viewed by the Department of Defense, Leavenworth was the model held

up to be essentially adopted by the rmst. The whole air around Leaven-

worth was one of excitement and activity. We broke down the invisible

barrier between faculty and students. it became very common to see

students walking around the part of Bell Hall where the senior officers

are. That just was not the previous practice.

As had been the case 17 years earlier during General McCarr's

tour, I sat here and ancouraged and assisted in any way I could. Most

of the things that Jack was trying to do I thoroughly approved. At

the same time, I was the sounding board and listening post for those

who thought he was wrecking the institution for one reason or another.

1 used to tell people then, and I believe it now even more so, that

given the circumstances, it was time for the institution to move out

in a variety of directions. If it were going to happen, it would

only h.'pen under a very strong leader who was willing to take hold,

say "let's go," and insist that it happen. Jack was this kind of a guy.
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The Leavenworth community wao not very favorably disposed toward

Cushman. He simply did not taketime for, nor did he have the interest,

in small talk as was the case with some of his predecessors. Jack

want to parties, but a cocktail party was just another place to have

a serious discussion on some College project. His only real hobby was

work; you can have a lot worse faults than that. Jack Cushman and I

continue to be close friends. I certainly hold him in the highest

regard and there is a great deal of mutual respect between us. He

was good for CGSC. He was just what we needed.

Q: There was a radical change in the instructional Ocenter of jravity"

during this period; what effect did that have on CGSC?

A: My answer is, really not very much. We did add come brigade

problems. You might answer the problem somewhat differently depend-

ing upon how you view cause and effect. If you look at, especially,

the tactics instruction today, and I am primarily talking about the

course for school year 1977-1978, it concerns itself at the beginning

with a vast amount of detailed information: weapons effects, ranges,

loads, etc. You can argue that that kind of information was not in

the curriculum a few yearo ego. I think it had very little to do

with the so-called lower center of gravity policy. More accurately,

this greater attention to detailed information stems from the Army's

new tactics and weapons, and the realization by the members of the

CGSC faculty that students don't have this kind of information when

they come 'Nere and that without it they cannot work on any meaningful

tactical problems. Before one says that we have lowered the content

of our instruction, espacially in tactics because of the center of
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graviLy, we have to be careful; I think it happened for quite a,

different reason.

Q: Do you see the cmicept for the maneuver of corps being very

similar to that of the maneuver of a brigade?

A: I certainly do. On several different occasions, when we have

been asked how much corps, division, brigadej or whatever level of

instruction we have, we have been able Lo take the same content And

count it up in almost any way that we wanc, depending upon what answer

we think the questioner desires. This is not really a deception plan;

I think that is just the way it is. If you have me as a student

officer planning the division defense, I know what kinds of Judgment

I am asked to make, having to do.with frontages, bloching ponitions,

positions of the counterattack force, who goes in the GOP, etc. Those

are the elements that make up the defense. It does not make any dif-

ference whether you tell me I am a division staff doing this, or

whether you tell me I am in a brigade planning a counterattack, or

whether you tell me that I am the corps commander and I am visualizing

the defensive operation; I finally end up doing the same thing. At

least that has been the way that matter has coma out in the past, and

I think that is the way it really is.

Q: Are you saying, sir, that the most important thine is the thinking

process or the decision-making process?

A: I think that is right. I think that the important thing is to

know what kind of problem-solving competence we are trying to develop

here. Then we have to ask what kind of tasks we must have the students

perform. I think that it is one of those kinds of Arguments that are
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not very productive. It ib like trying to chase the elusive gap,

so-called, beLween the branch school and CGSC. For over 30 years to

my knowledge, we have beer. trying to run that elusive matter down,

and have not been very successful.

Q: During General Cushman's tenure as cotmandant there was a great

increase in the number of elective offerings. Was that due more

directly to the changes that were envisioned before he came than it

was to his own action.

A: Let me answer the question this way. If you read my January 1974

article in Military Review, which was really written before Jack's

arrival, you will not get the impression that there was going to be

this proliferation of courses. I suppose that when Jim Van Straten

and I first wrote out the schema we might have envisioned 20 or 30,

not 125 courses.

How did it happen? Two things happened. One was that Mike

Sanger, the DSTRAT Director as I have already noted, jumped on this

bandwagon, and he produced a large number of titles. When Jack came

along, it took a little while for him to realize that if he wanted new

areas to be scrutinized by the faculty and students, the most straight-

forward way for him to do it was to have an elective about that par-

ticular area. That was a way of guaranteeing that somebody sat down and,

in a fairly systematic fashion, devoted some time and effort to what-

ever it might be. There was a period of time that at every meeting

Jack would throw out a couple of new titles which he wanted courses

about.
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Q: What about the actual number of electives a student could take?

I think that the high number ended up being 12. Did you envision a

total possibility of 12 electives in the original plan?

A: In my original scheme,yes, we were going to have 12. We were

going to have 23 courses of which 11 were required and 12 were optional.

That was the original notion. What occurred was that with the passage

of time more and more material tended to become required, rather than

optional. I think it was an entirely predictable result, and one I

very recently tried to highlight to the new deputy commandant. It is

an evitable consequence unless you take a very arbitrary stand and

say, "We won't add anything more unless we take something out." In

one respect you can say that we did not provide as much option to the

student as has been foreseen in the sense of total hours, but on the

other hand we provided considerably more choice than had been foreseen

in the sense of total possible offerings.

Q: A question about the quality of the program during this period of

time. Would, for example, a combat arms officer taking a standard

recipe of tactics electives have received a better tactics background

with these electives than he would have previously received when there

were no electives?

A: Certainly that was the hope and I would argue furthermore that he

should have received a better tactics background. But the question

you asked me was, "Did he?" That might be debatable; you could say

it depended upon which particular group of tactics electives he

happened to choose or be enrolled in. We had some tactics authors

who did thoroughly first-class work in terms of design of significantly
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new, more advanced, and better material. We also had somit courses

which were little more than patchwork classes, consisting of some

stuff that had previously been on the shelf. Over time, you would

certainly hope that the advanced courses would get better, as they

were slowly improved. You would also hope that since the students in

those courses would all be combat arms officers, you would not be

plagued with the problem of having students with no interest in or

experience in tactics. Theoretically, you would have a more sophie-

ticatad and better-prepared student. I don't think anyone can prove

much about this, except that common sense tells you the student should

have received better instruction.

Q: You mentioned before that the concept of electives appeared at

CGSC before OFMS appeared. What effect did the actual adoption of OPMS

have on this elective program?

A: It's a very pertinent question, since the relationship between

CGSC and OPMS developed into what may be called a very central problem.

Part of our problem with TRADOC revolves around this issue. TRADOC

was tasked to align the Army school system with OPMS, and to accomplish

that a study group was created within the TRADOC headquarters to work

on the project. They did not have any particular trouble as long as

they concentrated on the branch advanced courses and below. But when

they got to determining Leavenworth's place in the OPMS sun, they got

themselves into a real quagmire.

Let me see if I can explain the problem. If you look into the

OPMS documents, it appears that the infantry officer carrying specialty

number 11 satisfies the education requirement for his entire infantry

career when he has completed the advanced course. Leavenworth argued
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that that was not true at all; indeed, h,i is only past the apprentice

stage. lV he Is going to be a senior staff offi*ier or commander of

infantry tinits, ,ibviously he has to attend Leavenworth. But the docu-

ments do not isy thatl So, that was one of the OPMS arguments. Our

position was that you have to recogui.ze that wA provide; the final and

the crucial educational qualifications of that itifantry, armor1 or

artillery officer. The record did not say that at that time, and it

still doesn't say that. I think that that is what Leavenworth, as a

practical matter, had always done. It is an unresolved problem only

in the sense that the documents have not been changea. I think that

the first TRADOC schema stemming from that--which was that CGSC would

not have anything to do with infantry, armor or artillery--has long

since been overtaken by events, but it took some strong arguments at

the time.

The second troublesome problem had to do with the question that

if one puts aside Leavenworth's contribution to the orimary specialty

of the comba•t arms officer, what should CGSC's role be with the respect

to his second or alternate specialty. Remember the'e are 45 or so

specialties on the list, and as a prac..ical matter we know that we

could not provtde the required educational experience to satisfy that

whole package. Since we could not do all specialties, the question

became which ones should we do. By documentation, it turns out that

only specialty 54 (Operations and Force Development) is specifically

a Leavenworth responsibility. If you follow that to its logical

conclusion, then the only ones that would come here would be people

who a'e or about to be assigne1 , special.ty number 54. The TRADOC study
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group kept badgering us about this, and they worked out a rcheme.

We would not concur. More importantly, they took it up to MILPERCEN,

and they would not listen to it.

I think that it is probably fair to say that even today the matter

is unresolved. We have not decided what the College's place in the

OPMS sun ii. At least to my knowledge, it is now a largely defused

matter, and I do not believe that anybody is worrying too much about

it. It was a very hot ironthowever, during Jack's second yearl

Q: Let me ask you a question about your first pointsir. Isn't CGSC

caught in an unresolvable dilemna with that first issue, because on

the one hand it argues that the center of gravity is not important,

but on the other hand it argues that the concept of maneuvering

larger units is essentially different from the maneuver of smaller

units.

A: I think I would have to agree. That's true. I think that your

observation is entirely accurate.. But I can't really believe that

the Army has been wrong for almost 95 years in believing that

maneuver unit senior staff officers and commanders need a L4avenworth

experience. I think that must be so; the Leavenworth experience i_

.ssen :.al. ' .

Q: What was General Cushman's imprint upon the curriculum? Did he

introduce any new subject areas?

A: Certainly, the use of the computer can go at the top of the list.

Jack held the view that in the Army (when he came and for the future)

the staff officer and commander simply had to know what the computer

could do for him. The only way he could ever know this was, as Jack
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put it, "to at least solo on the cci pucer." ThaL translated

to me-an that he could work out a sim-ile program, plug it in, debug

it, and get it to work. Jack was influenced partially, at least, in

this rc~ard by his association with the President of Dartmouth who

has done more in civilian education then anyone I know with making

the computer a part of the everyday arsenal of the college student.

He did this, and I don't really know how he pulled it off. The hard-

ware did begin to show up, and people did begin to get their quali-

fications. That is now an institutionalized part of our program.

He insisted that we do something in terms of trying to simulate

the cormand post and the comand and control environment. Out of

this came our Tactical Operations Center Simulation and the practice

of having each student spend some time in that facility, as it simu-

lates on-gcS-ng activity. I hadn't really thought of it in these

terms, but in a sense he was a little ahead of the game, when one

z'nsiders the subsequent emphasis on simulations.

A different kind of an impri:Lt, but sort of a methodological one

was his insistence that we maka extensive use of the case meth.d. It

is a matter kind of like the syndicate, or m/.ybe like ulectricity;

I Inow what it is but if you ask me tO. define it, I would have a hard

time stating exactly what is involved in such a method. But the

policy was laid down, and as a result, in the classic, almost legal sense

of case down to whatever the other extreme is, we began to see more

of that method in the curriculum.

I should also note that Jack did maka one clearly observable

ch:rgo in the curriculum structure by tne creation of the. so-called

Prcfessioa of Arms course of study. This was related to the business
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that statted the year befoie with the Commandant's Requirement--

climate for change, integrity, taking care of the soldier, and so on.

He collected this whole variety of almost unrelated subjects, but

within which a common theme might be personal interrelations. He

collected them under a title which he called Profession of Arms,

and thereby added another committee to the Department cof Co-ndan4. When

Group Dynamics came along and later when Organizational Effectiveness

came along, they fit nicely into this collection of topics.

I suppose it is fair to say that a combination of Tactics and the

Profession of Arms represeited, if you will, Jack's first love and

both got his personal attention, almost to the point that he insisted

on reviewing every subject himaelf. But there just is not any aspect

of the whole profession or the whole wide arena of military art and

science that Jack is not interested in. I don't know of a single

topic in which he is not interested.

He has always read volumes of history. He likes it, and ",e thinks

Army officers ought to know about history. So he championed that.

Out of this in due time came what is now called the Applied Mil.itary

History instruction, although it took a little while to get there.

Hk almost single-handedly insisted on the acquisition of the two

civilian historians, initially one assigned to tactics and one assigned

to strategy. The Morrison chair came into being during his tour,

aj2hough that w;as probably going to happen anyway. But Jack certainly

welcomed that.

It was a very busy time, and he could Juggle more on-going activities

than anyone I have ever seen.
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Q: What about problems with the faculty? For example, where did

he get all the instructurs for this small-group discussion? Did

he encounter any opposition among the faculty?

A: Ha didn't get any more, people for the faculty. The faculty

strength really did not change; people Just taught three or four times

as much. Therein is the story; not only did we teach three or four

times as much, but we expanded the total curriculum offerings by

four hundred percent from what it had been three yearw earlier. If

you take the same faculty and have them teach considerably more and

write considerably more, it is not going to be the same scheme as

that previously followed. You have to accept the fact that the total

curriculum materials were not prepared as carefully as had been our

general practice in the past. You have to also reelize that ýhere was

no way that the classroom teacher could be as well prepared an he

had been in the past.

It was on this second point that Jack really encountered che

most trnLble with the faculty. He was well aware of the changes I just

mentioned. He was prepared to accept the fact that this faculty

member was not the fountain of knowledge that had been the role of

the faculty member in earlier times. At least privately, he was

prepared and did accept this change. The faculty member did not

really understand that the role was changed, and he was very uncomfort-

able when he found himself stripped somewhat of the strength, power,

and security that comes from being thoroughly knowledgeable.

'This was an irreconcible kind of conflict. We just kind of muddled
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through that one, I guess. I don't think that the principal variables

of the equation have ever changed.

Q: How do you evaluate those three ytars in terms of student

learning? Conuidering 1972-73. 1973-74, and 1974-754 which were the

best years for instruction, and which were the worst?

A: My answer, of course, is going to be that 1974-75 was the best,

but obviously I am not going to be able to prove my case. My reason-

ing is that when we compare 1974-75 to the other two, the opportunities

available to the students were greater. I am not only talking about

the variety of offerings, or the possil.iity for doing something worth-

while for the Army in terms of research, I am also referring to the

fact that as we got Co 1974-75 with our small classes, an air of

informality grew up, alon.g with something of a feeling that we were

all in this together. A good bit of instruction was conducted in the

small classes, and certainly many of our faculty either already knew

or quickly became adept in this. Over the course of time the student

was bound to get some of these guys; he didn't get them all, but

he got some! I also think that in 1974-75 the institution was set

up to be more responsive to the Army, sort of in all of its aspects.

have answered the question by trying to say why I think that by the

time we got through 1975 we could say that we had really made some

progress, and it is for some of Lhose reasons.

Q: Some of General Cushman's criticb during this period have said

that there was too much change; is that a valid criticism?

A: There was a lot of change. People would say that, probably while

pointing their finger for the most part at the Tactics course of study.
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That did changel That changed almost every day for a couple of. years,

but *4e ought to take into account that the Army was changing its

mind with respect to Tactics, and we were cither followir.g those

changes or sometimes we were leading. It was just the way things

were. Other people would argue that Jack was not content with minor

changes. His only tactic, if you will, was attack on a broad front.

He had a whole series of targets, and he was not content to say,

"We'll do one, two, and three this year, and we will do four, five

and six next year." Instead, he said, "We will start all six; we

will get something accomplished." Some people would azgue that there

was too much change because he could iot make up his mind. That is

not a fair criticism. Jack was almost immovable on the major issues.

You could talk to him about some variations on the theme, but the

main themes of the Cushman program nover changed. They were always

there. All we had to do was sit back and look at them.

My answer is also colored by the fact that in this whole maelstrom

of confusion, order, disorder, and counter-order, and so on, I was

never told to do anything. I was really never told not to do anything.

I simply wrote memorandums for record which would come back marked

with an in!tiAl on thcm. I was immune from much of this maelstrom,

and that honestly colors my view.

No, I do not accept the charge that there was too much change

"ý!rder Jack. He was a student of how one could promote institutional

change; that was his first imprint back with the first Commandant's

Requirement. He thought about it, he studied it, he worked on it.

So, if the final verdict is "Yas, there was too much," it was inten-

tional.
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Q: What organizational changes were made while General Cushman was

here?

A: A short ans,,er to your question is, rot very much, 'ut when I

say that, I really cover up a significant story '4hich certainly merits

discussing. Previously, I pointed out that as we implemented the /5

curriculum model we got into some conflicts with TRADOC which were

initially focused on our course offerings. Then this spilled over

and became a part qf the larger question of where CGSC fits under

OPMS. We weathered those matters without much trouble. I should

mention that the Taylor DOD subco-ittee on excellence in education

examined us from a very critical point of view initially, but as it

turned out, we became a bright and shining star that was held up as a

model for other schools.

Q: Sir, are you saying that report of excellency that you received

could be used to argue against some of the TRADOC ideasi

A: I haven't said that yet, but yes, I think that there is some

conflict here. What we said and professed to the DOD committee,

and their subsequent endorsement thereof, stands in rather sharp

contrast to the next chapter of this on-going story.

As we heard it out here, the next chapter revolved around the

TRADOC view of what should happen at Fort Leavenworth and how we

should do our business. Those were coupled with the TRADOC notion

that the way we should function should parallel the way other Army

schools functioned. At least as I knew about it, the TRADOC com-

mander gave tramendous emphasis, more or less directly, to the CAC
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Commander, John Cuuhmn, to l~ianbu the priorities at Fort Leavenworth.

As Jack oncu put it to me, "I was told that the flag should be flying

towards CAUIDA rai:her than toward the College at Fort Leavenworth."

Thera is no question that' Jack was given some very explicit instruc-

tions that somehow or other he had tu upgrade the whole CACDA effort

in order to produce some kind of a balance between that organization

and CGSC. I might say that was a lot easier said than done. It was

this influence that led directly to what we subsequently learned to

call the Itdividual Study Projects. But Cushman received almost a

direct order to get more effort involved in, if you will, Combat

Developments. That was one kind of influence that had a pretty per-

vading effect. It caused, for example, Cushman at the and of the laet

several months of his tour to move his office to the clock tower in

Sherman Haill, thereby presumably gLving visible evidence of his

changed primary sphere o., influence from CGSC tc CACDA.

They, along came Brigadier General Max Thurman, the current

Commandant's younger brother, championing whet he called "The TRADOC

School Model." The TRADOC School Model was &n organizational struc-

ture which was established in order to implewent the newly adopted

so-called Instructional System. Design Model (tlme ISD Model) for

curriculum preparation and design. From CGSC's standpoint, the

TPADOC school model was a radical propcsal. It proposed the division

of effort baeteen authorship on the one hand (by authorship, I am

talking in terms of a lesson) and teaching or presentation on the

other; these would be done by two different sets of people. It

a•tablished a so-called Director of Evaluation who, under the scheme
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at least, was responsible for verifying that whatever was to have been

accomplishid did indeed get accomplished. I think those are the major

points. But we argued from the very outset that it did not make

any sense for us. As a practical matter, we never adopted and im-

plemented the key elemerts of the TRADOC school model.

We always said that the primary problem with the school model

was that you should not assign responsibility for the preparation of

curriculum materials, to one group of people and the responsibility for

its presentation to another. This is true if for no other reason

than that the real knowledge on a subject is required for the design

and construction of a lesson; if another group does the presentation,

they are certainly not going to be knowledgeable enough to do it.

We have always believed this, we have maintained this position, and

for the most part we simply held firm. But given the tenor of the

times, it meant that CGSC was the odd ball in the pack of all the

TRADOC schools. We were the ones that did not comply; we did not

fit the pattern. Up and down the line, at staff levels, branches,

and divisions this was always a constant point of criticism, a

constant point of contention. Certainly, Jack Cushman and Ben Harrison

labored with this matter. It created a whole lot of sub-problems.

Nevertheless, as long as the two of them stayed, we fought a very

successful delaying action; as it turned out, that was what it was.

Q: With this emphasis on CACDA, did the College have any, real input

other than special study projects into the Combat Developments

process?
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A: The answer is a pretty strong yes, but it usually took the form

of assigning to the appropriate instructional department a major

share of the responsibility for one of the CACDA projects. Of course,

every time that happened there was always protest and some resentment.

From the point of view of the department director, this looked like

a diversion of effort. On the other hand, there really wasn't any

other choice. If you are going to work, for example, on the problem

of command and control, or the makeup of the command post, the people

at Fort Leavenworth that are knowledgeable of this question are the

people in the Department of Command, who are concerned with staff

operations and procedures. So, Jess Hendricks and his people became

overwhelmingly involved with comand and control.

Q: Did this concern with this ISD model and with Combat Developments

affect the content of the curriculum in a negative fashion?

A: I don't think that it really did, because we just simply fought

it off. I should not say "we," because by the time the ISD model,

the TRADOC pamphlet, and all of its associated manters came along,

I personally had directed all of wy attention to the HMAS program.

I simply got out of the contest; I saw what was happening. Further-

more, I was probably deliberately excluded, slice the more senior of

us ,;ho had served as Educa.tional Advisors among the service schools

were viewed by the crusaders of TRADOC as an obstacle. They knew

perfectly well that I was not about to be taken in by all of this;

that was not only true at Leavenworth bitt at some other places as

well. So, the senior Educational Advisors were kind of pushed oft
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to the side. It was that line of reasoning that led to the abolition

of the term "Educational Advisor" before this chapter finally ran out

to its last page. The people--Ivan Birrer and others--were viewed

as a threat or an obstacle, but I kind of stayed out of the fight.

because we did fight the battle successfully, I don't really think

that it made much difference.

Q: As you look back, sir, on your 30 years experience at CGSC,

wasn't this really tha high point in terms of external interference

with the curriculum at CGSC?

A: It certainly was the high point of external influence; I am not
sure that I accept "on curriculum," because it did not really have

that much affect. If you are talking about the whole scheme and

proces3 fur preparation and presentation, as distinguished from con-

tent decisions, then I guess your use of the term "curriculum" would

be appropriate. It certainly was the high point. In fact, it was

the only one where I thought for a while that the effort mlaht be

successful. By effort, I mean the effort by TRADOC to really grasp

control and do something significant with the institution. There

were some months when I had some real doubts as to whether we could

swallow this thing. I have long since gotten over that. I am now

persuaded that we have, for all practical purposesswallowed it.

The vestige that remains will be taken care of over time. But it

was touch and go, certainly, for a while as I saw it.

Q: Do you see this as one of the major achievements of General

Cushman as Cormrandant, sir?
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A: I hadn't really thought of it in those terms. I would say that

Cushman aind flarriscn both deserve tremendous credit because of tl.air

very fo:ilhrlght ouid unpopular stand. I guess that is kind of an

indirect way of saying "yes" to the question as you asked it.

Curiously enough, when all the smoke of the battle had cleared, at

least as I perceied it, the field captain in charge turned out to

be somebody else at the time of the victory--namely Thurman. What-

ever elac could be said, Jack Cushman and Ben Harrison stood up when

it was very unpcpular to do so, to say "No, don't do it." More

than that, they simply dragged their feet skillfully.

I remember, for example (and this is related to the role of the

Educational Advisors4 that after the issuance of that horrendous

five volume thing called TRADOC Pamphlet 350-20, it became clearly

apparent to mzny of my colleagues as well as to me that the pro-

cedures prescribed in that pamphlet were simply too detailed and too

complicated for any practical use within the Army school system. This

is not to say that the underlying conceptional essence of a systematic

approach to curriculum development was wrong; all of us had taught

that for years. I am simply talking about the detailed procedures

that were announced as something new and different; they are not

that at all. But they are overuhelmingly complex and cumbersome.

Sooner or later in an endeavor to do something about this, an Ld

b2G group of Educational Advisors was formed to prepare a simplified

Army version of that pamphlet. That is a strange thing to say,

because the pamphlet has an Army cover on it, but it is a Florida

State University document. These five colleagues of mine went to
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considerable effort to produce a simplified and useable Army version.

When the draft was prepared, I was invited to a conferenco in which

we were going to consider the draft.

I came home and wrote a short report, just a note, to General

Harrison. I had brought a copy cf the draft, and I maid that I had

made only two observations about the revision, which I considered a

great improvement over the earlier version. These two observations

were: first, I did not believe it appropriate to coufine all input

into curriculum to that which stems directly from job analysis. I

don't think that is a very profound observation, for it seems to

me that is fairly self-evident at CGSC. But I thought it should

be said, and I said so. Second, I said we should at least acknowledge

that there are some very important outcomes of education that are not

susceptible to quantification. I still believe that, I might add.

I was just reporting this, and I got back a little note from Ben. I

know he put it in writing, because he did not want to embarass either

one of us. He said in affect, "Ivan, while I am sure you expressed

this as your view, you know you cannot divorce that from CGSC. In

this day and age, what you have said is just heresy, and you Just can't

say that kind of thing."

I am trying to give some indication of the intense pressures that

Cushman and Harrison were under, and I have talked myself around to

saying a very strong "yes" to your question, although the battle did

not consummate during their regimej but they certainly played a

tremendous part.
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Q: During this period a TRADOC group made a special study on the

education of Army officers, and one of the major conclusions was

that the Army school system should prepare officers almost solely

for their next assignment. First, did that in fact occur at CGSC;

second, what are the problems with that philosophy?

A: During the past 30 years, one of the persisting curriculum

questions that came up and did come up regularly was this issue of

ultimate goal or purpose. One of the dimensions of that question

was whether the College was primarily concerned with the officer's

new assignment, or maybe next two assignments (and because of that

concern should devote its attention to making him prepared for that

assignment rather precisely) or whether the College's major concern

was with what might be called an investment in career development.

I would argue that one way to describe CCSC throughout the period

since World War II has becn our consistent evolution away from

immediate use of the graduate@ to an investment in career education.

When the TRADOC study was done, it was based on some pretty sketchy

data, and a great deal of extrapolation was necessary before that

data were applicable to CGSC. According to the TRADOC study group,

the crucial evidenca was that the tank crews could not shoot. It is

a long jump from there to wbat we are concerned with at CGSC. I

think we should recognize that.

There isn't any question again, that there was some greater

curriculum concern with the Army as it is today and tomorrow. That

is a little different from concentration solely on the next assignment.
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I think this is a more accurate way of saying what happened, and I

suppose to that degree you can argue that our graduates may have been

as a result a little better qualified to take over their next job

immed!ately. But that is a. round-about way to get there.

"The scheme is unmanageable for CGSC, and as an illustration of

tbat, when the new TRADOC commander, Don Starry, was being given

his initial briefing, one of the transpapancles displayed the assign-

mantz of the previous year's class. I was sitting right along side

of him. He looked at this, and turned around to the group. The

essence of what he said was, "Given that array of dispersion and

different kind of jobs, it makes any notion that you are going to

gear the curriculum to the next task impossible." During the

time the TRADOC study was being conducted, De Puy came out here

several times. As a matter If fact, De Puy also put it quite dif-

ferently. De Puy would say what the Army has got to have is about

20 battalion commanders immediately, who are ready to go. Some-

where along the line you have got to make sure that you produce

those. But that is really a kind of different thing, also. .

.Anyway, that is my answer to _your question.

Q: Is the elective program by this particular time a solution to

the dilemma of the need for the broad background and also the need

for specialization?

A: I think it had been. I told you in an earlier interview that we

produced the curriculum model and got it approved, and then we sub-

quently wrote the rationalization or the rationals for it. Car-

tainly, by the time the 1974-75 model was in full swing, we had
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Ibegun to Fiuy thnt this combinatiun of requived and optional courses

was "the way to have it both ways." We said it enabled us to pro-

duce the necessary needed qualification, which has always bean

Leavenworth's task, while At the same time making some significant

overture in terms of longer career development. That kind of a

compromise is sort of the nature of this institution, and we need

to continue to maintain, if you will, that dual purpose.

Q: By the time General Cushman arrived here, sir, was this design

that you came up with in 1971-1972 one of the most important accom-

plishments of the past decade?

A: I think so. Since I have thought about it in a different setting,

I should rephrase your question to ask, "Among the credits that I

might have some right to claim, which do I rank as the most important?"

My answer is the sequence of events which first culminated in the

1973 and then subsequently in the 1975 curriculum model. I think

over time that is going to be the most lasting matter over which I

have some direct effect.

Q: Do you say that with the MMAS program in mind, sir?

A: Yes, I do. It is the competitor, and I think it is very important

as well. But if I have to choose between the two, than I will put

my contribution with respect to the general curriculum scheme as

my number one item.

Q: What role did you play in the creation of the Faculty Council?

A; Not really any except to sit in on some of the original deliber-

ations with General Harrison. All I really did was maybe point out

some of the obvious results if such a body were created. I am
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raferring to the fact that some of the senior members of the Liculty

would view this a& a threat or as a completely irregular, unmilitary-

like way to do things. I was pessimistic about their pulling it off.

It is now clear that it has been successful. The merbers of the

council deserve credit for making this a meaniugful pcrtion of the

College comuni~y, for their skillful work has made it successful.

Yet, the fact that we have it is also an indication that it is a dif-

ferent time. It could not have happanad 20 years ago here. But,

there are a lot of other things that we now take for granted that

could not have happened 20 years ago; they are Lhe obvious indicators

showing how the culture has bcen modified. For example, we now

listen to students seriously. For many, many yeprs, as I like to

say it, we operated an the assumption that the office& who vws join-

ing our faculty from the student body changed from irresponsible to

reapoImiitlie as he walked across tha graduation stage, because we

operated as if that ware the case. That really die not make any

sense. Now'we are seriously listening to students; some people

think maybe we are listening too muchi But wa are listening, and

that agtin could not have happened many years ago. -But we reflect

the Army, and we reflect the society; I think the Faculty Council

is another piece of evidence that we are a mirror of the Army and

of the society.

q: What do you think the role of the Faculty Council should be, sir?

A: I think it is a meaa of comunicating the views of the authors

A the inatm-.uctors to the commmnd greup; these are views that

are very difficult for him to get if they filter through the chain of
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command. If they choose to use it in this fashion, the council,

represents a possible t•ans for the command to disseaminate notions

and ideas. I can even visualize that the Faculty Counct.l can be used

1r , an nd hoc problem-solving body for matters of College-wide concern

transcending departmental organizational lines. It is another re-
-I source, it seems to me, that is available. I suppose it will be used

as tLe circumstances and the people change.

Q: When you look back at the numerous changes during the Cushman

years, have those changes persisted or have they been'simply swept

aside?

A: Naturally the answer is some of each. Many of his changes have

persisted: computers, tactical operations canter, Profession of Arms,

Applied Military History, etc. While you can't give Jack credit for

the structure of the Combined Arms Center (it was already here), he

was the guy who made it a reality. It may not be entirely coincidental

that the rationale of the Combined Arms Center almost matches

exactly Jack's drive to get Leavenworth in the forefront of the

field Army. On my personal scale of Commandants--the scale is

in terms of personal effect over the long term-ha stands with the

top three. Perhaps twa-ity years from now, my successor will put

him at the top. I wouldn't be surprisad,
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INTERVIEW SEVEN

24 January 1978
ii

Major General Morris Brady, 1976

Lieutenant General John R. Thurman, III, 1976-1978

Emphasis on CACDA
Creation of Combined Arms Training Development

Activity
Establishment of Directorate of Training

Literature and Doctrine
Reduction of College Faculty
Reduction in Small. Group Instruction
Adoption of Criterion-Referenced Instruction

Difficulties Encountered in Implementation
T.TRADOC Workshop on CRI

Centralization of Curriculum Design
Operation of CGSC by Deputy Commandant
Briefing on Manpower Needs
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-: "he next commandant to come was General Morris Brady. What were some

"of the developments during the short period while he was here?

A: I never really looked at it that way. When General Cushm.ýa left in

February 1976 (I think), we were on vacation in south Texas, so I missed

Jack Cuahman's departure. General Brady was the second-ranking general;

he was up on the hill in CACDA. He was the Comnandanc-designea. Ben Harrison

was still here, and was very much involved with CGSC. I really did not

perceive that General Brady had anything really to do with the college,

except to sign a few papers.

I had only one dealing with him on an official buss. That occurred

just prior to graduation. We had one MMAS student that year who was found

by his oral comprehensive examination committee to be def'. ient. When we

extablished the examining process, I wrote the instructions for the coimit-

tees t,.t wo'jld perform the comprehensive P-xamination. According to those

instructions, when the examination was complete, the chairman would excuse

the candidate. The vote would then be taken. If it were favorable, the

student would be called in and advised of the committee's decision. If it

turned out to be unfavorable, the chairman would tcll the student the problem

had been referred to the Director of the M'AS program; then he would call

me immediately. This was the second year of the examining process, and

what I always supposed would happen some day, did happen; I got that call.

I went to General Harrison and told Ben what had happened. I suggested

that we have a reexamination with a committee composed of the four depart-

ment directors and the DRI. I would chair the committee without a vote.
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He agreed to this proposal, and when we did this, that vote also came out

three con and two pro. What made this very sticky was (and that is why I

am telling this story now) that the officer concerned had joined the stu-

dent body from a successful tour in CACDA and had worked under General

Brady. When presented with the facts General Brady simply said, "We are

going to maintain high standards, and if that is the way it is, then I

will approve the recomendation of the Board." That was my only real con-

tact with General Brady, and so far as I know, he really let General

Harrison run the school.

Q: What ware some of the major events or developments after General John R.

Thurman became the commandant, sir?

A: General Thurman inherited the on-going conflict between CGSC and TRADOC.

Indeed, it had become a contest between Cushman and Harrison on the one hand,

and Paul Gorman and maybe DePuy on the other hand--but certainly Gorman.

Gorman was the major proponent for the ISD and the TRADOC school model, and

everything that went with it. It was into this setting that General Thurman

assumed command. We knew before he reported for duty-he was returning

to the US from a division command in Korea--that he had spent some time at

TRADOC headquarters. It was apparently a combination of a personal and a

social visit; he had some discussions with General DaPuy and his brother

Max Thurman. That is the background.

He reported, and in a few days or so, he su-•mcned the entire staff and

faculty of the college. He made a speech the main point of which was that

he had been given in a sense the same march orders hat had Cushman. Namely,
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somehow or other CACDA had to be brought up to the CGSC level of competence

achievement, or any way you want to talk about it. He said in essence

that the only way this could happen was if there was some equating of

resources. Everybody interpreted that to mean Just qhat he meant for it

to mean; the priority position within Fort Leavenworth that the College

had long enjoyed was over. All of us tended to read into his declaration

more than ha intended. By that I mean it was very easy for any of us (and I

am one of those) to interpret those remarks as a criticism of what CGSC was

doing and its status. It was a long time before I saw very convincing

evidence that that was not what he meant at all; that he held CGSC almost in

the same awe as many other people. Really all he was trying to say was,

"T have been ordered to balance this out, and I can't do it without some

readjustment of resources." This was in no sense a criticism of the College,

hut it got off to a bad start. There i3 really no question about that. I

should also say that in his subsequent efforts to tell the story differently,

it did not come out much better.

We really began now to dicker with organization. The problem was com-

pounded by the fact that the post had an extra general officer. Harrison

had departed, but there was initially another Major General Glenn

Otis, Brigadier General (Promotable) L. G. Menetrey and Brigadier General

W. C. Louisell. General Thurman decided that what he would do was establish

a third comimand; in addition to CACDA and CGSC, he would create what he

called CATRADA, an acronym standing for the Combined Arms 'ITraining Develop-

ments AcLivity. This was kind of an interesting notion, because in a sense

it was responsive to DePuy's concept of training developments as an equal

part of the three-legged stool: combat developments, training developments,
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and education and training. But on the other hand, the creation of a

separate command took us farther from the TRADOC school model; it was an

interesting kind of contradiction.

From the very beginning the commandant (I think this is critical, but

I think it is fair) found it difficult to enunciate in any very under-

standable fashion what CATRADA was really supposed to do. But it was

"going to be a separate entity, and it was going to take people. At the

beginning, one of the things specifically assigned to it was the responsi-

bility for producing and exporting simulations into the field. That was the

clearest responsibility it had. General Thurman, however, decided not to

assign CATRADA the TRADOC model task of curriculum analysis and design.

He left that with CGSC, and this was another significant break from the

TRADOC school model.

One of the far-reaching implications of the new organization was that

the new headquarters had to have some people; it was no surprise, I suppose,

that they came from the college faculty. There was a noticeable reduction.

At first, this did not really bother anybody too much, primarily because

the people involved were already totally committed to the projects which

were transferred; the people went with the transfer of the projects. I

am not saying the college faculty had not lost some teaching strength,

but I am trying to say that in effect it had already lost them by their

assignment to these projects. The projects and the officera just went

under the new headquarters as the first echelon of this affair.
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We did pretty well with simulations; they got this stuff packaged and

out in the field. We have never, however, been able to deal very effectively

with determining to what degree the College instructional departments should

be involved in simulations and games, and to what degree CATRADA should be

involved. I think it is almost one of those chicken and egg propositions.

It was very difficult to sort it out. You Just have to live with that

ambiguity, I guess.

but given the success with the simulations, the next great thrust of

TRADOC was toward training literature and the requirement to produce the

"How to Fight" manuals to go along with the new FM 100-5. We really reinvented

the wheel here. We used exactly the same reasoning that had prevailed in 1962,

namely Lhat it was taking too long to produce the training literature, as

long as it was associated with instruction. That we.s tht same argument in

1962 which had led to the creation of the Combat Developments Command and

to their being assigned the responsibility for training literature. I'll

be damned if we didn't go through exactly the seme drill. We decided that

the thing we had to do was create a special entity to do the training litera-

ture. So, under CATRADA was established the Directorate of Training Litera-

ture and Doctrine--along with a long list of training documents to produce,

and some 40 people. I tbink you could generally describe them as "the strong

armed men of the College faculty." They were transferred., and that did

substantially change the number of people available to man the classrooms.

General Cushman came back to speak to CGSC; I think it was the late

fall of 1977. After the lecture, he invited a small group to meet with him
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backstage for a continuing session, and he asked me to join them. Generals

Otis and Menetrey were both there. I don't think General Arter was there.

In the course of the conversation, Jack turned to me and said, "Ivan, what

do you think about this training literatura and doctrinal directorate?"

Suddenly things got very quiet and I could see the other two generals turn

around. They ware probably wondering what I was going to say about this

and why would he ask me anyway. My reply waA that had I been the deputy

commandant at the time and under the pressures of the moment, I might well

have opted for that action. But had I done so, it would have boen with a

j Yclear understanding that this was only a temporary solution, because over

time it would not work unless we constantly infused it with new people

coming from the CGSC faculty as the older ones rotated; as a practicable

matter that was not a workable solution. Therefore, I thought that there

would come a time when we would again recognize the error of this "divorce-

went," and we would see responsibility for doctrine and training literature

return to the appropriate instruction department. Jack agreed with me, and

nobody chose to disagree.

I think that we are very close to that point right now, because the

"original cadre that made the training and doctrine literature directorate

function is rotating, and now the fundamental problem presents itself again.

Q: Would you also point out the effects of this on small--group instruction?

A: With the loss of the forty officers, which occurred probably mid-year

school year 1976-77, we limped through the year as we had planned it. but

when we started 1977-/8, the reduction in manpower made it (at least for
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the department of tactics) essentially impossible to conduct their 15-man

classes or at least to conduct their classes as they had done before. This

was true in some other areas as well. To the extent.. that small classes are

better--it iz kind of one of those things that you cannot prove, but you

believe it- we lost ground by this affair. But we might have lost even

without the reorganization had the training literature requirements been

exercised at that high level anyway.

The other major issue that featured General thurman's time here wats

another aspect of this 'IRADOC-ISD crusade. Certainly, the coumand group

was under intense pressure to get with the ISD model, as was everybody

throughout the Army school system. I have pointed out already that the

original TRADOC Pamphlet 350-30, the fivewvolume document, was too much to

handle; it was too cumbersome, too detailed. Finally, TRADOC came to that

conclusion as well; they did not really say that, but they did. They

looked around for something that might be somewhat more simple, and they

latched on to a commercial course prepared by Robert F. Mager and one of

his associates, Peter Pipe, under the title Criterion Referenced Instruc-

tion or CRI for short. Suddenly they said, "What we have really got to do

is get the whole Army school system in 'sync' with CRI."

This started a series of events. Senior people (I think I am the only

one that has escaped the treatment) were sent to attend a I-week course

taught in a fancy Xerox outlay in Leesburg, Virginia. TRADOC provided

the comercial materials and two of Mager's people to conduct the faculty

workships at Fort Leavenworth. At least on paper, the College totally

embraced the CR1 concept. When the planning curriculum guidance was
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I issued for school 1977-78, it said that we would CRI the course. When this

faculty gets an order, they are competent people, and when they are told to

move out--they move out in great vigor. But in order to move out on this

directive, you had to have some notion of what to do when you "CRI the

course." It became painfully evident, as we went along, that this term could

be Interpreted in a variety of ways. i

If you deal with it conceptually (which is the way i first heard the

term) and not as a proper noun but as a common noun, criterion-referenced

instruction meant no more and no less than the fact you would prepare your

curriculum materials tollowing a systematic approach. You would start with

a determination of what you wanted the graduate to be able to do at the

conclusion of the educational program, and in step 2, you would design

some instructional materials or experiences that would produce that result.

In step 3, you would try i t" out, and see how it worked, and in step 4, you

would correct the program as necessary nn the basis of your experience.

I have described criterion-rzeferenced instruction as a conceptual function.

and when I do it that way, I have described nothing new. Indeed, I think

that I have put into the step 1-2-3-4 scheme what good teachers have

always done.

Now, that is one kind of explanation, but when you tell people to CRI

the course it can have another interpretation. In fact, you almost invite

another interpretation, for the reason that almost the entire CCSC faculty

were forced to attend a 3-.week workshop using these comercial materials

with the CRI label. You just invite the recipient of that treatment to

conclude that when you say "CRI the course" that means you put the CCSC
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utirricului into the pattern, the format, the jargon, the trappings of

the commercially prepared Mager eel course. Fcr many of the more zealous

members of the faculty, who read the order and said we will move out,

iithe second interpretation Pertained.

"I saw this happening; I deliberately stayed aloof. I kept telling my-

self, "Sometime reason will again prevail, or if not, Ivan, it is time for

you to acknowledge that another generation is taking over And you are just

no longer at home in this setting." I had these ideas as I watched this

process through the latter part of school year 1976-77. I saw the faculty

divided in two camps, what one member of the faculty characterized as

"radicals and traditionalists" and with almost no middle ground between

them. I saw an intense amount of effort and activity of people trying to

comply with an order. It was almost as if someone were saying, "We are

going to do this, no matter what; don't argue about it!" It was trouble-

some.

I suppose the essence of the difficulty of the CRI process (not form,

LA using my definition) was determination of what you wanted the graduate to

be able to do. To use the more technical term, determination of the termi-

nal objectives becomes increasingly more difficult, as one progresses up

the conceptual ladder of learning from facts or techniques on the bottom

of the ladder, to synthesis or understanding on the top. Given the fact that

a large portion of what we do is fairly high up this scale of outcomes,

conceptually, the determination of the terminal objectives in very precise

terms is just an overwhelming problem. The published materials, the commer-

cial CRI course, the itinerate missionaries out of the Training Management
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institute who woulti come to visit us and exhort us to keep on with this

affair, consistently used examples of the very low.order procedural skills.

Then they would say, "You figure out how this applies to CGSC."

There were several months qf this kind of confusion, order, and disorder.

It was supposed to be straightened out by a TRADOC workshop or seminar, for

which they sent out three recognized experts in this business to Fort Leaven-

worth to conduct a 2 1/2 day faculty workshop in the summer of 1977. They

were supposed to deal with the problems of applying CRI to our course. I

went to the workshop, and it was a debacle. By everybody's consent, it was

a debacle. even my colleagues who had some staff responsibility for CRI

were embarrassed about how it went.

When it was over, I thought it was time I should say my piece, and I

wrote a memorandum to the Deputy Commandant, Bill Louisell, in which I

said, "I think over time we have made a big mistake. First, it seems to

me that we need to agree what CRI is all about, and I think it is just a

systematic way of preparing the curriculum. All the rest is trapping or

jargun. The essence agrees with what I have always believed and have been

taught about how to conduct schooling, and a lot of other people as well,

and let's capture that." I said, "Moreover, I will argue that if you roll

back the clock about 5 years before our great increase in curriculum offer-

ings, and you examine how we at Leavenworth prepared our own instructional

materials, you will find we did it in this systematic fashion." We had

taken a lot of short cuts when we made these great enlargements in the

curriculum offerings. I said, "The thing to do now is to institutionalize

our own scheme with our greater number of offerings." I went on to say,
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"We didn't play our cards very well with TRADOC. '."hat we said to TRADOC

about CRI was, 'That's a great idea, but it doesn't really apply to us.'

This got us into a contest which is still going on." I said, "What we

should have done initially, but you can't change that, and what we ought to do

no%% i3 swallow this thing up by saying we completely believe in criterion-

referenced instruction. That's what we have always believed; that's what

we dol In other words, by definition, let's sweep this thing away, and

then let's turn our attention to curriculum preparation."

I had no idea what Louisell's reaction to this would be, but I got

back a little note which said, "Ivan, you are completely right about this.

I want you to write a memorandum which essentially says this." A day or

so later, he got unexpected orders and did not publish the paper I wrote.

I am sorry he didn't but even if he had, it would not have made too much

difference at that point, because a tremendous number of things had happened

in terms of curriculum materials for school term 1977-78.

To finish out this part of the story, General Robert Arter came in.

like Jim Gibson of 7 years before, if you will, unencumbered by having

bcen a Leavenworth student. He -vas also not burdened by any tramendqus pres-

sure to get on this CRI kick. Indeed, it is very important to note that

Lcuisell's departure essentially coincided with Paul Gorman's departure

from TRADOC. The great prima mover from Monroe was no longer in the pic-

ture, and that made it easier. Arter did not feel the same intense pressure

that had been put on Lcuisell and Harrison. We started the course for 1977-78;

alrcst from the outset, the student feed-back was voluminous and for the most

part adversely critical-often bitterly so.
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A couple of months went by, and I was in talking with General Arter

on some matter; I had finished my business. I got up to go, and he said,

"Ivan, if you have got a few minutes, please sit down; there is something

else I want to discuss with you." I said, "Sure." Then he proceeded to

tell me that he was uneasy about this whole CRI matter, that he did not

really comprehend all the problems. He said, "I have two questions. Is

this something that I should really get concerned with? Secondly, if it

is, how do I get a handle on this monster?" My rather spontaneous reaction

was to the first point, "You're darn right you need to get concerned about

this. I think it is a major matter that needs your complete attention. I

can't think of anything else at the moment that I think is more important."

With respect to the second matter, how he should do it, I asked for a couple

or three days to think it over. This was a Friday, as I remember.

I went back and I had some conversations with my two associates,

who confirmed my conclusion that I really represented the only reasonable

one to do the kind of study I had in mind. I was not totally committed to

what had or not happened, and I had no personal involvement in it. I had

already announced that I was going to retire. On the following Tuesday,

I told him that while I realized you should never volunteer for anything in

the Army, in this case I was going to volunteer. But if I did, I wanted

him to know how I proposed to go about it. I said that I first expected

to obtain all the curriculum materials that were used in the first part of

the year to review them with respect to what I would describe as CRI appli-

cation, to check those descriptions with the course directors for accuracy,

and then to collect a variety of different judgments about what we did.
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Finally, I would type this up and give him my views about the entire CRI

eflort. That took another month and half or so of my time; it was really a

sizeable effort.

The report was submitted, and I think for all practicable purposes, it

proved and suggested to General Arter how he should modify the already

published documents for school year 1978-79. More importantly, it suggested

how he should modify the documents, rationale, philosophy, etc., both from

the point of view of having them check with sound education practice and

having them offer a way out of this sharp division that had grown up within

the College. I think that this was a pretty significant action, although

it may be too soon historically to assess its long-term value.

Q: T.he Office of Curriculum Analysis and Design was one of the offices

that was created as a result of this ISD school model. What was it designed

to do, and what in fact did it accomplish?

A: I will quarrel a little bit with the way you said it. I think it is more

accurate to say that in cur negotiations, bickerings, and so forth, with

TRADOC about the TRADOC school model, the Office of Curriculum Analysis

and Design came out of that. But from the very beginning, it was an anomaly

to the TRADOC school model. If you look at the TRADOC school model, it

simply says there ought to be a separate group of people who plan and

design the curriculum, and there is another group who prepare it and pre-

sent it. Fort Leavenworth made the fundamental decision that this Curricu-

lum Analysis and Design function would stay with the College. It would not

become part of Training Developments, which became part of CATRADA. This

was probably done with a view to making this major change from the model

more pElatable than it might be otherwise.
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OCAD was established as a separate organizational entity. It was distinct

from the office charged in the school model with implementation, the Director-

ate of Education and Training. In fact, it is very difficult to divorce the

two matters. It is essential that the people who were doing analysis and*1

design be in lock step-, if you will, with the people who are going to schedule

and implement. The whole thing is so intertwined that it is sort of aa arbi-

trary divorcement. 'But on the other hand, for convenience, you have to di-

vide up the matter. We have always had those two kinds of functions, the

analysis and design function and the schedules and implementation function,

somewhat separate, but now we had them under two different directorates.

This at least preserved the notion of the school model that they ought to be

separate.

It may have happened anyway, but vhen General Starry made his first

visit out here as the TRADOC commander, at the start of the briefing he was

shown an organization chart. General Thurman interrupted the briefing,

saying, "There are a couple of significant changes between this and the

TRADOC school model." He went on quickly to say what they were, this OCAD

being one, since it was not in CATRADA. General Starry's comment was, to

the effect that he expected it to be different but he didn't care. He did warn

us to keep kind of an audit trail of why we made the differences, because

this was related to the resources problem. We all breathed a big sigh of

relief when we got that pronouncement directly from the TWADOC cotimander's

mouth himself.

This month, it has been decided to rejoin thobe two functions--operations

and schedules on the one hand, curriculum analysis and design on the other--
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under the same direntorate and under a new title, Education and Curriculum

Affairs, or DECA. I don't think it makes much difference, ew:cept that you

save one colonel. That is not zeally the fundamental issue anyway. The

fundamental issue is to what degree will we, if I can use the wurd, "recentral-

ize" monitorship and control of curriculum. That is the real issue, and it

has been an issue on many occasions in the past.

I was recently asked to give a briefing on curriculum evolution to the

faculty board. One of the point@ that I made at the outset was that if you

look at CGSC over time it is just a fact that as the curriculum increased

"in scupe from its pre-World War II almost exclusive emphasas un fireaowar

Sand maneuver, to all the rest of it involving the Army today, it simply

became too big for any one body or one agency to manage centrally. I advanced

tha notion to General Arter that the course of study concept, which still

exists, came about because of this inability of any central body to manage

it, and that we just had to accept the fact that you had to decentralize this

at least until about the department or committee level. I went on further

to offer some uninvited predictions. My prediction was that we can try it

again, but we would come up with the same result. We would get there quicker

the next time, because the problem was ever so much greater than it was when

we gave up this notion 20 years ago. I am sitting here watching with con-

siderable interest how it will work out.

There is another way to describe the same problem. Are we going to

make major curriculum decisions (I am talking about allocations of hours)

primarily and sort of comfortably on the basis of informed professional

judgment, or are we going to try to quantify our decisions by some kind of
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a computerized accounting system. Again, I am willing to bet that over time

the former way holds. My experience here tells me (some of if first hand,

and a lot of it watching very closely over somebody else's shoulder) that

the insurmountable difficulty to centralized detailed management of the

curriculum rests upon the inability to determine the real dimensions of

what you are going to count.

If you are going to have centralized control, you have to have some kind

of a categorization system, from which you are going categorize hours or

objectives, or whatever you use as the unit. To make that scheme, you

have to decide what the meaningful categories are. I have seen it tried,

and I have told General Arter this. I have seen very able groups of deople

try this, and they have all finally thrown up their hands in futility,

because thege was never anY' way to establish.what the .meaningful categorlieM

are. Hence, when you get through, you have a composite or a mosaic, but

nobody will agree upon its relevance. Time may prove me wrong, but that is

what I believe will happen here again.

Q: Do you have anything else to add, sir?

A: I haven't said very much about General Thurman. The College was really

being run by the deputy com-andant, and this was true both last year and

this year. General Thurman was very busy in school year 1976-77, and in

late st"er or late fall he was given another job as the TRADOC Deputy

Commander. He was now on the road even more than in the past. The deputy

commandant had the College in his hands, and I think it is to General Thurman's

credit that it does function this way.
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There is one other thing that the record should include. During the

past couple of years, it has been a time of retrenchment in the Army and

in the training base, in terms of money and manpower. The College has been

constantly arguing with TRADOC about manpower and money, but more especially

about manpower. The specifics of the argument are really not very important

but they revolve around the basis on which you compute instructor require-

ments. The only important thing to note is that we were consistently being

threatened by further reductions of some sizable magnitude.

In this context, General Thurman arranged to have the people at TRADOC

I who deal with resources and Gorman's surcessor, John Seigle, come out to

Leavenworth, Their visit focused around a briefing by Major John DeReu,

and in part by myself, about the manpower implications for the College.

Not only to my satisfaction, but to my delight, I heard General Thurman

publicly express what I accept as his honest appraisal of CGSC and its role

and importance. Before this body, he gave just the greatest testimonial

for the college's long-term significance to the American military, to its

key role in officer develop lent over time, and to the argument that this is

not a training school but it is an investment in education. I sat there

and heard General Thurman emphasize these themes that I had been trying to

push over the years. I don't know whether it was the TRADOC deputy comman-

dant or the CAC commander, but it was the same lieutenant general putting

these points together in a striking testimonal. I remembered that first

time I heard him speak, and I found myself saying, "Ivan, you did the man

injustice; he wasn't trying to downgrade the CGSC at all. He was only doing

what he said he was doing; he was trying to comply with an order." I found

that very reassuring.
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I guess I have talked myself almost up to the present day. As.I see it,

the college has (as far as I can determine) digested the essence of CRI and

the ISD model. That crusade is over, and it is clear that nobody at TRADOC,

at least at the General officer level, is going to come out and tell us what

to do. We are going to continue this kind of straddle position between the

next job and long-term development. We are going to continue the curriculum ill

model which seems to support both. We have been told very recently that

TRADOC has decided that the College, or maybe it is the Combined Arms Center,

has at least a partially exempt status from the manpower and personnel

reductions; or at least it has a high priority. That is all that they can

do really.

When I further add to that the fact that I have great confidence and a

long time personal association with the TRADOC commander, I reaffirm one of

the points that I made in my letter of last July which announced my plans to

retire. In that letter, I said that I thought by the time June 30, 1978

rolled around, everything I wanted to see happen at CGSC would have material-

ized. To say it differently, I had probably had about as much influence as

I was going to be able to, and it was time for someone else to take over.

I still feel that way about it. I feel more certain about that now in

January 1978, than I did 6 months ago because of these developments that

I have just described.

Q: Sir, looking back on this very, very turbulent period that we have

been through, doesn't this period of turbulence argue for more continuity

and more stability such an that represented by yourself at this institution?

A: T Auppose so. If you simply take a narrow parochial view, meaning ir

you look at it from CGSC eyes, you certainly want to be sure that the

institution cannot be seriously threatened. As I have indicated, I was
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wO r i- I 6-d I oi it wil I I ; I i,'nl ly wnlm I I k% pt tuill Ing UyHL. r. "Ivan. thil isL

a TKADOC installation in a legal sense, but in a nonlegal, practical sense

Leavenworth belongs to the Army. There is a whole lot of the Army that feel.

that they have got a lien on it." As the saying goes, "When push really comes

to shove, some of those arms are going to reach out to help." I believe

that, and I kept telling myself that, but exactly how one does that I don't

know. In this instance, I played a part in holding the piece3 together,

but what really held it together wan that this institution has a tremendous

capacity to absorb, to digest and accommodate. I could write a script, and

put down the players that might be able to seriously injure the colle e as

I know it, but it seems to be such a remote matter that I dismiss it, So,

in answering your question, I come out puzzled; I just don't really know.
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INTERVIEW EIGHT

25 January 1978

Master of Military Art and Science Degree

1962 Beginning of Effort to Create
the MHAS Program

March 1963 Preliminary Accreditation Gained
from the North Cav:tral Association

Fall 1963 Beginning of "Honors Program"
1966 Withdrawal of Preliminary

Accreditation by the NCA
5 August 1974 Legislation for M)AS Degree
April 1975 Attained "Candidacy" for

Accreditation from the NCA
June 19 .5 First Granting of AS Degrees
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Q: Sir, would you describe the evolution of the Master of Military Art

and Science program?

A: I'll try, recognizing at the beginning that this is a very long and in-

volved and somewhat tortuous st.ory, but one that is certainly very inter-

esting. It is high time that a number of people be listed in the records

who made contributions; and I am going to try to tell it in that kind of

context.

Just like every good story, as the little song says from "Sound of Music"

a very good place to begin is at the beginning. The puzzle is that it is a

little difficult to know what the beginning in. I say that because in the

first three or four years after my arrival, I was occasionally confronted

with this proposition: we should be awarding a master's degree. The

Army War College should be awarding doctorates. On each such occasion my

tendency was to respond that while I would agree in principle, as a practical

matter, we could never pull it off. These same kinds of conversation.s,0bvi-

ously, not only went on at Leavenworth, but a number of other- place. as well-

and involved a lot of other people.

When we jump to 1961 and the matter surfaces formally with Harold K.

Johnson as the Commandant, one of the things that Johnny said at the start

of our discussions was to recall that this matter had often been discussed

earlier, when he had been in the personnel business at the Headquarters of

Army.Field Forces at Fort Monroe, Virginia. He said, "It seems to me the

thing for us to do is try this project out. Let's investigate it and either

bring it into fruition for once and for all or dispose of the matter."
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The specific trigger event, however, was a suggestion written on a

tour-end report by an officer who was leaving the faculty. In those days

each officer was expected to write such a thing. I am sorry I cannot

recall his .ame, but I do remember that in his suggestion he had some inter-

eating advice, which was "It is foolish to try this scheme on any civilians

in higher education or even any civilians on the faculty like Dr. Birrer,

because they're just going to be automatically opposed to it on principle."

Nevertheless, General Johnson indicated he would like to pursue the matter.

When we had the first series of discussions, it was agreed that in

order ior us to have a master's degree program we really needed to do two

things: somehow or other we had to get the necessary authority to award

a degree, but it was also claarly understood and said that the other thing

we had to have was accreditation. This meant accreditation by the regional

accrediting agency, which in this area is the North Central Association of

College and Schools in Chicago, or NCA for short.

With respect to the degree-granting authority, it was agreed that Con-

gressional authority was needed and that this would have to happen over

time. If you pin me down as to why that was so, I cannot cite any specific

A regulation, but the precedent had been established when the Congress in

the 1920's had authorized the service academies to awarc degrees. They had

done this by legislative enactment. After World War II, the Air Force Acad-

emy, the Naval Post Graduate School, and the Air Force Institute of Technolo-

.y gained degree-granting authority from the enactm-nt of a specific con-

gressional bill. In the late 1950's or early 1960's there had been an
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abortive effort by the Judge Advocate General School to obtain authority tu

award a Master's Degree, and it was in conjunction with that unsuccassful

effort that the Pentagon, in some kind of paper nr other, had acknowledged

thaL the only way to obtain authority was through legislation. Alternative

ways continued to be discussed, and I will say something about that maybe

a little bit later, but I was convinced from the very beginning that the

only real solution was congressional legislation.

With respect to gaining accreditation from the NCA, this was really an

unknowa. The first action was to make an informal contact with the head of

the North Central Association, Dr. Norman Burns. We simply told him that

we were con-iidering requesting accreditation, and we really did not know

how to go about it. He agreed to send two of his regular evaluators or

examiners here to discuss this possibility with us. The two names involved

were Dr. Robert MacVicar and Dr. Collins. MacVicar was in a sense the lead

man of the team; his name shows up again later. They spent a day and a half

or so e.;amining the college, and the visit terminated with them discouraging

us to take any further action. It wasn't that they disapproved and didn't

think highly of what was going on at CGSC; it was simply that they ticked

off a whole list of what they thought were overwhelming obstacles to accredi-

tation.

Not withstanding that, we had our feet wet as it were, and we decided

to pursue this matter. We arranged for a meeting at*NCA headquarters. On

a Saturday morning General Lemley (the assistant commandant), Colonel Robert

Smith (assistant Chief of Resident Instruction), and I flew to Chicago.
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We found ourselves in the headquarters building, met Dr. Burns, and he

rather courteously but quickly turned us over to one of hhs major assis-

tents, Robert Sullivan. While Burns was the titular head of NCA, he was

actually a part-time employee. There were about three full-time staff assis-

tents. Robert Sullivan was the one assigned to the question of accredita-

tion for CGSC. Lemley gave a 30-minute or so briefing on CGSC-a kind of

standard, generalized treatment. He gave part of it, and Bob Smith gave

part of it. I had taken with me a tactics lesson and a logistics lesson.

Obviously, I had chosen them with some care; I chose the two that I thought

represented the most in-depth examination, analysis, etc. I carefully

described and displayed these curriculum materials, trying to advance the

notion that there was real substance in our curriculum content. I don't

know where I got that idea, but the tactics lessoa I used was a river

cross lng opiration in South Africa. Sullivan was very favorably impressed,

and he suggested that the matter merited continuation. Then he gave us the

procedural instructions, which were primarily the preparation and submission

of a self-ituay document. If it were viewed favorably, there would be a sub-

|equant on-site visit.

The three of us came back to Fort Leavenworth, and we were about ready

to proceed. By now it became clear that we had committed ourselves to an

action, and we had a major policy meeting. It was clear that if we were

going to pursue this matter of requesting accredization of a master's degree

program, we were going to have to be able to describe the program. That

is kind of 01D. As we met that morning, there were two very oppoRite

points of view. Curiously, they were held by Colonul ".lap" WII.iuri on Lliv
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rone htind, and Ivan Birrer on the other. Wilson's argument was, "If we're

9UL•19 tO dU thub at all, the only way we want to do it is to say that CGSC

IN the equivalent of a master's program; am the guy gets his Leavenworth

diploma in his right hand, we'll slip him a master's degree in the left

hand." I advanced the other proposition that we ought to think about this

in terms of a =mall program for very able and carefully chosen students.

I thought it would have to be a thesis program, and therefore it had to be

madu somewhat qualitatively different as well. As you see, these are two

sharply different points of view. Well, I prevailed, and my position was

accepted that day. I don't know whether it was accepted on the pragwatic

grounds that only my scheme had any chance of success, or whether it was

accepted because my scheme was better on some other criteria. It does not

really make any differende; I suspect some of each. Fortunately for what

happened thereafter, Wilson, who waa pretty bitter about this, went off to

Vietnam for about 3 months on temporary duty; he %asnrt around the college

much thereafter, and kind of faded out of the scene.

Preparation of the self-study in mid-1962 was done pximarily by LTC Henry

Lopez, now deceased; it was pretty hastily put together and then submitted.

The document was titled "Accreditation Analysis." As I look at it now, it is

kind of surprising to me that the whole process was not called off, because

there was not very much in the self-study of a"y real merit. The next thing

we knew was that the visitation had been established for an NCA team, and

the visit was set for December 1962. This was a very unusual set of circum-

stances. We were going to have a visitation team, and we were going to.ask

them to review a program which had never been conducted. We had agreed that
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we were &oing to start one, and it would be a specialized thesis program.

That is really all we had agreed upon.

One morning while I was thinking about this, it seemed to me that we

would greatly strengthen our petition, if you will, with the North Central

Association if we could say that we were going to start the program next

year-no matter what. I came to work, and I tried that notion on an officer

who was in the CRI office but who was closely associated with me, a friend

of mine named Beverly Finkle. I said, "Bev, why don't we agree that we're

going to start this, and we can call it an Honors Program." This warn a time

when_"honors prograiui," meaning specialized accellerated prosrams, warn a vaxue

term. I said, "We ought to say to the visitation team this is the program

that we're going to start, and we'll describe it. That's what we want them

to evaluate." He thought this was a good idea, and we want to General Lemley.

In a matter of 5 minutes, I guess, we had a decision that we would announce

to the world that an honors program would start at CGSC in the fail of 1963.

This was December 1962.

A few days later the Educational Survey Commission of 1962 came to

Leavenworth. I have reviewed that before in another interview. I had another

interesting puzzle on my hands, because in their travels, they had been to

Carlisle Barracks, and they had been y critical of Carlisle's coopera-

tive degree program. By extension, they had also been critical of any other

program like that. If you read the report of the Educational Survey Cormis-

sion, you will find how' we managed this. We got them to say that while

they disapproved of the Army War College's arrangements, they thought the

notion of an in-house master's program for Leavenworth was an idea that had

considerable merit.
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The day after the coimission left, by previous arrangement at my sugges-

tion, I flew out to Greeley, Colorado, to meet the team chairman of the NCA

visitation ceam, Dr. Sam Gates. He had been a World War II bomber pilot.

The purposc of my visit was to see what the committee wanted us to do and

how we could get ready for it. I think we would say it was good gamesman-

ship. In a couple of hours in Greeley that morning, we agreed upon an

.genda for our meeting. They were coming on a Sunday, would be here Monday

"and Tuesday, and leave Tuesday afternoon, as I recall. The visit permitted

me to establish personal contact wtth Sam Gates and I felt better about the

visitors coming in. They would not all be stangers.

About 2 weeks later, the team arrived at CGSC. In addition to Dr. Gates,

the other two members were Dr. George Starcher, at that time the president

of the University of North Dakota, and Dean Hannelly, the president of

Maricupa County Junior College, Phoenix, Arizona. Hannelly was an interesting

person; he had his degree in Latin or Greek, I forget which one, from Chicago.

He had taught classical languages all his life. He was a man 72 years old.

One of the first things he told me was that the day before he had shot 18

holes of golf and his score was 1 year better than his age, which is a

pretty remarkable achievement. But in background he was about as far from

CGSC as one could possibly pick a man. Dr. Starcher was a mathematician

and a great person. He had had a little brush with the military, since

North Dakota had worked out some kind of cooperative program with some of

the Air Defense silos up in his area.
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Surprisingly, at the end of the 2 days, the visit turned out to be

entirely favorable. -hey told the command that they were going to recommend

favorably to the North Central Association, provided the program that we

were going to establish was (a) a thesis probram, (b) that we created a

graduate faculty, and (c) that we included a comprehensive examination.

Interestingly, the morning before the last of the exit interview, I took

some coffee up to the room, and they invited me to stay for a minute. They

said, "What we'd like to know is what you think the Commandant would may

if our report included these provisions." They ticked them off, and I

said, "I can find out about that if you want. I could go informally and

inquire." I came back to my office, walked down and met with Johnson and

Lemley, and said, "They are about to say this; is that going to be all right?"

The answer was, "That'll be fine." So, you can see how this worked out.

Our day to appear before the North Central Association's review commit-

tee wai in April 1963, Since we did this several times, the process is

worth describing. After the visitation team makes its report, there are a

series of what they call "Cummittess by Type" meetings which are held in

conjunction wit:. the annual meeting of the NCA. They are provided the self

study, the visitation report, and other materials from the institution

being examined; thext there is a meeting with some representatives of the

institution, usually the chief and one or two of his subordinates. This

is an open-ended thing where they ask any questions they want. The report

of this review coimittae is subaequently submitted to the executive commit-

tee of the North Central Association, who pass upon that recomnendation,
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and then pass it to the general delegation. But these last two steps are

Pro f.Q.3a.. In those days, they did this all secretly; that is to say, you

did not really know what the reaction of the review committee was. Of
course, they changed this policy later, but in 1963 the reaction was still

secret.

By this time, there had bean another serious difference of opinion

between Wilson and myself, having to do with the question of where should

responsibility for the program be charged. Wilson's view was that this was

a part of the Office of the Chief of Resident Instruction and it should '.e

subsumed within that office. I argued, "No, you've got to have a special

affair." I believed this was important for visibility. Frankly, I thought

it also important to keep it out of Wilson's hands. It soon became apparent

that LTC Bruce Koch was going to be in charge of the project, and he would

not be working for the Chief of Resident Instruction.

General Lemley, LTC Koch, end I went to Chicago and met with the review

conmittee. It was a very pleasant affair. General Lemley did extremely

well; Bruce and I answered a couple of questions; it probably took 35 or 40

minutes. General Lemley came back home, and we stayed around for a few

more days, feeling fairly certain that we were going to get what we sought,

"but not having any evidence at hand. The way the NCA meetings concluded

was that the final action meeting was on the last day, and the paper contain-

ing all the actions of the executive committee came in for approval. There

we were accorded preliminary accreditation, as of the first cf April 1963

for a program that had not yet bean in operation. The only restriction
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was that they wanted to have a consultant with us for the first 3 years of

the program; the consultant subsequently appointed was this same Robert

MacVicar who had been so discouraging initially.

I neglected to point out that we had been very candid with the North

Central Association in all of our discussions. We were candid in the sense

that we had said to them, "We know we need both Congressional authorization

and accreditation for the program to have legitimate status. Legislation

may be a problem; we want the accreditation first to use it as a lever."

As I say, we were very explicit about that.

With considerable exultation, I guess that is the word, Bruce and I

put together a letter to CONARC advising them of the NCA accreditation,

telling them that we were going to start this program under the tag, "Honors

Program," and requesting that they set in notion the request for the legis-

lation. It went chrough CONARC without any trouble. It 3ot to DA, and it

was submitted as a staff action of what was then called ACSFOR, Assistant

Chief of Staff for Force Development. Almost before we knew it, the ACSFOR

chief was ready to send back a letter saying, "No, don't do this. We don't

like it; we don't want any second class graduates among honor graduates."

It was an absolute turn-down. This started a whole series of coincidences,

and most of the rest of this story is a story of how many times this program

almost died completely, and by chance circumstances was revived.

In this instance the revival was exccomplished by the fact that General

Johnson had been promoted and was serving as the DCSOPS. We got word to

him, and he went to his colleague in ACSFOR and pleaded. He was able to
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secure a change of the endorsement, which simply authorized CGSC to conduct

the honors program for I year on a trial basis. It was a very guarded and

limited approval at best. But it was at least authorization to proceed.

School year 1963-64 was now ready to commence, and we announced to the

students that we ware going to have an honors program. We told them it

was accredited at the master's degree level, and we were seeking legisla-

tive authority for the program. I guess we implied that we thought we

would get it. Bruce Koch and I sat down and wrote from scratch the first

version of what is now the "Reference Book Research and Thesis." We

had also by this time made the decision with respect to the title of the

degree. It was Johnny Johnson who insisted that we have both Art and

Science in the degree title. So, he is the one who was responsible for
•4AS. For reasons that we did not foresee at the tizme, it was a very 1

fortunate choice, the reason being that it was a degree title that was not

used by anyone else. That became crucial as time went along.

The program began in 1963-64, and there were 19 officers who completed

the program in the first year. At the end of the year, we gave them a

fancily engraved certificate which said that they had completed all the

requirements that were a prerequisite to the degree. That is all that

is said.

School year 1964-65 commenced, and in October the trio of Lemley,

Koch and Birrer went to San Francisco to attend the annual meeting of the

American Council on Education. At the annual reception for the entire

meeting, I was standing that night along side Lemley and Koch, and I noted

a person coming in. I said to the General, "Gosh, there's Ed Katzenbach."
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Again, I need to back up a moment. In the 2 years immediately before this,

Katzenbach had been occupying the position of Assistant Secretary of Defense,

Education. By virtue of the Pentagon arrangements, that office is involved

in any Congressional action having to do with schools. Katzenbach had made

a visit out here 5 or 6 months 'previously when we were talking about this

progrm, and he let it be known through his colleagues that as long as he

had anything to do with it, this notion of CGSC acquiring degree-granting

authority was completely out of the question.

Back to the San Francisco affair. Within a month before the meeting,

Katzenbach had resigned his position as Assistant Secretary of Defense,I Education, and moved over to head a major sub-elezoent in the American

Council of Education, the very largest of all the educational organizations.

An I said, I looked up and said, "Gosh there's Ed Katzenbach." General

Lemley took off across the room, obviously as a man with a purpose; Bruce

and I followed along, maybe sensing that there was going to be trouble

in River City. I saw this animated conversation. I Just heard glimpses

of it, but I did hear a snatch which sounded something like, "You never

would have done it had I still been there." That was Katzenbach's response.

I had to suppose what had happened heretofore. With that, the conversation

ended.

Befora the night was over, I was called by an Air Force officer who was

in that DOD office where Katzenbach had been the chief. He said, "I've got

to see you right away." We agreed we would meet at breakfast; this was

late at night. He said, "You know your boss told Ed Katzenbach Lhat he

awarded 19 master's degrees." Of course, I don't really know what Harry

Lemley told him, but I was careful to point out to the Colonel what really
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had happened at Leavenworth. He said, "I can tell you that there is going

to be trouble about this. Ed Katzenbach won't take this lying down, and I

anticipate that there are going to be difficulties."

There certainly were difficulties, because it was only a short time

thereafter that the Assistant Secretary of Defense, Manpowaer, Norman Paul,

published a memorandum dealing with degree-granting authority. It specifi-

cally prohibited the granting of any degrees without the approval of his

office. The last sentence of that memorandum added that this prohibition

specifically applied to the US Army Command and General Staff College. I

know absolutely that memorandum was the result of a Katzenbach telephone

call to Norman Paul.

I should have said, also, that we had made one decision for 1964-65.

We were going to drop the term "Honors Program," because we found out that

it caused some trouble. We were now going to call it the Graduata Program.

Now the scene shifted back-to Washington. The question was how to get

the degree-granting authority? The situation had also changed, since

Harold K. Johnson had become the Army Chief of Staff. The problem Johnny

had was how to get around this Paul memorandum. We knew a federal policy

on degree granting had been published in 1955. it was a policy which had

been worked out by the US Office of Education in conjunction with the

American Council on Education. After generally describing the undesirability,

in principle, of federal institutions getting involved in degree granting, this

paper established some procedures that would pertain for any such proposal.

Later, I found out that the policy had been written by people who had the

clear intent to write a set of procedures which were so restrictive that no

one would ever again try out this scheme.
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Q: Why did they do that, sir? Were they afraid of federal institutions

taking money or business, so to speak, away from civilian institutions?

A: No, I don't think that is the point at all. I think that at the time

there was a tremendous concern about federal "control" of education. From

that you can conclude that the thing to do is to keep government completely

out of education. I don't think it necessarily follows, but I think it

was the major motivation.

Harold K. Johnson found the policy, and in a conversation with Norman

Paul and the Secretary of the Army, he got into this business. It was

agreed that the only way to do this was for DA to follow this procedure,

which provided that, if the Office of Education felt the proposal had merit,

they would appoint a special ad hoc committee to investigate the proposal.

After an approach by the Army to the Commissioner of Education, an informal

memorandum came back with the following sentence: "I feel quite sure,

however, that the subject proposed would not receive favorable action if

such a review were carried out. As you know, legislation would be necessary,

and in m: opinion, the National Commission on Accrediting, and the American

Council of Education would oppose the proposed legislation." This was

4 written by the Associate US Commissioner of Education, Dr. Wayne 0. Reed.

When Mr. Paul 3ot this back, he sent it to the Secretary of Army, Stephen

Ailes, with a comment. "In view of Dr. Reed's memorandum, it does not aooear

that the climate is favorable for the attainment of the Army's goal." I

think that is a mild understatement.

School year 1964-65 was now history, and in the fall of 1965, the North

Central Association wrote the college and advised us that unless we had
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Sachieved degree..granting authority by the first of March, 1966, their annual

Ifmeetinp day, they were going to withdraw our accreditation. We really

S¢0t1d not quarrel with NCA about this. They had made some real overtures

to help us, and we just had not come through. General Lemley got this

letter and kept it secret for a while. Two or three months went by before

he showed it to me. It should be noted that the North Central Association

itself was severely criticized by its counterparts for having granted accredi-

tation to a program not in existence. It was not very long after that, Just

a few years, that all the accrediting agencies wrote into their manual a

requirement that no program would even be evaluated unless it was in opera-

tion. Things looked pretty grim at this point. The Associate ComLissioner

of Education had essentially said, "It doesn't seem to me it'll work." The

Assistant Secretary of Defense for Manpower had said, "It's not a good

climate." Out here, we continued to run tne program with 20 or so people

each year, without much of anything in the way of a reward except a hope and

a promise.

It was almost a dead issue until another revival came along. This time

it happened, because at Lyndon Johnson's 1966 State of the Union Message,

Harold K. Johnson happened to be seated next to the newly appointed Secre-

tary of Health, Education and Welfare, John Gardner. Johnny had a chance

to speak with Gardner about this, and Gardner's response was that it did

not seem preposterous, and he would at least go back and review the HEW

position. He did, and it was not very long before he sent Johnny a little

note which read, "It seems to me likely that a formal review committee

would not recomend such action be taken, and I cannot recommend to you

that you initiate the process." He waa referring to the process of the 1955

policy.
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] By now Lemley had departed and had become the DCSOPS. He had taken with

"him as his assistant Colonel Arthur Olsen, who had followed Bruce Koch as the

director of the program. One Saturday morning in the early fall of 1966,

General Lemley called General Mike Davison, the Commandant, and said it was

time to re-open the matter of the authorization for the degree (not the

legislative authority). While the degree matter certainly wasn't under the

DCSOPS' charter, it was under his personal charter with Johnson. He asked

Davison to appoint me as the action/project officer. He wantid to have me

there Monday morning. Of course, that started the next set of affairs.

I went up there, and in the DCSOPS office itself, amidst very fancy

surroundings, I was given a large collection of documents pertaining to

this whole proposal. It was just a mish-mash to start with. I spent someJI

time trying to sort out the papers, trying to figure out where we were. I

discovered that Lemley had decided that the legislative approach was a loser.

He had been able to more or less convince Johnson to Publish an execu-

tive order; but as I rehd through the documents, it was clear to me that would

be a tragic mistake. I just could not believe that would work. The Paul

memorandum seemed to be very explicit, and to argue that it did not apply

because the program in question had been started before the Paul memorandum

seemed to me a very thin reed on which to hang. I said, "No, that's not the

way to go about it. The way to go about it is to go through the HEW review

process. That's the only way it's ever going to happen. Moreover," I said,

"what we have to do is not only get through that, but we've got to get the

concurrence of the American Council on Education, and finally the concur-

rence of the budget office. If we get all of those things and then request

the legislation, we might be successful."
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Art Olsen and I talked Lemley out of his idea. I think to this day he

maintains that he was right, that no legislation was really required. He

may be right in a legal sense, but as a practical matter, he is dead wrong.

We have talked about this a good many times.

In due time, I was commuting to Washington every couple of weeks. We

decided to go to the Office of Education with a formal request that we ini-

tiate this set of procedL.'es. This meant we had to go through the Pentagon

layers, the DOD; and the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Education; every-

body got into this thing. Fverybody could say no; nobody could say yes.

This was my introduction to what life must be really like for an action

officer in the pentagon. Suffice it to say th.t in February 1967 we were

informed that the Office of Education would indeed energize the 1955 policy;

that is to say, they would appoint the committee. Art Olsen got an appoint-

ment with them for me; he called up and unad Lemley's office. That's how

we did this sort of thing; he made the appointment and I would show up.

I found myself talking to Mr. Peter Muirhead in February 1967 because

Muirhead was going to be the one that really did it. I think his title was

Associate Commissioner for Higher Education under the whole banner of the

US Office of Education, HEW. I had with me some abstracts of theses that

had been prepared at Fort Leavenworth, some of the reference books, and

some of our instructional materials. It was a late afternoon; I know

Mr. Muirhead was behind schedule. I felt at the time I started, "He's

being courteous enough to listen, but this is a real loser." The conver-

sation extended over about an hour and a half or so, and I left very
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comfortable with Mr. Muirhead's reaction. It seemed to me that we were

going to get a fair shake. We talked about what the ad hoc committee was

really going to do; from him I learned that there were going to be three

questions. These can be described very succinctly as the question of rneed,

uniquenelsa, and quality. As a matter of fact, if you read the 1955 policy

statement tlat I referred to earlier, you will find that those are three

of the four criteria which are specified. The fourth criteria was freedom

of inquiry, or something like that. It was agreed; he told me, "I'll proceed

to have the committee appointed, and you'll be informed in due time."

Not very long after that, we were given a xequest from a staff member

of HEW who wan going to be with the committee; they wanted some documents

and materials to be provided. Actually, the message had come to Fort Leaven-

worth during one of my frequent visits to Washington, and when I came back,

the documents were prepared already. On the basis of my conversation with

Mulrhead, I thought they were not going to cut it. I went to Mike Davison

and said how I thought they should be done. This got to be very touchy

because Wilson's successor, Arthur Schutz, was the director of the program.

Suffice it to jay my view prevailed and we produced a study which w~s called

"The Special Report to the Ad Hoc Committee."

In due time I took copies to Washington and met with the Administrative

staff that was going to come to Fort Leavenworth with ýhe ad hoc committee.

I secured the names of the other members and I gave them copies of the papers

I had brought with me. We also had some discuissions with respect to what

the agenda would be like. These were in much the same form that I had gone

through in the original North Central discussion with Dr. Gates a good many

years before.
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On this trip to Washington, I was back in Lemley's oZfice talking with

Art Olsen and him. The conversation got around to whether there was any-

SliLnk, elue we could do. I uaid, "There's only one other thing that T

think we 'right do. If you read the 1955 policy, there is a suggestion in

there that a degree-granting institution ought to have somebody that pro-

tects the public interest ir, their governing structure." I went on to say

that in the academies they satisfied this requirement by Boards of Visitors,

or something like that. I said we probably should have an advisory commit-

tee. It was agreed that Harry Lemley would talk to Harold K. Johnson about

this, and see if we could get some kind of documentation in hand by the time

the comm!itte arrived which would indicate that we were going to take that

action. Indeed, on the day that the committee arrived, we received a message

from the Chief of Staff which established the Advisory Committee.

On the 17th and 18th of April, 1967, the special ad hoe committee from

the Office of Education arrived. The members were: Dr. Herbert Rhodes, the

graduate dean of the University of Arizona; Di. David Feldman, Professor of

Political Science at Wisconsin and long-time activist in the American Associ-

ation of University Professors; Dr. Orin Cornett, vice president for long-

range planning Gallaudet College, the federnlly funded special school in

Washington, D.C. for the deaf (Cornett had been a long-time career profes-

sional in the United States Office of Education); Dr. Jame" Nickerson, the

president of Minnesota State College; and as it turned out, probably the

most significant of all, Mr. John Proffitt, who at that time was the Assis-

tant Director of the National Committee on Accrediting That is one of the
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constituent agencies of the American Council on Education. The committee

secretary was Mr. William Gescheider from the Bureau of Higher Education.

What I did not know at the time was that ACE had proposed the member-

ship. What I am about to record, I subsequently was told by Mr. Proffitt

himself. Mr. Proffitt was not an original nominee, but when the original

nominee declined for personal reasons, his boss called him in and said, "We'd

like to have you serve on this committee. We're going to get this matter

disposed of once and for all." John Proffitt said, "I don't start with any

great heartburn about this matter. If you want me to go out and listen,

I'll do that and use my judgment. But if you're telling me that there's a

directed verdict, get somebody elsm." Obviously, when put in that form,

the guy had to back off and say, "John, you go use your judgment." The

point I am trying to make is that ACE carefully picked the jury that they

felt very confidently would shoot this proposal down and get rid of it

once and for all. I did not know this, of course, at the time.

The comission arrived, and we set up an agenda that I had proposed

and followed with the board of visitors before. It was clear that the

special report had essentially been studied and had exploded a great many of

the criticisms. By mid-afternoon it became clear that we had turned this

committee completely around. To indicate how certain we were of it, the

morning of the second day of their visit, there had been a long-term plan

which would take the Commandant and four or five of the rest of us down to

the Air University on a 2-day visit. I went to Orin Cornett, who had bedn

designated as the Chairman at a very lovely dinner on the Monday evening of

their first day. I essentially said, "Orin, General Davieon and four or
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Eive of us are geared up to go to the Air University; we don'.t want to go

if you need us or if you th'nk we should stay." He said, "I see no reason

why you should stc.y; I think you ought to just go as planned. We just

don't need you anymore." So, we went off to Air University as planned.

The only question that the committee had raised was in terms of a

recommendation. They had a number of suggestions which they thought would

improve the program, and indeed, as I remember it, most of these were items

that we said we were going to do anyway. The only really specific thing

that came from them was a recommendation that we have some outside examiners

on our thesis committee. It was this suggestion which led to what later be-

came entitled our Consulting Faculty Program. That is the specific beginning

point.

When the report was issued a few weeks later (and we got copies of it),

HEW simply contented itself with approving the committee report. The commit-

tee report indorsed the proposal that we be granted degree-granting authori-

ty; more precisely, we had satisfied the criteria which were specified in

the 1955 policy. I think that's important. Those criteria were need,

uniqueness, quality, and freedom of inquiry. That is what they had been

told to examine; they said, "We ha':e tested them out; they satisfy the

criteria."

The next step in .the process was to get the concurrence of the American

Council on Education, even though the 1955 policy did not require that we do

this. When the Judge Advocate School was engaged in their abortive effort

to acquire degree-granting authority, the legislation had been enacted by

the House, but when it got to the Senate, the American Council on Education
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had appeared in open hearing and protested. The committee people had said,

"We're never going to have that again. We're never even going to consider

one of these unless you get ACE's indorsement."

I soon found myself one day in Ihe office of the ACE president,

Dr. Logan Wilson. Dr. Wilson had on several occasions expressed his general

i disapproval of federal degree-granting authority. I had an ace in the hole,

because I had a copy of the AA oQ committee's report. My petition to

Dr. Wilson was simply, "Doctor, all we're asking is that you view our request

in the context that your organization in con'unction with Office of Education

established the policy and published it; you established the criteria and

the process to be followed. We have done that; we have met the test. Now

in good faith, it seems to us that you should agree." I might add I still

think that is a perfectly reasonable affair. Wilson, however, declined to

handle the matter himself. I am sure he could have if he wanted to, but he

decided he would submit the pronosal to ACE's Commission on Federal Rpla-

tions, which did what its name implied.

This was an unexpected threat; we did n-.t know quite what to do about

this. But I got a copy of the commission roster, and I saw the name of a

man that I knew a little bit about. His name was John King; I had met him

when he was the president of Emporia State College in Kansas. I knew that

John had left Emporia. He had been up to visit us a couple of times, and

I knew he was favorably impressed with what Leavenworth was about. He had

left Emporia and had gone to Wyoming. He got in trouble over there, because

he did not want that to become a football machine; John King was a Professor
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of Education at Southern Illinois. I called John up and I told him the

story. I said, "John, what am I getting into?" His response was tremendous.

I Ile said, "I'm a member of that committee. I think it's important that we go

up and see those pcople before the actual commission meeting." And I said

"j "I'll go with you." He said, "Oh, no, you better not do that. I'll meet

you there, because I can arrange to have myself up there at their expense."

John King and I met in Washington, and we mat with the staff member,

"" who was the action agent for this commission and two 6f his people. We

answered all their questions to his satisfaction. The commission itself

was going to meet a couple of weeks later, and John was going to come back

to the meeting. We thought that everything was taken care of. When the

commission met, it gave us a clean bill of health.

Logan Wilson was still not satisfied. I'm sure he was really concerned

about the precedent; I can't believe that he ever really examined the speci-

fic proposal on its own merits. He chose the very unusual action of refer-

ring the recommendation of his Commission on Federal Relations to ACE's

Board of Directors. This process just kept going on. The Board of Directors

considered this in, January 1968, and they adopted a statement which said,

"ACE interposes no objection." Later, one of the members of the Board of

Directors told me that this became a bitter quarrel, because the minority

memebers of the Board said this was not playing the game squarely. They

argued, "We've gone through all this; we ought to approve the proposal.

But that's not quite how it came out. In any event, in January 1968 we had

an official statement from ACE that said they did not object.
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In the course of these several months, we had'actually drafted the

Congressional bill and I had gotten acquainted with the legislative liaison

people and found out how that thing worked. They provided the technical

business of legislative terminology, and I was providing the general frame-

work of what the bill should may. Throughout this period, I had a very broad

charter, or at least I chose to act that way. As I understood it, the mission

was to get the project through. I would Just come back and report, and

whenever I had to go to Washington, I would go again. That was the way

it was done. During most of 1967-..68, it was almost a full-time job.

Getting the necessary clearance from the Bureau of Budget was no problem;

there were no monetary expenses involved. In March 1968, there was a hearing

before one of the subcommittees of the Committee on Armed Services. Prior

to the hearing, the permanent staff member of the subcommittee had provided

us a list of so-called "20 questions." They were very good questions; in

fact they dealt with the rationale, the process, the specific procedures, and

required a whole lot of information about the program. On the day of this

hearing, I accompanied General Davison, and he made an opening statement which

I had drafted and had approved by the Office of the Chief of Legislative

Liaison. That's how you do this kind of thing I found out. There were a

few questions asked, not very many; all were very pleasant. One of the

members of the coimittee was Richard Schweiker, the Senator from Pennsyl-

vania. He prefaced hia questions with the statement that he was concerned

about people getting education at government expense and then leaving the

service quickly. He asked us what were the obligations for students at
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CGSC and for those in the degree program. You know, I did not know and

neither did Mike Davison. The hearing was soon over, and I had not said

a thing. I had sat there and had provided a couple of scraps of infor-

mation in terms of notes to Davison as committee members were posing

questions. When I could see what was happening, I would slip him a note.

The sub-committee chairman was ready to recess the hearing. There had

been no objections; it was clear that this was routine.

But the chairman surprised me by saying something like, "General

Davison, I note that sitting along side of you is a member of your staff.

I sense that he's probably been very actively engaged in this program, and

we would like to hear from him." Then he just shifted his gaze a little

bit and said, "Would you first tell us your name and a little bit about

yourself, and then we'd be interested in your comments." This was completely

unexpected. I had been making speeches all my life, but in many respects

this was the best one I'd ever made. Not bezause it was the shortest, but

I happened to put into words not only what I believed but what I think are

the important points.

I gave my name, and stated that I had been in the program. Then I said,

"I do think this is a very important matter, and we certainly request your

approval." I went on to say, "Not primarily because of the reward to the

eventual recipients of the degree, although to be sure they are deserving

of an award and this is an appropriate one, but more especially because the

existence of a legitimate degree in Military Art and Science gives tangible

claim to what we proclaim and believe-namely that there is a scholastic
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A discipline associated with the military profession, that we will call

Military Art and Science. Moreover, for that part of the profession or

the discipline which pertains to the Army in the field, the CGSC people

are the real pros in the business." All this took about three minutes.

When I was asked a few days later on behalf of the Army to review the

written record and make any corrections of fact, or whatever, I looked

over what I had caid and decided that if I had sat down and thought it out

very carefully in advance, I probably would not have maid iý as well.

On 6 May 1968 the bill was passed by the House by acclaim. I believed

and, to my knowledge, everyone else believed the matter was done; we had

done it, we thought. So much so that I-remember saying to Art Olsen,

"There is one more thing we ought to do before we break up the Lemley-

Olsen-Birrer trio; we ought to have prepared the necessary implementing

document or directive from DA; let's get it written the way we want it,

so they can issue it." We agreed we would get to it.

But it did not work out that way at all, because the Senate just did

not act. Nothing we were able to do would cause the Senate Armed Services

Committee to consider the proposal. Why was this so? There are probably

three reasons. It was a pretty small matter in a very busy legislative

year; that's part of it, but I don't think it's that significant; they

could have dispensed with this whole thing in an hour if they wanted.

At the same time, a kind of a vendetta had grown up between the House

Armed Services Committee and the Senate Committee to the Point thAt th0V

just were not considering each other's bills. We got caught in that

conflict. And then more especially, we ran into serious opposition in the
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person of Mr. Braswell, the Chief Counsel of the Senate Armed Services

Committee, who simply was opposed.

What we thought was a clear-cut victory ended in a no-contest defeat;

and in due time that Congress adjourned, and with it ended all unenacted

legislation. There now ensued a period of, I guess, about five years of

great discouragement. All this time we had continued, surprisingly, each

year with a number of people in the program, producing some good studies.

We had worked out use of the consulting faculty. The advisory committee

continued to meet each year, and each year they would endorse what they

saw about the program, and lament the failure to acquire the degree-granting

authority. But really nothing much happEned. We had lost our champion;

Johnson was no longer the Chief of Staff. Westmoreland wasn't really

interested in the program. Maybe it was our fault.

Q: Are you saying it was our fault in not explaining it to him?

A: We had not explained it in a persuasive enough way. I don't even know

that we really tried. Mike Davison had now left, and John Hay took a smaller

interest in the affair. It just seemed like nobody cared except maybe the

students who had been and were in the program, Ivan Birrer (I really didn't

have anything to do with it you see; T was not in charge of it) and the

Director, who by now was George Garman. He would have had the position

from 1970-74.

There were several people, however, who played key roles in keeping

this flickering hope alive. Our first white knight was Bob Dole. He was

a new senator in Kansas, and he came back to Leavenworth shortly after his

election. We arranged to have him come out
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and spend a little time out at CGSC--an hour or so. We had a chance to

say something to him about the legislation, and he expressed an interest

in it. The people in OCL saiJ, "Look, we can't get the proposals through

the Pentagon hierarchy again." In due time, however, we got the bill

redrafted, and it was agreed that the only way we were going to get this

done was to have Senator Dole do it. The Commandant took seriously his

prohibition against lobbying; the actual contact was made by my wife.

Through a chance set of circumstances she had become the Leavenworth

County co-chairman of the "Dole for Senate Coamittee." She had gotten

into this, because a couple of years before, after an examination Dole had

seen Zit to award my son an academy appointment. When he got ready to run

for the Senate, he called up and asked her to help. He couldn't ask me, of

course; I was under the cover of the Hatch Act. We knew one night that

Dole was going to be at the Virginia Inn, meeting with citizens in Topeka.

So, Jo and I drove over and took the proposition with us. The official

story is, "She had the conversation; she gave him the documents; and he

said he'd introduce them" He contacted his friend, Barry Goldwater, and

for the next two Congresses Dole and Goldwater would promptly at the

start of the legislation introduce the bill. This would again keep this

very dim thing barely surviving.

During the period from 1968 up Lhrough 1974, the House Committee took

the stand, "Don't bother us with this thing again; we've approved it.

We'll approve it again any time you get the Senate tu enact it; Just send

it to us and it'll be pro forms.." Thus, the target was the Senate.
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Senator Russell, who was influenced by his chief counsel Mr. Braswell,

was obviously the obstacle to start with. One of the last things that

Harol.d K. Johnson did before his retirqment was to arrange a private

luncheon with Senator Russell for the specific purpose of trying to

persuade him to support the proposal. Johnny wrote me a note and said,

"I'm sorry, I just couldn't do it. I just wasn't able to change the

Senator's mind." But Russell died so Senator Stennis became the obstacle

to cross.

During one of the advisory committee meetings, the members got into

a serious discussion of what could they do to help. A couple of them

came into my office and called the then (I think) President Emeritus of

the University of Wyoming, Dr. Humphrey8, because they knew that

Dr. Humphreys had been a long-time personal friend of Senator Stennis.

This got to be a tricky little business, too, because how were we going

to get Humphreys into the act and keep it legal? We agreed that we would

invite Humphreys to come here as a recognized consultant on graduate

programs. He came, and we paid his way under this set of terms. Meanwhile,

he knew why we really wanted him to come to Fort Leavenworth, because the

committee had told him that we wanted '-im, if he could do it in good

conscience, to go to Washington on our behalf.

As I was taking him back to the airport (before KCI opened), we

sparred around in this converstion. Finally, I just had to say, "Dr.

Humphreys, what can you do to help us?" I think he had been enjoying the

ring-sparing I had been doing. He said, "I think I could go to Washington

and t.lk to my friend John Stennis, and maybe I could do you some good."
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We arranged to have that trip paid for by the Henry Leavenworth AUSA

Chapter, so we could not be criticized for using government money. He

went by the name of Duke, and he was great old guy in his 70's. He went

back; he had a luncheon and long conversation with his very close, long-

time friend and associate; then he wrote us a report. He said "You might

be able to do this, but it's not going to be easy. There is certainly a

lot of built-in inertia, if indeed not hidden opposition, and John S inis

is very reluctant to champion this thing. After all, Wt's not a very

vote-making affair." That was the essence of it.

So, Duke tried; Dole and Goldwater, as I said, kept introducing the

bill. It finally got to the point that in late 1973 the Assistant Secretary

of Defense, Education, wrote out here and said they proposed to withdraw

their endorsement. They had long since ceased to champion it, but now

they were going to pull back evezn further. In short, it seemed certain

to me in 1973 that we simply had struck out. Personally, I had turned my

attention to the very exciting buainess of the new 1974-75 curriculum

which I have already talked about. I had really written this off.

Then a very unexpected thing happened. What I am about to say now,

I have not seen documented, but I was told by the officer concerned. The

guy from OCLL who was the chief contact with the Senate was a Colonel

Rufus Smith. Smith's version of the story is that one day early in 1974

then Senator Hughes of Iowa, who had already announced that he would not

run for re-election, said in a conversation with Colonel Smith something

to the effect that he realized mhat he, Hughes, had been troublesome for

the Army on the Senate Armed Services Committee. But he venteLd Smith to
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know this was a role he had been assigned to play, that he really was not

a bad guy, and that he was in a sense free from any obligations, because

he was not going to run again. As evidence of his good will, he was pre-

pared to do a couple of things for the Army before his term expired. At

the time he was told this, Colonel Smith knew (maybe he already had orders)

that he was coming to Leavenworth to join the College faculty. It was

anotlier one of those chance affairs! His immediate response to Senator

Hughes was, "Thank you, Senator. I'll remember this, and you may hear

from me." He happened to pass along the essence of this conversation in

a tele,.phone conversation with the Deputy Commandant, Ben Harrison. Ben

said, "My God, Rufus, tell you what to do. Take out that MMAS proposal!

It doesn't cost anybody anything. It can be done, and get the Senator

to do this." I guess Rufus' next response was that he would try.

I can't really t& tify as to what all went on. Al'. I can really t2ll

you is what I read later in the Congressional Record. When the Departm.,t

of Defense appropriations bill was under consideration on the floor of the

Senate, not the committse, and at a time when Senator Stennis had left the

Senate Chamber (I think he had just been presiding, but he had left apd

somebody else was in the presiding chair), Senator Hughes rose and moved

to amend the Defense Appropriation Bill by ta:: - iclusion of this original

M11AS legislation. If you read the account, it's clear that this was a very

carefully programmed action as evidenced by the quick support rising to

speak on behalf of the legislation. Those saying very appropriate things,

which they really could not have done on the spur of the moment, were

Senatirs Dole.. Strom Thurmond, Barry Goldwater, and another one or two.
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By voicc vote the ammandment was approved.

The very next day, the phones &t Leavenworth began to ring, and we

began to be questioned by DOD, TRADOC, DA, and OCLL. All began calling

out here asking questions about the program and its prospects. The

Director of the MMAS program, George Garman, was witnin a mouth or so of

retiring, aad indeed, I think at this particular time he was away on leave.

So, his deputy began to get these questions. It had already been agreed

that the deputy was going to move down and join me a month or so later in

my department. George KuykAndahl realized that maybe we had something in

hard here, but there were too many people about to get Into this pie. He

went to Ben Harrison and said, "General, I think what you'd better do is

designate Ivan Birrer as the projcct officer for this legislation. He

knows more about it than anybody else, and we used to have somebody on it."

Ben saw me that afternoon, and the specific question that had come up was,

what was going to be the reaction of the US Office of Education about the

proposal? The specific quection that Ben asked me was whether I thought

I could 'manage"f the Office of Education. I said "Well I'l1 certainly try,

and I think I have a chance. The reason I think I have a chance is that

I remember seeing just a short while ago that an old friend of mine named

John Proff£tt" (that's the same person we talked about before), has moved

to HEW, and he is occupying the post which I think will establish the

position of the Office of Education." So again, I got a mission order:

"Go get this matter taken care of."

I went back to Washington, and I took with me the excerpts of each of

the Advisory Committee reports having to do with MMAS since the ad hoc
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committee from the Office of Education, on which John Proffitt had servedi

had visited Fort Leavenworth in April 1967. I also took abstracts of our

these. I called on John's office; we had become quite friendly during

this original conmittee report, and while the legislation was under active

consideration, I had seen him subsequently on an occasion or two. I was

greeted as a friend, and we talked for a while. I kind of camouflaged why

I was there; it was as if I were sort of stumbling in. I think he always

knew better, but I didn't ask him. He said, "It's very timely that you're

here, Ivan, because I've been asked to respond to the House Committee.

The question is, dons our endorsement of your proposal still hold, or will

we insist upon going through the original 1955 policy review?" I left

there with John Proffitt promising me that the next day he would send a

note to the Hotse Committee saying that the Office of Education's endorse-

ment still pertained. I went by OCLL and told them this; they said,

"That's great! Don't worry about it." I came home, and by the time I got

back Colonel Rufus Smith had joined the faculty.

The Apprtpriatiuns Bill that year got caught up into a real conflict

now between the Senate aad the House over, I believ3, a question of force

strength, with Senator Stennis on the one hand and Congresaman Hebert on

the other. In any event, Congress went on its Fourth of July recess without

handling this. The point is that they had to have a conference now to re-

cincile these two positions, but Rufus Swth said, "No problem about your

amendment; no one's going to object to this." But the matter kept going on,

and on. Several weeks went by, and occasionally Rufus would call and say,
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"No, not yet." Then on one day I remember so very well, ho was coming

down the hall, and I stopped him and said, "Rufus, what have you heard

taecently?" He said, "I haven't had a report in some time. Let me come

in and use your phone, and I'll call the old office." He did this, and

I was listening to his part of the conversation, and was hearing enough

to realize ':here was more trouble. When the conversation was over, he

told me that the problem they had ran into was completely unexpected.

The long-time House Parliamentarian had retired and had been replaced by
"a new person. The House of Representatives has a rule that says that

no non-germane a-endment can be added to a piece of legislation which is

initiated in the House of Representatives. That rule had been in effect

for years, and nobody had bothered about it. But to our horror, the new

man had elected to follow the rule. It came down to this MMAS thing,

which did not have anything to do with the Defense Appropriation Bill of

1975. I had had some lows before, but that night when I went home I guess

that was my lowest low, because we were so certain we had won, and now we

had loot again--cnd on a technicality!

General Harrison was away. He came back the next morning and we told

him the sad story. Ben pulled out kind of the last stop; he called his

old childhood friend, Congressman Sonny Montgomery. Montgomery was very

proud of the fact that he was a Leavenworth graduate, and he was on the

Committee. Ben told him what happened. I gues he said he would try, but

he was not very optimistic. He said, "This is a very touchy business when

we start overriding rulings of the Parliamentarian." I don't understand

all of that--I just know that he said, "If we can pull it off without
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anybody malting too much of it, we'll ry." I didn't hold my breath.

But it was managed. Somehow or other, they overrode the ruling of

the Parliamentarian, and the bill went through. As I like to tell the story,

while history will record 5 August 1974 as being famous for the day that

then-Presidcnt Nixon released the tapes that showed irrevocably that he

knew something about the cover-up, I will remember the 5th of August 1974

because that is the date they signed the military authorization appropriation

bill, and now CGSC had its long-sou3ht degree-granting authority.

The legislation as enacted was essentially as uritten earlier, but not

quite precisely, the same, since it started *3ut by saying, "Under regulations

prescribed by the Secretary of the Army, and with the approval of a nationally

rerognized civilian accrediting association, the commandant may.... ," and

ic goes on to say, "Grant the degree." What that meant was that the Secretary

of the Army was going to prescribe some regulations, but that these regula-

Lions would have to have the approval of the acciediting association, which

was the North Central Association. As you can tmderstand, I had established

close liaison with the staff cfficer in DCSPER who had handled the legislation,

and so I ctlled him. I said "The next thing we've got to have is reguilations.

I have a proposal to make. That if we draft them, get them approved by the

regional accredlting agency, and brizmg them up to you for your approval and

publication," Obviously he said "That's great. You just do it that way."

The target now was to comply with the law.

Another issue now came up, and the issue was what was to be my part in

this. General Harrison had said, "Ivan, you're the director of the program."

This caused Mike Sanger (Director of the Department of Strategy) some real
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concern, and we had a pretty painful hour one morning in Harrison's office.

4! 1 simply argued, "We've got to get the accreditation, and thnt'b going to be

h- difficult. It's a lot neater package, and I'm in a lot stronger position

if I bargain with North Central in terms of my being the director of the

program, than if I am in some other capacity and somebody lise is going

to run it. If I'm go!mg to do the bargaining, I'd better be the director."

"Mike had to acknowledge the validity of the argument. He did not like it,

but he reluctantly said, "I can understand that." So, it was agraed that

would be the way we would start out. Interestingly enough, about four

months went by, and Mike wrote a memorandum to the deputy commandant which

said that he would like to have it made a matter of record that my being
I

the director was an arrangement which was a temporary one and that upon

completion of the accreditation cycle, which I had forecast to be probably

three years, circuustances would be such that we could go back to the.

original scheme. Harrison wrote on his little persoial memo a hand-

written note in which he sail, "We will make this a mental note. I want

the files expunged. Certainly, we don't want to give the impression that

Ivan is the director only to get accreditation." Harrison left, and Sanger

left, and that matter, of course, never raised its head again.

Q: Wasn't Colonel Sanger a close friend of yours?

A:' Yes. Mike may well have believed that was appropriate for reasons

I don't know. It had nothing to do with us personall-,; Mike and I remained

good friends. He perhaps believed that the director ought to be somebody

who wore a uniform; I don't know. But in any event that never surracL-e

again. I don't think it will now.
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We were now ready to start the accreditation process once again. From

Cushman and Harrisor, I had nothing but a mission order. I would like to

say again, as I have said to you before, that for this whole year I am

about to describe, I have never had such great support. I wrote memorandums

:I for Record, and I sent them in for information; I always got them back with

a "C" and an "H" on them. I never was told to do anything, and with one

exception, at the end of this process, I was never told not to do anything.

Before going back to the North Central Association, I first flew out to

Fort Hays to call on a Dr. Cal Harbin. Harbin had been a member of the

consulting faculty working for George Garman for three or four years, and

also I knew that he had occupied some key roles in the North Central

Association. So, I flew out to see Cal and sought his advice; his advice

was simply to request that our preliminary accreditation be reinstated.

lie said, "Just go up there and do it on that basis." I arranged an appoint-

ment with the designated staff member at North Central, and I took with me

two documents. One was a request over Cushman's signature that they

re-establish our accreditation which had been withdrawn in 1966. Secondly,

I took a proposed directive which would presumably emit from the Department

of the Army to us, and I had a place for their concurrence, much as we do

with a staff paper. I really did not expect to be successful on the first

point, but I thought I would play it that way. I did not anticipate what

I ran into, however, on the second point, I will deal with it first.

Remember the legislation says, and I will paraphrase, "Under regulations

approved by the North Central Association." A staff member, Randall

Thomp.son, pointed out to me that the North Central Association did not
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approve degree-granting regulations, the wording of the Congress notwith-

standing. They accredit institutions. Moreover, this was no light matter

with him. What made this such a touchy point was that in the year or maybe

t two years immediately proceeding this incident, HEW through some legislation

had put the accrediting agencies in the position of certifying which of

these new proprietary institutions were eligible for government aid. Of

course, this caused the accrediting association all kinds of difficulty.

This notion of approving our degree regulations was subsumed under that

scheme. Randall simply told me, "I can't do this on my own I'll have to

talk to my superiors in NCA with respect to this regulation." I'll come

back to that in a moment.

With respect to the accreditation, however, I was not surprised when

Randy said, "No, we're not going to do what you requested." I didn't think

they would. What we agreed on was that CGSC should go through the accreditaLlon

process, which was a two-step phase-the new terminology being "candidacy"

and "membership." The timetable we worked out to do this, which would be

completed in only two years, represented a great shortening of the usual

scheme--a process expected to take five to seven years. The point I am

making is that while they did not re-establish our accreditation, our

original poation of preliminary accreditation and the fact that we had

maintained the program, and had been reviewed by each advisory committee

did permlt us to est'blish this very favorable timetable.

Not long after that, Randall came down to see us. We sat aruund th1H

table for a couple of hours one afternoon, and finally we worked out a
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paper which I called a Memorandum of Agreement between the North Central

Association on the one hand and the College on the other. This memorandum

which was dated 18 September 1974 acknowledged that the North Central

Ammociation did not approve degree-granting regulations. It went on to say

that what it did do was appraise institutions, and this appraisal included,

obviously, a consideration of the degree-granting processes. Therefore,

what should happen is that we should go through this process, and implicit

in the appraisal and accrediting process was an endorsement of our procedures

which vould comply with the intent of the law. With that, I wrote up a

draft set of degree-granting regulations, which simply prescribed that the

commandant could award our degrees under these terms: a thesis program,

about rO hours. I took the reasons right out of the law. To handle this

matter of approval, I put in the regulation "contingent upon the College

attaining either candidacy or membership status." That tied the two

together.

I took the Memorandum of Agreement and a letter proposing that this

directive be published to Washington and called again on John Proffitt,

for the purpose of getting HEW's chop on the Memorandum for Agreement and

the scheme therein. I think it's a great credit to the institution when

I tell you that because John Proffitt was absent because of an injury on

the morning I had the appointment, we talked over the telephone for a few

minutes and he got his deputy on the line and said, "'This is perfectly

all right; dictate the kind of a paper that Ivan wants and sign it for

me." That was a great compliment, I think, to the institution. With

that done, I flew down to TRADOC Headquarters at Fort Monroe and walked the
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papers through there with an initial indorsement from the Deputy Chief of

Staff and old friend, Colonel Dick Gruenthar. Gruenther was a little bit

troublesome, for he made me go explain this story to the TRADOC Judge

Advocates. That bothered me for an hour or so, but I finally convinced

the lawyer not to get hung up on the legalities here, since we had

bargained in good faith. Then I took the paper and gave it to my friend

in OCLL in DCSPER with the necessary concurrence of HEW, the Memorandum

of Agreement of NCA, and the endorsement from TRADOC. He simply retyped

it and got it issued exactly as I brought it.

Q: Who issued it?

A: It's signed by MG George W. Putman, Jr., Director of Military Personnel

Management, DCSPER, in a letter dated 15 October 1974. Subject: Authority

to Award the Degree of Master of Military Art and Science. I suppose you

could say that on receipt of that document we had locally received the

actual degree-granting authority.

I guess I will run through the accreditation business quickly, because

it does not take too long to tell that story now. We hastily put together

the necessary document for the NCA which described a little bit about

the College and on the basis of which Randall Thompson appointed the

on-site visitation team. In this case his members were: Dr. Don Rousch,

Vice President for Academic Affairs at New Mexico State, as its chairman ;

Dr. Tompkins of Rockhurst; and Dr. Carter of Indiana. Because I was

maintaining close liaison with John Proffitt'd office. he sent along na

advisor in the person of James N. Holley. It nas the first time that
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HEW and a regional accrediting agency had cooperated in a visit. They

were here, as I say, on 6 and 7 January 1975, and had a very pleasant

two days. The NCA rules had changed, so they gave us a copy of the report

almost inmediattly. It was very favorable. They did not have any reserva-

tions whatsoever; they spoke in gloving terms of the College.

In April 1975, Jack Cushman and I appeared before another one of the

review comittees, as I had way back in 1963; again it was a very pleasant

affair. The only difference in the process now was that as soon as it was

over they immediately came out and told us the verdict. There is a certain

built-in interlocking "directorateness" ahout this whole process. I am

simply reflecting the fact that the overall president of the North Central

Association for the school year 1974-75 and the man presiding at the 1975

annual meeting (that is the meeting in which we made our pr..sentation),

was this same Don Rousch who had been the chairman of our visitation

committee. As of the 9th of April 1975, but announced in a letter a

couple of weeks later, the College had attained candidacy, which is an

accrecited status enroute to full membership. We at last rep-.ly had the

authority to grant the degree.

After that, we very promptly began the Vreparation of what the North

"Central AssociatiorL calls "The Institutional Self-Study." The notion is

Lhat this is the docuner.t by which the institution carefully examines

itself and makes its report. Through another fortunate set of circum-

stances, I had acquired another assistant by the name of then-Captain

Alvin D. Officer, a young man with his doctorate in education from the

University of Pittsburgh. I made Al the project officer for collecting
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all the information for the Self-Study. After we got the seven chapters

together, I picked up my pen and made it all read as if it were written

by one person. I might say, referring again to Mike Sanger, the last

thing that Mike did an a matter of duty before his retirement was to

review the whole document and make some suggested changes. Yhere were

none of major concern, but they improved the Self-Study. We then sent

the document forward under the same met of procedures we had previously

worked out, and then we had the second visitation in September 1975.

Meanwhile, even though we had the accreditation in hand, there was

a clear-cut provision that to be accredited somebody had to represent

the public interest. On that basis we went back to DA and requested that

our Advisory Committee be rechartered. The charter had been dropped in

1973 when there was a significant reappraisal of all ad hoc committeec;

unless you could prove that you absolutely had to have them and ware

willing to sign your name and swear away your fortune, you couldn't

keep them. Now we had a built-in case, and we went back and had the

committee rechartered.

In January 1976, we were visited again by the North Central

Association's five-man visitation team, headed by Dr. John Pruis,
?resident of Ball State University. There were four man and one

woman, and the men had all been Navy officers. Once again, it was a

very pleasant two and a half days, and it ended with complete endorse-

ment of our program. •..

Subsequent to that, Ben Harrison and I appeared before the committe

at the annual meeting in Chicago. To show you how this sort of thing
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went, when you went into the committee for one of these meetings, the

chairTnan of your visitation team went along with you. So we were

escorted in by John Pruis, who had become the Vice President of the

"NCA. We met the chairman of the review committee and he was the vice

president of Pruis' University! As you can see, it was a very pleasant

kind of thing. We became a full member, and were fully accredited

.1 with the NCA in April .976. There was only one restriction, and it

was not really a restriction al all. But since they had greatly shortened

the accreditation process, and because it was a new program, by consent

between the team and the Commandant, it was agreed that there would be

a re-evaluation three years hence-not by a full visitation team but

probably by one person. Ordinarily this would have been five years.

I didn't consider that threetening, and I still don't.

That represents the end of the story. What I have not said anything

about is the several things that we had done to the actual conduct of

the program. Let me back up and talk about some of the things that

we did after the legislation was enacted and after we knew we were

going to conduct a program. I suppose, in a sense, this becomes the

rules of MMAS 'a la Birrer. I will tick these off not in order but

rather in terms of things that we worked out over the first year and

with some improvements over the years that followed. The first change

was when we said we would complete the program in the course of the

regular school year. Earlier, officers had been held over for two or

three weeks to complete their thesis. The new rule was that we were

going to have graduation day and that was when we were going to give
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the degrees. And that is It! The second rule we established

(remember this is the firsi- year of the 1974-75 curriculum model, so

we-had the option to do this) was that the thesis would account for

credit for three courses. This was a better trade quantitatively than

earlier candidates had been given. I would not say it was an even

tra4s, but at least it imposed less of an overload.

I also changed rather substantially the function of the consulting

faculty member; my predecessor tended to view the consulting faculty

members as a group, as a body which sat opposite his office, if you will,

and provided in a corporate sense the quality control for the program.

I took an entirely different view; I said, "If the institution has

arrived, if it is as mature as we claim, then its own faculty has to

be the one in charge. We can augment that facu.lty as desirable, but

I am going to deal with the committee chairmau." I got each member of

the consulting faculty in, and said,"while technically you're going to

be assigned to me while you're here, you're going to be detailed to

these several committees, and under the committee you're going to work

for and report to the committee chairman." With one exception they all

said that was the way it should have worked to start with; only one guy,

disagreed as I said. We parted friends, but he did not want to play

by those rules.

With the program now in its fourth year, I am completely convinced

that this was and is the way to do it. We set up the notion of a com-

prehensive examination. I suggested we do it orally, and we did it

that way, with one member from each of the four instructional departments,
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tind with the examination being chaired by the thesiHi committee chairman.

I think we have impioved that over the years by demanding that the

departments give us a list of proposed topics from which the questions

would be chosen.

With respect to the thesis, we developed a system that adds them

automatically to the Defense Docuimentation Collection, and to do so,

we made a few copies for immediate distribution. For the first three

years of this program, I cautioned discretion in terms of immediate

distt"bution. Last summer, General Louisell said, "Let's open thi.

thing up and go blow our horns." This year I am going to encourage

the people that -ake up the distribution roster perhaps to be a little

less modest. We published a collection of abstracts of all these going

back to 1965, the first year of the program. It has had very wide dis-

tribution and has become a much-sought-for document in and out of the

Army, and in and out of the Defense Department.

On the subject of admission, I guess I took a very strange position-

strange from the point of view of my background a long time ago in

measurement. Basically I said, "I am not going to deny any officer at

Leavenworth permission to enter the program because of a poor GRE score

or because of poor grades. I submit that he's proved he's a success,

or he wouldn't be at Leavenworth. So, he can have his owing with the

bat." We have discouraged a few people, but we have never turned any-

body down. We have had people withdraw en route by common consent,

and I think that's an appropriate way to run the program.
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SBefore the first graduation day, we had a number of questions that

had to be decided; one involved where this would fit into the graduation

program. I argued succb,.fully that awarding the degrees was a key event,

and we have now institutionalized it ai being next to the awarding of the

Parshall Award. The next thing that camG up was the granting of diplomas,

and on thet first year we invited back the 169 or so previoiis awardees

to make a retroactive award. We did not expect them all to come back,

but some 20 did. That made it a very special occasion. We fabricated

a new diploma, purchased it, and are quite proud of it. I wanted to

make it look entirely different from the CGSC regular diploma, and I

think that has been accomplished. After the first year, we opened up

ti-. program to faculty participetion, and that has prova.t to be suc-

cessful.

An an aside, I mentioned earlier that with resrect to this whole

program I really did not have any bate, was never told to do anything,

and was only told not to lo only one thing that I proposed. Just before

the first graduation, I went to Jack Cushman. We hid already agreed to

ask Ceneral Lemley to awaid the degrees, and he had agreed tc do It.

He was going to make the actual awards. I suggested that it would be

appropriate if the two of us who were going to present the cand!.OzLes

wore academic gowns. Jack said, "No, I think we'd better, not do that,"

and I dropped the matter. That was my sole loss, and certainly not a

very vital one. Last year at General Louiaell's direction, not only did

I wear my doctoral gown, but wa took another further step. Following

some counsel from the Institute of Heraldry, we designed a special hooa
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for the Institution and for Its degree. I am sat.,afied that we w&.ll

Continu2 to do this. We placed Ehe hood around the recipient's neck

as parc of the ceremony. This certainly turned out very wvll.

Finally lcu, --ear, really at my suggestidn, we awarded our fizst

hcncrary degree to General DaPuy. He was really surprised, and T think

it was an appropriate step. I certainly don't want us to do thia

routinely, but nc one Could question that DePuy is a man who had tre-

mendous impact on this College.

By the time we had run the program thz-ae years, we had finished

the accreditation cycle. I thought the matter was well institution-

alized. I further thought that what we needed to do next was to endeavor

to link the program directly with announced Army requirements. I thought

the way to do this was to create under the general ýNAS umbrella some

sub-sets geared directly to certain specialties; the one I thought we

ought to start was Operations and Force Development. I tried out this

noticon, id everybody seemed to think it was a good idea to modify the

requirements for taking specific electives as part of the program. The

concept caught on to the point that we have for this year not only a

sub-set for Operations and Force Development but also one for people

as,ýiring to the strategist program. It is my feeling that over time

that is likely to be how the MMAS program evolves. I am sure we will

continue to have a generalized, non-specific category, bLc then we are

likely to have several categories linked directly with Army specialties.

Tt seems to be a good way to use the program.
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That gets me perhaps to where we are now or maybe where we wercL

last July, at which point I toid the command in a letter that I

intended to retire the 30th of June 1978. One of the reasons for my

decision was chat I was sautsfied that by the end of this year the.1 IQ&AS program would be thoroughly and completely institutionalized.

It seems to me that is a fair appriasal of the cir:umstances.

Q: Wculd you go back again and very quick.ly, state the key dates

in terms of when this began, when we actually gained our accreditation,

%d vien we actually issued the true Master's Degrees?

A: In early 1962 we decided in a fornal way to energizt. the proposal.

In Karch 1963 we were granted preliminary accrediation frov, the NCA

on the program which we had started under the tag "Honors Program"

in the fall ot 1963. In 1966 that status with the North Central

Association was withdrawn, because 'is had not -attained degree-granting

authority. The legislation was finall.y endted on 5 kagust 1974. We

regained uur preliminary accreditetion, but under a different title

now which thea called "candidacy", in April 1975. The first thoroughly

lagitimate degrees were awarded graduation day of June 173. In

March 1976 we were accorded membership status, properly known rs full

accreditation.

Q: Why is the MMAS Program important to CGSC and to the Army?

A: It is important for a number of reasons. Tor one, it is an

appropriate and a tangible award to those officers who, in conjunction

with their stay at CGSC, conduct some serious study and research and

submiz it to the Army. This is probably study and research that would
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not otherwise be accomplished. That is one kind of an answer. Next,

it is important because its accredited existence makes CGSC a part of

the higher education community, on its own feet and as a member in good

standing cof the club. Given that set of circumstances when we discuss

cooperative programs, transfer of credit, possible interchanse of

faculty, etc,. it is on a one-to-one equal status, in contrast to

the all-too-often circumstance where a representative of an Army in-

stitution goes kind of hat in hand, asking somebody to do something

for us. We have cercainly stan how that haLs changed our dealings in

conjunction with the Cooperative Degree Programs.

But I have saved for last what I think its real significance is.

To arrive at where we are today in an accredited program means that

we have arrived there after having been axamined by a whole array of

civilian academicians. They hare decided, based on their own criteria,

that there is a body of knowledge, a discipline, which is discrete

erjugh that it does not show up anyplace else. Further, they decided

that it has real. substance which they have acknowledge at the master's

degree level. I think this means that they are testi'yiug that the

hallmark of tny recognized profession (that is, a related, discrete

scholastic di,icipline) is found here; and the M2AS program is the

evidence for that. I O.hink over time that is probably the moat lasting

significance.

I want the program to continue as a quality program turning out

material of use to the Army, and I want over time to see the MAS

become a recognized badge of professional and scholastic competence.
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I think that will happen. To whatever degree it happens, among its

other beneficial outcomes will be that we will have a device, . scheme,

a means to channel this very great talent that we have in the Army

directly towards Army matters and somehow or other stop, if you will,

the kind of "brain drain" which unfortunately has occurred all too

often.

I have given you a whole variety of answers. I think there are

different kinds of importance depending on where one sits.

2
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INTERVIEW NINE

25 ,Tnnunry 1978

Contribution of the Birrers' to thw. LcLavtnwortli
Conmunity

Changes in Office Organization and Functiona
Importance of Problem-Solving Skills
Curriculum Management
Recurring Problems of CGSC
Future Direction of CGSC
Importance of CGSC to the Army
Concluding Remarks
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Q: What were your contributions as a member of the community at

Fort Leavenworth?

A: I am quite proud of the listing. I don't know that we did this

very deliberately;we certainly decided that our whole lifestyle was

to become completely involved with the community and be a pert of it.

I say "we" because I am referring to both my wife and myself. She

gets two major credits and let me tick those off first. As soon as

our only son was old enough to go to school, she started with Red

Cross, and she stopped that when a combination of ill health, movinR

off post, and our son's going to college thirteen years later made It

difficult to continue. For thirteen years she more than earned her

Red Cross pin. For 20 years, she was a member of the Altar Guild of

the Memorial Chapel, and for eight of those years she was in charge

of the Altar Guild work at all chapels on post. At the peak of the

affair that included the old (now-torn down) Normandy Chapel, the

new one, and the Memorial Chapel. This was very demanding, and I

think rewarding, but it was also a very sensitive matter. The woman

who does this as a volunteer has to do it entirely by persuasion and

manipulation, since she has no authority. So, I cite those two to

start with.

For myself, let me just read them off. I don't think there is

any more to be said about it. My contributions were: School Board

member, Fort Leavenworth School District, 30 years; member of the

pre-school council, 20 years; member of the Fort Leavenworth Museum

board, 15 years; Executive Secretary of the Fort Leavenworth Boy

Scouts, 10 years; sunday school teacher, junior high level Fort

Leavenworth Chapel, 6 years; business manager of Dramatics Club,
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4 years; Secretary of the Staff and Faculty Bowling League, 4 years;

player/manager of the Staff and Faculty Softball Team, 3 years--ob-

viously that is when I was considerably younger; exccutive secretary

of the Henry Leavenworth Chapter o! the AUSA, and charter member of

the organization at Fort Leavenworth, a couple of years. I want to

conclude this by saying that for 12 years Jo and I have been very

actively engaged in the Allied Sponsor program. That i.,. our list

of community credits.

Q: Will you discuss the changes in the organization of your office

c.hri.ng the past several years?

A: I think the proper start point is mid-sumnmer of 1972, for that

wam the time ihat, as I have already noted, in addition to ny Edu-

cational Advisor position I was given ar. operating title initially

called Director, Evaluation and Review. My only title heretofore had

been Educational Advisor. Now I had two titles; I showed up on two

places on the organization chart.

Under the DER directorates there were three continuing operating

responsibilities. One of these was student evaluation, one was what

we then called the "Communicative Arts" (a euphemism for the writing

and speaking program, but moreso for the writing program, because we

did not have any speaking programs to speak of and still do not), and

one for faculty development. That's where we started then with this

DER directorate title in the summer of 1972.

Over time several changes occurred. The first one was that the

"Communicative Arts" program was transferred to DCOM after Jack Cushman

came; and along with it the decision was made to hire a civilian per-

son competent. in that area. My own personal feeling about that was,
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"good riddance, nothing but trouble!" That was a very unpopular

and troublesome program.

The next thing that happened grew out of a conversation be-

tween Mik," Sanger and myself; after Mike had become the Director of

Resident Instruction. Our of my office we had conceived, designed,

and had constructed the experimental classroom, and then- Major

Jim Channon, who was assigned to me, actually moved his office over

to classroom 7, which is where the experimental classroom was

located. Jim is a man of many talents, and included among these iu

competency with television. In the natural course of events that

activity became closely related to the television studio. Anyway,

one day Mike came in rather diffidently, I think, and said he would

like to explore some no~tions about some possible rearrangements.

I should mention that this conversation I am about to relate occurred

after I became the Director of NKIAS in the summer of 1974. As is

clear, MHAS became my major interest from there on in. When Mike

left my office, I think he was completely astonished, because T

had said, "I think you ought to have classroom 7 responsibility, E

think you ought to have faculty development, and I think you ought

to have Jim Channon, who goes with it." This was certiinly more

than he expected and hoped for. From my point of view it was ideal

because that cleared the slate and left me with three responsibili-

ties: whatever is involved in the Educational Advisor slot, the

•MAS Program, and the continuing responsibility for administering

student evaluation at the college staff level. Indeed, the respon-

sibility for student evaluations goes all the way back to the first
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couple of years of my tour here when I got involved in the whole

Sprocess of student grading and evaluation, because, in a sense, I

- waý. looking for something to do. For a year my title was Educa-

tional Advisor/MMAS Director. Under the Educational Advisor title,

as a practical matter, we carried ;he student evaluation responsi-

bility. This continued through school year 1974-75 and 1975-76.

By the time we fini~and the full accreditation cycle, that is

to say April 1976, the College was faced with some readjustment of

personnel; the school model had come along, as well as the internalI Combined Arms Center reorganizations that came along with it. When

Ben Harrison and I flew to Chicago to appear at the NCA meetings

concerning the College's gaining accreditation, I was sitting along

side of him. We knew this was a pro forma thing; we were just going

through the drill, as it were. While sitting beside Ben, I took the

opportunity to tell him that when the accreditation matter was

accomplished, a considerable amount of my time would be freed, that

had been engaged with that operation for the past few years. Mind-

ful of the personnel stresses the institution was ander and he was

under, I felt obligated to tell him that if he wanted to do so he

could assign me to the Cooperative Degree program. I could take it

and he would save an officer.

Q: Who previously had directed that program, sir?

A: It had been under the Director of Resident Instruction in a sepa-

rate division, which was called, I guess, Graduate Studies, or some-

thing like that. Ben immediately picked up that option, and as
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school year 1975-,76 was finishing, that transfer of responsibility

was accomplished. Now, we needed a new title, and I proposed "Director

of Graduate Degree Programs." That is the way it is shown on the

organization chart today. I have continued to use Director, MMAS as

a subset under that title whenever it is desirable, but this other

title does suggest to the outsideworld that I am kind of the grad-

uate dean. It happened that a position, about a GS-7 position, that

was involved-.with the cooperative degree program was transferred to

my office; that lady also administered the consulting faculty program.

Since the start of school year 1976-77 and continuing until today, I

have had this title Director of Graduate Degree Programs and under-

neath it, the continuing responsibility for MMAS, the Cooperative

Degree program with its related university contract courses, the

consulting faculty, and student evaluation.

One other interesting part of this story is that in the summer

of 1977 TRADOC deleted the manpower authorization for the position

of Educational Advisor at all service schools. I previously pointed

out that that action was an outgrowth of our collective resistance

tc the wholesale onslaught by TRADOC into ISD and so on. It turned

out that a couple of people did retire early; in other instances

they kept on doing the same thing without having the title. In my

case, we simply deleted the title Educational Advisor. As I sit

here today, I am only shown under one title, Director Graduate Degree

Programs, but the functions--MMAS, Consulting Faculty, Cooperative

Degree Program--are going to remain intact as a recognizable entity.

I anticipate that student evaluation will probably move to the Director, I
Educational and Curriculum Affairs, and I think that's appropriate.
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For my successor, that is fortuna.e, because he will not be saddled

again with a ,-t.ry bothersome, troublesome matter.

Q: Looking at the future in terms of his future role, sir, do you

still see an important contribution of his being the furnishing of

ewucational advice?

A: I do, over time. Vet, on the other hand, there are acme realitites

we should recognize. The command group began to turn to me for some

advice or began to listen to what I had to say starting about 1954,

and that kind of grew progressively thereafter. Note that that is

at least six years a&ter I arrived. I have talked with the generals

about this, ani1 have reminded them that someone is going to take my

desk and will do it very well. But that is not the point at all. I

think everybody's replaceable, but you cannc: expect my replacement

to come in and be willing to "free wheel" all over the College function

as has become my custom, because I do know more about the school than

anybody else.

Q: As I examined some of the speeches that you have given in the

past, I found one of the most persistent themes is the importance of

the Leavenworth emphasis on problem-solving skills. Why do you think

that is important?

A: It is a ver-y simple answer. I st*art with the assumption that CGSC

is a very expensive investment in the ed'•cational procaess--a year

out of our best men's mid-career time. But we are doing it because

we want those officers to be somehow or other more productive--and

the "more" does not mean more in quaentity but perhaps more in quality.

Somehow or other we think they will discharge their subsequent officer
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duties better as a result of this school. That must be the basis,

or the basic assumption, on which we make this tremendous investment.

For those of us who are charged with some of this responsibility, I

think the question becomes, "What can we do in order to enhance the

likelihood that our graduates will, indeed, be better officers, and

that they will perform their functions more effectively as a result

of the Leavenxworth experience?"

This is a practical way of asking, "What is the real role and

mission of CCSC and how do we accomplish it?" My answer to that is

that officers get paid to think clearly and decide well. I got that

expression from Bruce Clark years ago; he said, "Thinkers and deciders

is what the Army needs and what Leavenworth must supply." He told

me that in a private conversation, and it really registered, because

that is really the objective.

Next you come to the question, "What do you do in a school sit-

uation to enhance the students thinking and decisionmaking capabilities?"

I have often confron~ted my instructor training courses with the question,

"What kind of a school program do you design iT order to produce people

who can think and decide?" If you ask the question abstractly, people

will make a number of observations. Then I point out that that ques-

tion is the CGSC question. This "thinking and deciding" can be used

synonomously for "problem-solving competence;" sometimes I say "pro-

blem-solvers and decision makers," and sometimes I use "people who

think and decide." I think those are two different sets of phrases

which mean the same thing. What you must do in order to produce

people who can think and decide is to provide the student officers
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with a whole series of carefully designed problem-solving experiences

in ever increasing complexity and completeness. To my knowledge,

there is no m=gical shortc•t that improves problem-solving competence

other than this tried and ..cue method of "Let's try it, and see how

it works."

I think that is essentially the principle which underlies our

curriculum design. It is clearly the foundation of what I once

wrote, and I described earlier to you, as the three-phased curriculum

concept. Stated very simply, we said we were first going to try to

give the officer enough tools that he could work on the problems-that

he has to solve. (The danger is that you use up all your time giving

him his toolh.) Then we would have him solve some of those problems.

ideally, he would pick up some of the remainer of the tools as he is

actually solving problems, and when he needs them. As the year goes

along these problems that we have him work on become increasingly

more complex and more involved. If you look at our tactical instruc-

tion from that point of view, I think it follows reasonably well.

;, People have often asked me, "How do you know CGSC is doing a

good job?" We can answer that question in these terms: "We have

this imposing list of graduates who have turnad out to be successful."

Sometimes I give that answer but it depends on who asked it. I know,

as well as anyone who has thought about it, that that is no answer at

all! That is a self-fulfillinpt prophesy that is inevitable uwider thi

given set of circumstances. After all, we begin with the top half of

the officer corps.

So, what kind of evidenci is there? I tell people that the beat

evidence that I know about is that when our student body arrives in
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August and September. our student officers, by and large, lack some

fundamental concepts and skills. If you say to them, "You're the

Division Comander or Corps G-3. Here is your staff, and here is

your mission. Take the next three hours and plan the operation,"

not many really know what to do. There ih an awful lot of fumbling

and stumbling around. Our long record shows that in ýarch, April,

and May when you give these same officers, that same kind of require-

ment, they can proceed with dispatch and produce a problem solution

that in our faculty'e professional judgment is likely to satisfy

the requirement. They are no smarter, for we have not enhanced their

intellectual capacity. But they know a lot more, and can solve pruc-

tical Army problems without the fumbling and stumbling that character-

ized their first efforts. I think that that kind of clearly observable

effect is probably the best evidence that we are doing a good job.

Q: Sir,. you have just talked about a conceptual approach to problem-

solving. How do you defend that conceptual apr ,ach to problem-solving

against the behavioralist who insists upon task analysis and specific

behavioral skills?

A: There is cer:ainly a porential confltct herc. But I say "potential"

because T think that is really what it is. It is potential, not real.

In my approach, I also start with task analysis. It is just that I

choose, if I can borrow a phrase I learned long age from psychology,

to look a! solar rather than molecular behavior. This is a concept I

learned in graduate school from gestalt psychology (I haven't thoughz

about it in over 30 years). But it says that if you want to under-

stand behavior you have to look at the big "wholes"--rather than small
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"wholes." My task analysis tells me that the crucial task for senior

commanders and staff officers is to think and decide, to solve military

problems. I argue that if you do the task analysis correctly, and by

that I mean get to the significant behavior, then we are in sync.

The other possible conflict is on the other end. I maintain (and

I am not alone, for I think most people in higher education would agree

with me) that there are some very significant outcomes we want from

higher education that are not susceptible to quantified measurement.

I have an outright clash on this point with the behaviorists who say

everything exisLs in amount, and if it exists in, amount it can be

measured. I am willing to stand up and take my stand against that kind

of nonsensel So, there is some possible potential conflict, and yet

I insist that the conflict that exists--at least in the task analysis--

has been because they have insisted on taking this molecular behavioral

approach.

Q: Have we lost sight of the value of the elective& scheme that was

established in 1971-72? By that I mean we have reduced our number of

elective hours from a high of about 480 hours to next year's low of

180 hours.

A. I don't think that I am prepared to say that we have lost sight of

it, but we have certainly reduced the degrees of freedom, if one must

put it in those terms. A very real danger exists that we may indeed

lose the notion. I felt strongly enough about this that in a recent

briefing to the faculty board, which I was asked to give on curriculum

evolution, I ended With some =nsolicited observations, and I really

meant these for the deputy comcandant. I had a captive audiencel
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The point I made was that you have to understand you are &oing to be

constantly pressured to increase the common curriculum. Everybody will

be after you to put someting in. To whatever degree you accede to this

pressure without taking something ovt, you are going to reduce the

opportunities for programs tailored for individual needs. I may be a

voice crying in the wilderness.

I offered another point, too. If one assumes that some kind of

structured differential programs will be an outcome from the Harrison

Board, and I believe that ir likely to happen, we make it more difficult

for ourselves as we get nearer and nearer to an all-common curriculum,

or as the common curriculum becomes larger. It will be more painful.

This is not nearly as impressive an argument as the former is, but I

think it is likely to be one that may be listened to more immediately.

I hope the people who count keep this concept which we have developed

and worked on for so long, as a vital part of the Leavanworth program.

Q: How can the people in positions of responsibility avoid piec4mealing

the curriculum to death with thesa incremental changes?

A: I have some notions about this, and again I have recently offered

some advice on this matter. The first point that the people who are

in the command group and who deal with this matter must appreciate

the fact that by necassity they must make some very arbitrary decisions

with respect to the allocation of curriculum time. Almost every

commandant and deputy or assistant commandant starts off with the same

assumption--usually implicit. When they deal with the question of

curriculum, or the determination of its content, they assume we should

be able to do this in a very systematic, rather precise quantifiable
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manner. The current deputy commandant is the latest example of this.

After a couple of months in oftice, one of the points he made in a

memorandum to the commandant was that we have got to get a better handle

on the curriculum for next year; be went on to say how he prcposed to

do this.

Sooner or later, and I think later in molt instances, however, we

get back to the start point and make some very arbitrary Judgments.

I can tell you what the questions are; I can put them in impossible

ways to answer. How much curriculum time should be devoted to tactics?

Who's to say? The answe• you get varies greatly among different people.

And aru you talking about tactics for all, or tactics for some? You

cannot answer the question, however, unless you ask some other questions.

How much of a lien on the student's time each day does the college have?

It's something short of 24 hours a day, I guess, but then what number do

you pick? Whatever number you pick, how much of that time do you want

scheduled? What I am trying to argue is that there is a whole series

of very arbitrary decisions involved in this business. The problem is

that most of these have already been made; they are institutionalized.

They can be changed, but it is troublesome. They have a tendency to

persist, and essentially they are accepted without question and often

without complete realization that they are there. Superimposed upon

this series of "rules" are a bunch of special interests because people

want us to do specific things-four hours here, more of this, emphasize

that--and they get imposed on the system and make it very difficult

to deal with.
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As a practical matter, the deputy commandant at CCSC has to fight

a skillful delaying action. Most of these cpecific directivca can be

absori.,ed by retitling or by verbal manipulation. This Is really tr'ia.

Let me give you an example. If we ae suddenly directed to emphasilze] intelligence, I will argue that every time we conhidar enemy capa-

bilitian in a tactical problem, we are dealing with iL:elligence T

use that example because it once. came up, and we made an impressive

list of all the times we taught intelligence. We took vha'_ we did,

and we counted it differently! That's the sense in which I use the

term 'verbal manipulation." I do not think there is anything dis-

honest about this either. It's not dishonest at all; it's a reasoned

response. So the deputy commandant can manage a lot of it by that type

of action.

But he has to make a showing on some areas. The latest case is

Organizational Effectiveness. In some cases, you have got to be able

to identify it (that's nothing but labeling), but then you have got to

make a little further nudge in a particular direction so it looks like

you sre really with the program. When wo do one of the latter, we

should couple it with a deletion. If I were the deputy comnandant I

would be as arbitrary as I could be about this. If I told the Depart-

t•djh Of •.'x d no add four hours for Organizational Effectiveness to

their Profession of Arms curriculum I would add, "And your total al-

location remains the same. You figure out now to do it." I know they

would scream. After their screaming, they would say, "Okay, we'll do

this," and that would be that. This is not a very neat, tidy cper-

ation, but I think that's the way the command group has to approach it.
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Q: Sir, doesn't rout operate against good faculty morale?

A: Yes. Anytime you delete something that has been produced by

someone, that person is going to feel aggrieved. I accept that fact.

I am not too concerned about the morale affair, because I believe that

very little has to be done dilfarcntly. We may do quite a bit of

relabeling. Since I think %ary 1Lttle has to really be dcie because

of outside influence, I would not b6 wcrried about bing Oble to explain

why an action- i necessary. In short, I think that. would be managed

with some reasonable attention to effective communication so that every-

body will know what the problem is.

Q: What about the recent problem with rksources? How can wa go about

insuring that in fact we have enough instructors to do the job? Another

way to state the question would be to ask how the CO lege can overcow*

an intensely bureaucratic and administrative mathod ddr ust~ifying

the number of instructors at CGSC.

A: I was greatly encouraged a couple of months ago when Major John

DeReu developed an alternative to pluatform hours as the unit to dater-

mine faculty requirements; he suggeated that as a replacement we nhould

t3lk about the faculty-to-student zatio. I was disappointed when wc-

presented that scheme to resource people at TRADOC, and it was not

adopted. In fact, the ratio proposed by Major DeReu produced the

same result in terms of requirements as does the more involved com-

putation of platform manhours. It probably does not make that much

difference in the long run. We are in for a difficult time. The Army

is scaling down and there is a tremendous push to get as many people

as possible out of the school pipeline into the units, to get people
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out of the training base. It's an awfully long line from that kind of

a policy decision probably atDA, and if not MOD level, before it gets

down to how many instructors we get at Leavenworth, or how many we get

in committee X at Leavenworth. It is such a very long line that you

can hardly trace the line. I am consoled, and maybe reassured by some

recent actions. I have not seen this in writing, but I have been

advised that at both TRADOC and DA, CGSC has been given some kind of

protective statue from furthAr reductions. That's all we could possibly

hope for. There is one reassuring aspect about this. The "protected

status" appeared at a time when all winds, if you will, were blowing

in the opposite direction; so, it had to come because the Army does

treasure the college. It could not have happened in any other way.

Since we recently have had this protected status kind of reaffirmed,

if not formalized, tinder the very worst seat of conditions, that suggests

that we are going to do all right.

Q: Let me ask two questions, air. First, what are the recurring

problems of the College, and in the same sense, where have we made

some of our greatest mistakes in the past?

A: The persisting problem or puzzle ic this question of what kind cf

experiences we will provide for the student officer. There are always

choicea: short term-long term; generalist-specialist; today's tactics-

future tactics. Given this tremendous investment that L"avenworth

represents for the Army, the recurring problem is how to get a greater

return? That's kind of a cost-effective question, and we have really

been wrestling with this question of how the Army gets a return for its

Leavenworth investment.
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Since the curriculum (I think that comes from a Latin word that

means "pathway," or "pathway to learning") is the device, the mach-

nnism that somehow or other is gring to change that officers' behavior

mo that he can do something as a graduate that he could not do before,

it naturally follows that in trying to determine how to get more for

our money, the key questions are always curriculum questions-content,

scope, methods, all wrapped together. I don't have any notion that

the 1974-75 scheme (now in its third generation, soon to be its fourth)

represents any ultimate plan. Someone is going to come along with

a better notion. As a personal matter, I guess I will regret this

when it happens, but only for sentimental reasons. It will of course

be considered even more appropriate for the Army's needs.

There are a number of other problems which have been solved off

and on, sometimes better than others. They usually concern resources,i

personnel, facilities and money. I am oversimplifying the case when

I say that we al-ways want more money, more people, and more facilities

chan anyone is going to provide us, but that's the way the world really

4as. So, sometimes we 1-arg•in somewhat better than at other times, but

the environment has not always been the same.

The other question you asked me was where we had made some of our

greatest mistakes. I don't doubt that we have made some very serious

ones; however, if you ask me to list them, the heading "mistakes"

doesn't produce very many items. Speaking in a general sense, I

think we are prone to over-react, both as to amount and time. That's

a very easy charge, and I think it's a very understandable reaction,

given our particular cultural subset. This institution is just replete
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with people who are action oriented over-achievers, and goodness

knows, that's what we want them to bal So I think the price one pays,

and maybe a =all price, is that you are going to get some over-reaction.

My civilian friends although often somewhat bemused by our over-reaction,

customarily couple this with some rueful notice chat their problem is

that they cannot get any rection'at all; of the two, they often con-

sider our position the more. desirable. I think that's probably accurate,

and I think it's built into the institution. I think it's built into

the officer corps. We have gone to great effort to create that, and

we .reap some of that harvest.

Q: Do you have any thoughts, air, on where CGSC should go in the future?

A: Not really. I anticipate that the era of the Army generalist is over.

Like it or not, our business is far too complicated anymore for any

one parson to be able to be thoroughly versed everywhere. We have

specialization. The question is only how much; we certainly have it.

I suppose Leavenworth will continue to foster the crucial residue of

the generalist, and it's what we feel ever_ y field grade officer should

know about the Army, especially the Army in the field. On the other

hand, I don't see how the college will be able to resist an increas-

ing alignment with Army specialties. It's bigger than CGSC, for what

we need is an Army-wide scheme for the preparation of specialists. I

suppose that's in a sense what the Harrison Board is trying to work

out, but this ia7 almost as big as all outdoors. This is a monster!

If you are csking me to predict what might happen in the next 20 years,

it is somewhere along that line that I anticipate the college will go.
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Q: How important is Leavenworth to the Army?

A: How do you answer such a question? We have got books full of

testimonials, all kinds of anecdotal information, and each of us has

their own personal experience. Mine is not especially atypical. I

came hare, and I knew very little about the Army at large. When I

graduated from Leavenworth thirteen weeks later I knew quite a bit

about it, and I was a lot better officer because of it. That has

happened to all the graduates. I hold a vary biased and prejudiced

view, but to me it is very simple. The Army in the field in Leaven-

worth, or Leavenworth is the Army in the field; it isn't any place

else. This is the only place that you can find out about the Army in

the field, unless you get assigned. I just have to believe that his-

torical testimony over the years, albeit anecdotal and sort of self-

fulfilling in a sense, does tall the essence of the story. I see that

Leavenworth influence in so many places and in so many ways.

The reaction of civilian educators is always of interest to me,

and I mean the reaction of those that invest enough time to find out

what Leavenworth is about. I have watched this happen many, many times:

hordes of visitors, Advisory Committees (nine different annual meetings),

three North-Central visitation groups, an ad hoc co-ittea, a couple

of groups from DOD, two educational survey commissions. Sometimes

these people have started skeptical, if indeed not with a negative

attitude. But regardless of where they started,, and I cannot think of

a single exception or single person, they have ended their review, in-

spection, or visit by telling us, in effect, '"hat you do is of crucial

importance to the nation."
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I have just finished drafting the report of the 9th meet.ing of the

Advisory Commirttee, and I ended the report by trying to catch the

flavor of the last thing that they said to the general. Let me read

it. The paragraph is entitled "The importance of CGSC." Remember,

this is the committee'as view, nine higher-education heavy-weights.

1 '"Finally, the committee wishes to communicate to the entire Leavenworth-

CGSC co.nity, the faculty and students, a deeply held feeling about

the institution. The comitteae is struck by the almost awesome impor-

tance of CGSC to our nation. What is dons or not done at Leavenworth

doubtlessly will directly affect the future of our country. The role

of CGSC is a very sobering one for all who have any part therein, how-

aver small it may be." Those words closely parallel the words of the

committee as they gave them in their firs? interview. So, I come down

pretty hard on the unique significance of the Command and General Staff

College to the Army, and to the nation.

Q: Do you have concluding remarks?

A: As we are talking here this morning and there art just a few days

over five months before I am going to exercise my retirement option,

I certainly have nothing but very positive feelings about the college,

the community, the Army.

Recently, I went to a workshop for people in the health-care pro-

fessions. Indeed, I was there because I was commencing a plan of mine

to reestablish some very rusty skills as a Consulting Psychologist.

For the most part, it was a group therapy session on the frustrations

of these people's position, their occupation, etc. I listened to these
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people, and a dozen or so others, for quite a long while, and one of

them sort of turned around and challenged me, "How do you cope with

all these frustrations?" I guess the question really asked was how

had I been able to cope with them, because I was considerably older

than anyone else. My answer was a very spontaneous one. Raving thought

about it later, as often happens, I think it probably came closer to

how I feel than anything I could ever say again under those circum-

stances.

My answer was something like, "I've really been astonished at this

conversation, because when I think about my own experience over very

nearly 30 years, I have come to the college and my office almost every

day with a feeling of anticipation. I have almost always been anxious

to get on with whatever was important at the moment; I have always had

a feeling that it was worthwhile, and that I could do something con-

structive-you know, a whole positive sort of attitude." I went on to

comment, "I certainly would not want to argue that there have not been

some periods in which there were some variations from this theme, but

I always knew that it was a temporary situation. I always knew that

the conditions would change, and/or the people would change; and they

always tLd. If you take the long period of time, there weren't very

many of these anyway."

If you can voluntarily leave a career with a fealing that you have

made some contribution and know full well that in the process thereof

it has been a satisfying kind of life, that's all you can ever expect.

I have really described how I feel about it.
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Q: It has been an honor and a pleasure to interview you, sir. I am

certa.m that somatime in the future historians will study the first 100

years of the Comand and General Staff College, and they will identify

a few people who have made important and enduring contributions to the

evolution of the collage. That group will probably include John F.

Morrison, Arthur Wagner, and Eben Swift. I am certain that all of those

historians will include Ivan Birrer among that very select group.
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Table 1. Factors Affucting Fatigue Pruperties

iMagnitude [Uniaxial-LStress Field or F. Axa loa- ±•iaxaai • IAxial load
1)iotribution Axiality -i Traxial H-Rotary bending

Concentration Combinations Vibratory bending
c I net nLof the above types

U)n - Stress ratio (or mean stress or static stress)
- Prestress or residual stress

Spectrum or - Stress wave form: Regular: sinusoidal, zquare, etc.
-History or Stress- Irregular: random
Time Relations Frequency (cycles per unit time) or strain rate.

Rest period
Varying amplitude Spectrum

15equence
LRandom amplitude

.Chemistry or ± Ferrous and nonferrous alloys, nonmetalics,
Material.s impurities, etc.

S-Substructure + Point defects, dislocations, sub-boundaries, etc.V Raw stock
Microstructure Heat treatment rGrain rShape
.or Material Particle distribution Inclusion Size

SCondition Cold work LSegregation Location
Residual stress

E_ Size
c Geometry of Shape 4 hemnical -coating, etc..tructural

Component Notches LPhysical- roughness, etc,.Componnt F urface properties

Simple joints - weld, riveted, bolted
-Framed structure Other components, from stifiened flat sheet, shell,

to others.

Z -Temperature

Vacuum
- Surroundings Radiation

or foreign matter Air
Corrosion

Z• Fret corrosion
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bending specimens, it ib close to the notch strength, and for rotating

-lorom. !c•os"ce totho modulur. of rupturc. Thi. i. c v•,dgl

the eiementary flexural formulas commonly us ed to calculate the

stres-.,es do ,iot rcpresent realistically the distribution of stress, In

general, S-N curves represent the progressivft structural deterioration

and the gradual breaking of cohesive bonds in materials. This process

may be analyzed statistically. The S-N curves for nonmetallic mate-
4rials also indicate structural deterioration (Figure 4).

A collection of S-N data for small, polished, steel-bar, rotating-

beam specimens5 (Figure 5) shows that the endurance limit is approximately

50 per cent of the tensile strength, and the strength at 104 cycles is approxi-

mately 75 per cent of the tensile strength. This curve may be used for

preliminary design purposes when fatigue data are not available.

Several attempts have been made to find general mathematical" lif6,7
relationships between stress and life7 and several different equations

have been proposed to express the S-N. relations empirically. Use of

these equations reduces the data to a suitable form for data analysis

and standardizes curve fitting methods. It also provides some under-

standing of the S-N relationships.

Weibull6 proposed an equation

(S - Se) (N+B = b )a (I)

where S is the endurance limit, and B. a, and b are constants.

Valluri derived the following more complex equation which has
been applied to only one aluminum alloy:

2 ln(oru/*r) In ( ao - /()
N -T-7-
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I
where I

, = maximum cyclic stress
Iff = minimum cyclic stress

ffu = ultimate tensile strength

= internal stress (approximately the endurance-
"•. limit)

K. C = material constants
E =Young's modulus

When identical specimens are fatigue tested at the same stress

level, their fatigue lives are generally not the same but vary or scatter

a great deal. When m~any specimens are tested at several stress levels,:"68-13
the test points are scattered as shown in Figure Based on the scat-

ter of data points, a family of curves called S-N-P curves may be drawn

as shown in Figure 7, Iwhere P is the probability of survival. It is anti-

cipated that the actual performance for P1 of all specimen,, will be above

the S-N value indicated by the corresponding P curve.

LOW-CYCLE AND HIGH-CYCLE FATIGUE

An S-N curve may be divided into the low-cycle range and the high-

cycle range; there is no sharp demarcation between these ranges. From 0
3 4to about 10 or 10 cycles is generally considered tie low-cycle range and

3 4 7from about 103 or 10 cycles to 10 7 or higher, the high-cycle range.

Until recently, little attention has been paid to the low-cycle range,

and as a result, much of the existing fatigue data are for high cycles only.

It soon became apparent that for some pressure vessels, pressurized

fuselages, landing gears and wing flap mechanisms, space-ship launching

equipment, missiles, etc., only a short fatigue life was required. Con-

sequently, the low-cycle fatigue phenomena _.gan to gain attention.
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The initial portion of an S-N curve it usually horizontal and flat;

for notched specimens, the flat portion is shorter than for plain speci-

mens as shown in Figure 81.4. 15 The difference in the initial behavior-
between notched and plain specimens appears related to their stress-

14strain curves (Figures 8 and 9). When the cycles are low, the mate-

rial fatigue strength is close to the static strength. Consequently, when
the notched static strength is higher than the plain tensile strength, the

notched fatigue strength at the upper end of S-N curve is also higher than

the plain tensile strength. When the cycles are increased, notched fatigue

strength drops rapidly to a level that is lower than that for the unnotched

fatigue strength.

Another point is noted in the comparison of Figures 8 and 9. Near
the top of both the static and the fatigue curves the slope change for the
notched specimen is often greater than that for the unnotched. Sinmic the

notched specimens show reduced plastic strain in static test and shorter
life than the unnotched in fatigue test, the plastic strain may be related to

fatigue life. Thus, the plastic strain appears to be a better measure of

life than the nominal stress. Indeed, in constant deformation fatigue

tests, a straight-line relationship exists between the logarithmic values

of either the maximum plastic strain or the range of plastic strain and

the lives of the members (Figure 10). 16 This is expressed by

&e N1/2 = C (3)

where the constant C may be related to the reduction of area R in static

tension tests as

C = 0. 5 In [ 100/ (100-R) ] (4)

Many reports have considered tae static tensile strength as the

upper limit of the S-N curve, located arbitrarily at 1/4, 1/2, 3/4, or I
cycle. It should be noted that the tensile strength test data are usually

obtaineil from a static tension testing machine operating at a low strain rate;
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fatigue test data are obtained in fatigue testing machines at higher strain rates.

The failure trechanism in thu low-cycle range is similar to the

failure mechanism in static tension, but the failure mechanism in the

hich-cvle r; fnee ios different anid rtiav be termed ''true fatigue. The

two mechanisms are compared in Table 3.

EFFECT OF MEAN STRESS AND COMBINED STRESS

The stresses created in the laboratory for fatigue study are usually

sinusoidal or vibr;Ltional stresses, and the vibrational stresses are usually

expressed in terms of a pair of variables, such as the mean stress Sm and

the amplitude Sa (Figure 11). The fatigue S-N data are then determined

using a pair of stress variables. In Figure 12, the data were determined

by the maximum stress S and the ratio of .ninimum stress to maximum k
max

stress R. Figure 13 clearly shows the relationships betwee'n Jifferent

pairs of stress variables17 and between the stress pair and the fatigue

life. The mean stress is sometimes also called the static stress or super-
imposed stress. .
im oWhen two- or three-dimensional stresses act at a point, they are

referred to as combined or complex stresses. The amount of fatigue data

for different combinations or states of stresses is overwhelmIng. Fortunate-

ly, there are some general rules. on fatigue effect of combined stress that can

18Ibe used as a guide. One rule proposed by Sines, explains not only the effect

of combined stresses but also the effect of mean stresses and residual stresses.

Sines proposed that the permissible alternation of the octahedral shear stress

i-) a linear function of the sum of the orthogonal nornmal static stresses, as

long as the maximum stress is below the yield strength, or

1/3E(P 1 P +)+ (P 2 - P 3 ) + (P 3 - P1)
2 1/2 -

(5)
A .. +(S 5 +S S R +R + R-)

x y z x y z

-'5-
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Table 3. Comparison of Low-Cycle and High-Cycle
Fatigue a

Low-Cycle High- Cycle

Internal stresses and strain High Low

hardening

Net sum of plastic flow Macro size Micro size

Gross sum of plastic flow Small Large

X- ray disorientation Large Small

SSlip Co~rse 4  Fine
(00 - 0A) (I0A)

Slip plane distortion Normal Persistent

Crack origin in pull-pull load Interior Surface

Crack path Along max. shear Cross max. tensile
stress

Fracture Delayed static Structure deteriora-
tion

aAdapted from data presentation in WOOD, W. A. "Some Basic Studies
of Fatigue in Metals," Fracture, MIT, John Wiley and Sons Inc., p. 41Z (1959).
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